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INTRODUCTION.
Nevertheless, the task of confronting all possible experience is beyond the power of any man; and we
should be foolish to embark on it, unless we are prepared to go slowly, searching for the elements which are
both simple and also universal. But not expecting to grasp their full significance. I can then hope gradually
to build up a world picture of ‘Future Rail systems’. At: first, in outline only, which I am doing, afterwards
filling in details where I can find possible time. This can be called the method of ‘progressive
approximation’, and it will be discussed in detail in all my documents. It’s chief character is that it starts
with a total concept that is necessarily vague and faulty, rather than with a concept that, though perhaps
precise and convincing, is necessarily abstract and incomplete.
I shall begin with the total given ness of all experience and without forgetting the limitations of our powers
of perception and thought. I must see that the totality as one. I shall not look therein for simplicity or clarity.
I shall not expect that I shall be able to express my intuitions in satisfactory language or to communicate
them otherwise than most inadequately, until the research is complete at the laboratory in California, U.S.A.
on the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.). I have, moreover, to accept the inevitability of error in present data,
also upon the structure data of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V.) data presented here, until it can be
remodeled and tested.
At this time, I take for granted that the data released in these documents are correct, but as yet not tested. I
feel certain that all data that has been released have been found to be correct. The immediacy of sense
perception and the reliability of logical deduction have little part in the attempt to penetrate to the form of
experience, which is in the true sense metaphysical – that is, beyond the senses and not subject to the
limitations of thought. The concrete form for which I search is a mockery to the empiricist – but it is also a
stumbling block to the rationalist. Moreover, I embark upon my task with the presupposition that it can
never be finally accomplished without help. Nevertheless, it is the search, and effort to complete this project
that matters. For it is the manifestation of the true human nature: the meaning of which I am striving to
understand.
The speed by which this project moves, does relate entirely to available funds for the time being. Once the
generator is operating, the finance situation, we hope will change for the better.
Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.
Secretary General.
Author ISBN: 1-898827
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2013: man’s ability to construct structures with ever increasing speed, which no other animal has
been capable of achieving. Searl can vision trains operating at 500 MPH. Being all electric powered by
a device termed Gyro-Flywheel-High Density-Mechanical-Magnetic Device. Today, it is known as the
Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.) above we are looking at yesterday achievements – which has now
vanished like water under a bridge. This was just one of my models that I used at my shows. It sure is
a hard task to obtain another model of it to replace the five that got stolen. But time marches on – new
thinking – new concepts, so what have man achieved since those days of excitement?

ADVANCED GROUND TRANSPORT:
It is past time to redesign our transport networks, to continue in today’s manner will end up in chaos. The
individual car is no longer economic mode of transport. Agree if we fail to create a better system then we
have – means more hardship and more cost you will have to pay. Searl Technology Inc. sets its objectives on
solving these forever growing problems. Unfortunate Searl Transportation section is not set up as yet. It will
include rail this is a vital issue to carry the bulk weight off the roads, on to a very fast rail system – speed is
vital for future requirements now is the time to develop such systems, and to implement as soon as possible.
This document is just an introduction to the responsibility of Searl Transportation division, and presents the
findings of Prof. Searl. This document assesses the status and needs of research into magnetic propulsion
and levitation in relation to future modes of ground transport. Searl reviews the state of the art and draws
conclusions about the important research, and research attitudes, needed to form a basis for sound future
decisions, be they negative or positive, on the adoption of new modes of ground transport.
Searl admits that road transportation must change this is a major task and requires a lot of modelling to be
undertaken to justify a system that all can use. It shall be done. Searl has done much research on rail systems
and has been a shunter to find out the problems of our present day system – so he talks from practical
experience and his modelling experience.
These documents which are based upon transportation are divided into three groups – Road – Rail – Sea,
these will be updated as new data is created. Searl cannot help to notice the lack of education and therefore
these documents are created as an educational teaching system. Therefore Searl welcomes photos and
articles upon any subject, which he can tire up within his documents as to help others to understand the
reality around them. It is up to you to be part of future learning.
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2013: Searl agrees that man has made great strides in technology – but with it came dangerous by
products, not only to human life; but to the planet as a whole. Since 1963 if they only would listen to
me they could had been using the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.) to power rail and road
transportation. So what happen to all this excitement in the 60s on rail transportation – why does it
appear to be dead? I can only tell you what I understand at that time.
To Searl understanding; two events in 1973; which never involved me, which set the scene for the study
reported herein. These were the government’s decision not to take up the direct support for the work of
Tracked Hovercraft Ltd or of its test track at Earith and the recommendation of the Select Committee on
Science and Technology that the Earith facilities should continue to be available and moreover form a focus
for research by Universities and industry. NOTE: Searl understands: that we have at Searl
Technology Inc., 4 scientists at a large university who are working with us; to create the white papers
upon the technology, which includes the Law of the Squares functions which are employed in its
construction of the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.). During these conferences other scientists can
listen in and hopefully they will in the end join my team. Bradley Lockerman sits in with me as an
interface between them and me; as I am clinical deaf, but these sessions work without a hitch.
Searl accepts that in the view of the Council’s responsibilities in regard to University engineering research
and of the interdisciplinary nature of the subject, the Council’s Engineering Board invited a special panel,
drawn both from its own Committees and from elsewhere in the field, to undertake a review of current
support for, and ant any future needs of, University research workers whose skills and interests were
relevant to the technology of advanced forms of ground transport.
Searl understands from his long years of lecturing and demonstrating, that in presenting reviews such as this
the Council is aware that the situation represented will, or at least should, soon be overtaken by events and
developments in the art, and indeed, one aim of publication is the hope that such developments will thereby
be accelerated.
Searl wish to make this issue absolutely clear, that we have a Council operating within Searl
Technology Inc. whose responsibility are precisely the same: to promote science of the S.E.G.
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2013: Here is an illustration of what I could do in model railways layouts to work non-stop for 10 hours
fully automatic. Today; that is not possible – strange as today you have control products available to set up
such systems but it is that cost which kills it. It is that cost today which is killing so many projects. Railways
layouts are great to develop one’s brain; to develop your brain to cope with complex wiring, power control
and switching circuits. A fully operating railway layout can be very exciting to watch, regardless of one’s
age. Of cause it was power by an S.E.G.
Searl states: Not infrequently such reviews are also called upon to strike a balance between the ill-defined,
long term needs of society on the one hand and the importance of encouraging fundamental research which
may transform the criteria whereby these needs are judge on the other. Searl states that in that respect this
review has been a particularly awkward one to carry out. Searl accept in his particular, innovation being on a
international scale, which will be involving massive expenditure; as it is no longer 1946 cost, and will be
necessarily associated with a lengthy time scale and economic planning operations and resources which are
neither available to, nor the responsibility of, the Council of Searl Technology Inc. This problem applies to
all major companies regardless. At the same time, probabilities must be taken into account and due note
taken of common tendencies for too precise predictions to be made too early and for necessary technologies
to follow rather than to anticipate the recognition of social and economic needs. Furthermore, the Council’s
primary role is providing advanced training of scientists and engineers and advancing knowledge in science
and engineering to form the basis of future developments in technology.
Searl states: In reading my documents it is important that the above considerations be borne in mind. Searl
will now tackle the task of presenting what he understood back there so long ago, which time appears to
have forgotten. Unfortunate this appears to be the case in all subjects regardless. In my case in developing
the perfect technology I need to understand when and how that subjected started, and where did it go wrong.
I cannot breed such wrongs into this new field of technology. That will be an unforgettable task to achieve.
But the future requires such changes as soon as possible, but it does take this creature termed Homo sapiens
time to implement changes for the better.
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2013: I GUESS TODAY THIS TRAIN SET WILL COST YOU MORE THAN TEN TIMES THE COST IN 1968. Don’t forget that
my train displays were powered by the S.E.G. And I had converted them to function on line control. Lights worked
when the engine hit darkness. Unfortunate until my expected visitor from Canada been and gone I cannot search
my data for the cost I paid back there for such train sets. For my mind it was an educational learning block.
Summary of conclusions and recommendations:
A1 This document surveys the needs and prospects of the development of ground transport modes with particular
reference to magnetic levitation and propulsion (maglev) technology.
As assessment of the state of the art: has been made and this has been used as the basis both for a review of
current R & D activity; in universities and industry and for projections about desirable future university research.
A2. It is concluded that:
(i)

The prospects for the adoption of maglev techniques for the slowly evolving urban developments, or for
inter-city ground transport at speeds in excess of those of APT, are at best highly uncertain. One
important reason for this uncertainty is the lack of knowledge of the technology, which certainly applies
to the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.) , and therefore of the likely cost and performance obtainable,
particularly at high speeds, when seen in the context of the present world economic situation. These
factors are complicated by the fact that the capital cost of significant new developments in this area are
likely to be very large indeed.

(ii)

The lack of success attending several recent large scale demonstration activities abroad has underline
this absence of an adequate body of knowledge. This is clearly one of Searl major task to create that
knowledge base from which we can move forward with.

(iii)

The resolution of the fundamental issues requires a major effort to build up a better understanding of
the technology and it is this respect that Searl Technology Inc. has a role to play.

(iv)

More specifically our comprehension of the theory, design and performance of the various forms of
linear motor is inadequate. Bear in mind that the Searl Effect Generator is a linear motor riding on a
magnetic bearing. Although some forms of magnetic levitation are perhaps better understood, the
complex interaction of the two systems in the dynamic situation is largely an unknown area.
Aerodynamic effects compound the problem and also need to be reviewed.

(v)

In building up the required understanding there will soon be a need to proceed to full scale testing in
order to narrow the options and it is believed that a large rotating rig will shortly be required. At the
moment the design, cost and organisation of such a facility can only be tentatively indicated and a
detailed study is required before any case, which will obviously need to take account of intervening
developments, can be made. For present purposes the indications are that a facility of this nature at this
date 1968, could lead to a possible future commitment of £2.5 million over 5 years at present prices.

Here Searl is just discussing the facility cost which will no doubt mount up each year that passes. That is not Searl
fault, but the lack of funding to make it possible to get those infrastructures in place.
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2013: Today, one can create rail displays so much like the right image to which your perception has
got accustomed to; but in my case I am working towards a rail system that is fully automatic in every
sense of the word. Searl knows that it is possible to achieve such a system, from his research and
development through modelling systems.
A3. It is recommended that:

(i)

Searl Technology Inc. should encourage the development of all sound proposals for analytical
studies of the various possible forms of linear motor and magnetic suspension systems. Particular
encouragement should be given to projects which include experimental verification of the
analysis, show a proper appreciation of the economic implication for full scale systems and give
consideration to the vital importance of human factors and of safety in all possible failure modes.
Here Searl confirms that Searl Magnetics Inc. has been undertaking such duties as stated here. So
far all results of Searl claims have been proven absolute.

(ii)

The present Board Panel should be reconstituted with the following principal aims:
(a) To stimulate relevant interest and research in universities. The present Panel regards this as a
matter of urgency and the new Panel will need to report to the Board by the end of the 2013/2014
session.
(b) To examine, in consultation with Government, the detailed case for a rig and, if favourable, its
specification, siting, management arrangements and cost.
(c) To undertake a detailed review of aerodynamic aspects of high speed ground transport and
associated research requirements.

Searl is determined to get his message through to dumb heads that he means business – the Earth has
a massive problem which affects us all – he will try to solve solutions, but it is you who must make
them work.
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2013: The Homo sapiens mind is amazing in what it can conceive and create in the world of reality.
Just to model this image employing lots of mathematics, ability to obtain the best materials for such a
creation. Today, you young ones have everything available to create such images of beauty and with a
high degree of operational functions. If I could do that back in 1968, I am certain that you can do even
better today, than I Gunga Din.
3. Introduction:
1. Searl understanding that back there in February 1973 the Government announced its intention not to
take up the direct support of research and development work then being carried out by Tracked
Hovercraft Limited for the National Research Development Corporation, or of its the test track at
Earith in Cambridge, if I am wrong as to where it is; then I deserve a jolly good spanking. But I feel
certain that will not be needed; so do not get excited that you will have a job to do. Nor would they
support the Searl Effect Generator, after all they own the energy domain. The Government decision
was based mainly on its evaluation of the market potential for new high speed transport system in the
foreseeable future. That is precisely how I see the S.E.G. market today – there appear to be no
potential market for it, as the bulk of the masses; on average have electric power in place.
Space is the only market which I can see as a potential marketplace. But then I am just an old
fool, who don’t know what he is talking about, so say these insane experts who know
everything.
Searl also is aware that at the same time, the Parliamentary Select Committee on Science and
Technology began an inquiry into tracked hovercraft and a report in July 1973 criticised the
Government’s decision and recommended continue support of the Earith facilities. It proposed that a
focal point for research by universities, industry and potential users of linear motors and allied
technologies was necessary and should be provided. In particular, it commended the proposals by
Imperial College, submitted in evidence to the Committee, for the establishment of such a centre.
As a matter of FACT Searl had given an afternoon lecture on the S.E.G. there to its students, just
before that proposal was submitted.
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2013: This was one of my big boys that I used on my display, then back there in the 60s it cost me £216.50. I like to
see you buy one of these for that kind of money today – yet I should be displaying such models for all to see what
man has achieved, even if it is running on an S.E.G. For it’s the structure: which was conceived that was impossible
until someone did it, which should encourage the young ones to believe in their dreams and create what they see as
reality.
2. Searl understanding: that in view of the responsibilities of the Science Research Council in the funding of
research facilities for university engineering groups to which Searl Technology Inc. has started to create such a
unit, and Searl who heads the Engineering Board decided at this time to carry out a general review of its own
current research support and future needs of university research workers in this field. A Panel of the Board is to
be established during 2013 with the following membership:
Professor J. R. R. Searl:
Fernando Morris:
Jason Verbelli:
Philip Talbert:
Kirk Miller:
Russell Anderson:

Chairman, Member of the Engineering Board.
Chief Engineer Searl Magnetics Inc.
Assistant to the Chief Engineer Searl Magnetics Inc.
Searl Technology Inc.
Searl Technology Inc.
Searl Aerospace Inc.

There are places for some scientists who are employed within the university structure. This panel requires
no less than 12 members.
In the past Searl has been in close liaison with Government departments and indeed Searl Technology
Inc. will be in liaison with the Government about each project it is planning to develop, as it was in the
past with Searl.
3. The terms of reference Searl will be giving to the Panel shall be:
(i)

To review the shareholders support for research in advance levitation and propulsion systems
in a national and international context.

(ii)

To identify any important areas for research in this field requiring priority with special
reference to the need for track and vehicle facilities.

Searl doubts if any college would give him any time towards help, until he is selling millions of units.
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2013: Everything has a life span – even the things which we create, in the end will die, and be replaced
with something different – the problem which I see, will it be better or will it be worst, one thing is
certain that it will cost more.
Searl wish to point out within the term ‘advanced levitation and propulsion systems’ the Panel confined its
field of interest to:
(i)

The design and control of linear motors of all types and levitation systems as they relate to
ground transport in both high and low speed applications.

(ii)

Power pick up at speeds in excess of 150 km/h and power distribution.

(iii)

Aerodynamic aspects of high speed vehicles.

4. Searl recalls that subsequent to the establishment of the old panel and its first meeting, the SRC received
a draft proposal in March 1974 from a consortium of universities including Imperial College, where I
spent time with Prof. Eric L. who I spent an hour with discussing the S.E.G. to him. The submission
contained an indicative summary of areas of research interest together with proposals for a grouping or
‘centre’ of university interests connected with the use of the facilities at Earith. The proposals to Searl
knowledge envisaged that SRC would accept responsibility for the continuance of the Earith facilities as
an SRC Institute. Owing to the planned closure of the Earith site at the end of June 1974 the Panel
necessarily concentrated initially on the merits of this requests and postponed the wider review required
by its terms of reference. On the basis of the evidence and arguments put forward both in the proposal
itself and in a meeting with representatives of the consortium, it was decided that the proposal be
rejected.
5. Following resolution of the Earith issue attention moved on to the general review of current SRC support
in this field and to the future needs of the subject. In particular, Searl Technology Inc. needs to
considered the usefulness of large scale research facilities and the timing of the need for these both in
relation to the present state of expertise of the Searl Magnetics Inc. and the long term prospects for new,
sophisticated transport systems.
6. Apart from formal meetings by Searl, visits have been made to Sussex university and Imperial College
and not forgetting the British Rail Laboratories at Derby. It is clear to Searl that his Panel members will
have to take part, jointly with representatives of Department of Industry, may need to visit to LML at
Grenoble, to RAE and ARE at Bedford and to the Rutherford Laboratory to study the operation of, or
potential sites for, a large rotating rig. Searl has a massive task to preform – but preform it he will, until
he has all the data in hand to succeed with the S.E.G in energy and transport.
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Thursday: 28th February 2013: update from SMI-CA-USA showing progress of getting all 3 units
ready. It is hard work and costly. I am showing these images for the benefits of those who want to
make the S.E.G. in their bedrooms, or kitchens. It is all part of the conception and pregnancy and
finally the birth of a new science and technology. The list of photos received today will be shown one
at a time here in this book where space permits.
Searl accepts; that although the consortium represented a significant part of the total university community
active in this field it was no means the whole. Separately from the above programme of meetings and visits,
the Panel which existed then; therefore organised a questionnaire to universities and polytechnics regarding
linear motor and allied technologies. That program has helped the Panel enormously to arrive at its
conclusions and it wishes to thank all those who participated in whatever way for their views and assistance.
Searl points out here that his new panel will face the same problems in solving the best solutions for high
speed transports systems. First it is best to understand what has been investigated, and tested, and what went
wrong with such experiments. Could there have been a solution, but the experts were blinded to that fact, by
their own education standards. We see as we study what progress was taking place.
Prospects for AGT developments:
4. The general difficulties of assessing societal needs in a review of this kind have been touched on in the
Preamble to this report. However any detailed assessment of AGT systems must have regard to the
ultimate application. In particular: the applications fall into two distinct types with very different
technical and economic characteristics.
(a) Low speed urban systems:
(b) High speed inter-city systems.
1. Urban systems:
The demand for advanced urban transport systems arises from the realisation that extensive use of
the car has unacceptable environmental, social and planning consequences and cannot meet the
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2013: update photo from SMI-CA-USA: showing progress preparing units for equipment to be
installed. First objective in R&D is preparation.
Transport needs of all sections of the community. Improve public transport is therefore necessary and the
proposed automatic track systems with vehicles carrying 15 passengers are intended to have some
advantages of the car, whilst retaining the advantages of public transport, with the additional prospect of
reduced labour costs. More so, if the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.) was the power train drive system. Searl
is aware that several systems with wheels, air cushions and magnetic suspension have been demonstrated
during the 1970’s. Searl agrees that the advantages of using maglev with urban systems he claims to include
lower track costs, low noise, simplified maintenance, and less visually intrusive track sections, but the work
to date is by no means conclusive. There is concern over vehicle weight and the low efficiency and power
factor of current designs of linear induction motor, particularly in view of recent increases in the cost of
energy.
Searl states, that during 1968 to 1978 the Searl Effect Generator was well known by those in charged;
should had spotted that was the real answer for maglev operations.
City authorities, although interested in automatic transit systems, have been slow to install any of the
commercial systems offered. It is possible that some schemes will be operating by the end of the decade, but
potential customers have been made wary of maglev systems by the Toronto experience, referred to below.
Searl agrees that recently, higher fuel costs and socially acceptable traffic management schemes have
reduced some of the congestion and environmental problems caused by the car and it is now easier to
operate bus services which can be improved without the large capital investment required for a new system.
The immediate urgency for new overhead transit systems has declined in consequence but the problem is
likely to return in the not too distant future.
Searl states: that the first installations are likely to appear where there are special circumstances, for instance
in Tokyo, where there is severe pollution and a high premium on space. Strange Japan was all for such
systems, and yet nothing happen. Now with forever rising costs on fuel, how can they possible meet the cost
of change? It will always end up with the money problem, wherever new technology tries to present itself.
Each day makes change unlikely to happen – it needs money – so who has got it?
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2013: 28TH February, received this update from SMI-CA-USA: now completed lying of the floor to
mount equipment. We are an open door to the world. Through these Documents you will witness what
it takes to make an S.E.G. The hard work, the parts, tooling, test equipment and labour, which
represents just a tiny crumb of the total whole which is involved in our R&D program, of Searl
Transportation.
Searl is aware that Japanese already have advanced prototypes of wheeled systems running. The prospects
are not so favourable in Europe or America cities and no contract for provision of an urban system of
advanced design is known to exist. Searl can only base his knowledge on Facts and his conclusion is that the
market prospect for urban light transit systems in general is not encouraging up to 2050. The use of maglev
for urban systems is unlikely unless there are significant improvements to the technology. Searl states that
from where he sits the answer is simple and its elementary – use the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.) as
its power train, the rest has been tested of such a system – it was the high cost of fuel which will
forever get worst, as it can never get better; which blocks the system today.
The world situation regarding developments in urban systems is rapidly changing; the following notes
relate to the beginning of 1975:
North America:
A number of different designs have been developed to the prototype stage by various firms in the USA, most
of them being sponsored by the Urban Mass Transit Association, a government agency. All the designs that
have been developed beyond prototype stage involve wheeled vehicles.
The Krauss-Maffei maglev design for the Toronto scheme is not being proceeded with but a British firm –
Linear Motors Ltd – is successfully involved in the provision of linear motors for schemes in the USA.
Germany:
Several firms have developed vehicles to prototype stage, with support from the Federal Government.
Recently the Government withdrew support from the most advanced system – Krauss-Maffei’s
Transurban System, which was a magnetically support vehicle, and work on this design has been
abandoned. A system of small vehicles is probably going to be installed in Hagen.
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2013, February 28th received this update on progress at SMI-CA-U-S-A: The floor is now redone
ready to install equipment. This has been slowing work and costly. But for large investments a
laboratory must look clean, and smell decent. Likewise, here in the UK, I have over the last few days
been moving heavy boxes out of the way so the large rack can be dismantle and moved into this room
to be reconstructed and equipment housed in it, which will expose what new equipment that has been
stolen from here in Somerset. Here In the UK my task is data handling writing documents and will
include making documentary video clips on progress. This section has already cost me 2m BP that has
been stolen over the years to stop this work. Today’s equipment cost a lot more than in the past, which
affects all companies and not just my companies.
France;
Several vehicles have been designed and built, and can be seen running on test tracks. So far, there has been
no firm commitment to proceed to an actual installation in any town. There are no known maglev projects.
Japan:
Several firms have built prototypes of different vehicles. The CVS and VONA systems, both wheeled, and
the equivalents of Cabtrack and Minitram in the UK, are being demonstrated. As far as is known, no
decision to install has been taken nor are there any maglev projects underway.
U.K:
Project definition studies of Minitram have been carried out. There have concentrated on wheel vehicles, but
magnetic options are also being explored.
2: Inter-City Systems:
Advanced high speed systems are intended for long distance routes where there is a high level of demand for
inter-city transport at speeds greater than those possible with conventional railways. Searl accepts that air
transport can fulfil this requirement up to a certain level of demand, but where the demand is very high, of
the order of 6M passengers/year, it may be economic to install a high speed ground system.
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February 28th 2013: update photo from SMI-CA-USA: Progress on setting up factory unit equipment for the
S.E.G. based upon my years of knowledge we must expect two years of Research and testing for safety
before passing to the official laboratory to test for public safety to release on the market place. This is based
upon being in the right place at the right time – building – tools – equipment – cash and skill workforce. We
are working on a shoestring thus workforce is not fully yet in place. Result it will take a bit longer to
complete the prototype unit.
The major European railway operators are planning services at speeds of 250 km/h on routes where the
heavy investment can be justified and in some cases new track is being built to overcome capacity problems.
The UIC has prepared a master plan for a European high-speed rail network.
Searl understands that a number of studies of certain long distance corridors with a very high demand have
been carried out. To Searl understanding; that the principal ones to date have been of Boston – New York –
Washington, Hamburg – Munich, Paris – Lyon and the WPICT study of London – Manchester – Glasgow.
The WPICT report concluded that demand could be adequately met by improved rail services using the APT
and improved air services using conventional aircraft at least until the late 1980’s. Searl unfortunately fail
to accept that opinion, the only way that will meet market demand is to increase fares 10 times more
to reduce demand, until such time that a real economic system is in place – at this stage means the
S.E.G. power train as the power system. So far the scientific world objects to such a system as being
possible so they claim.
Searl understands, that it was predicted that a new tracked hovercraft link might break even by about 1985.
Searl doubts that will be achieved by then. Searl is aware that recent changes in energy cost and
revised for forecasts of economic growth make it unlikely that a new system could now be justified
before the 1990’s. Doubt that it will happen before 2000.
If the economic growth rate in other European countries is greater than that in the UK, earlier for
opportunities for new high speed ground transport systems may arise there. For example, Searl is aware that
SNCF are planning to build a new conventional rail link between Paris and Lyon to open in 1980 and the
French Government has approved the project in principle. Searl agrees with that objective, again here it
would be more economical to use the Searl Effect Generator as its power train. But Searl understands
that they must burn fuel for energy – therefore the S.E.G. concept would not be acceptable.
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Sunday 3rd March 2013, Swallow Command UK, Photo of Mike flown in from Canada to help me to
dissemble this 19 inch rack and re-install it in my work place – here you see him busy installing it.
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Monday 4th March 2013 at 02:04 hours Mike is winning in re-assembling my 19 inch rack ready to
mount equipment which is here, have to wait until I can get to the store to collect rest of the gear
before re-wiring equipment.
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Monday 4th March 2013: at 04:01 hours Mike has installed equipment available here at this date. He
will be departing for Canada at 04:22 Hours. After drinking a number of mugs of drink and some
food we said goodbye at the door, a sad moment as I grew to know him as a hard worker and very
excited being able to help me. Therefore he has my consent to be CEO of Searl Technology Ontario
Canada. We wish him all success in his effort to get Canada on the move to a better world for all
humankind regardless.
Searl understands that it has been agreed internationally that European countries should not make investment
decisions on high speed transport systems in isolation, but should cooperate in research and agree on
policies which do not preclude the possibility of an inter-linked European network. COST Project 33 aims
to identify the likely future demand and to explore the strategy and system options for high speed inter-city
passenger transport in Europe. This multinational study is being carried out by OECD as contractor to the
participating governments, EEC and ECMT. It will report in 1976. The indefinite postponement of the
Channel Tunnel will affect considerations of the link between this network and the UK.
Searl knowledge relating to the stages reached at the beginning of 1975 were as follows:
UK:
Wheel on rail: The APT under development by BR has an advanced suspension and body tilting
mechanism. Prototypes designed for 200 km/h running are under construction and 250 km/h services are
planned. Searl doubts that they will function on UK rail as there are far too many sharp bends in the
track system.
Maglev: Exploratory research into high and low speed applications is in progress at British Rail, which I
shall cover later in this document.
Searl wants you to know the real facts which show the problems which will also to his research and
development. He knows there will be more no go then go-go – so far it’s go-go.
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Tuesday 5th March 2013: Received update from SMI-CA-USA: important visitors at SMI tour. Searl
Technology Inc. is on the march to success, with the power of the people, we shall clean up this
pollution – it may take ten years to do – but we shall succeed in our objectives.
France:
Wheel on rail: French railways have high speed, locomotive hauled electric trains in service and have
developed the 300 km/h TGV 001 experimental gas turbine train: these vehicles have relatively conventional
wheeled suspension and propulsion.
Air cushion: The air cushion suspension Aérotrain is a private development by Bertin; two versions have
been developed, to Searl understanding, the 400 km/h intercity R80 and a 180 km/h suburban vehicle. The
intercity Aérotrain was rejected in studies of the proposed Paris – Lyon line and a project to build a
suburban link between Paris and Cergy has recently been cancelled. It appears to Searl, that it is unlikely
that the Aérotrain will now be chosen for any major route.
West Germany:
Wheel on rail: A consortium led by Krupp and including DB is carrying out research into high speed
systems. Searl understands that the research is supported by the federal government.
Maglev: The German government has sponsored an extensive program of research into high speed and low
speed magnetic suspension systems. The low speed has now been abandoned and the ambitious proposals
for high speed research, including a test track in Donau Reid, are likely to be scaled down. Searl understands
that the study of the Hamburg – Munich corridor proposed a 375 km/h maglev system carrying passengers,
and ‘piggy back’ cars and lorries, for completion in 1985, but it is no means certain that the proposal will be
adopted. Searl knows that two groups were working on the magnetic suspensions, the Krauss-Maffei/MBB
group on D.C. systems and a group led by Siemens on superconducting system.
Searl states that it is a challenge to his brain that would love to tackle it; as he can clearly see the key
problem – maybe that day will come, as news coming in today looks like I shall be breaking the ice this
year. So keep watching www.searlaerospace.com for all the latest news which is reality and no crap
involved – Searl motto has always been to give to the world clean energy, clean air, clean water and food.
Both in energy and transportation system, therefore, keep watching how he plans to achieve it.
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Saturday March 9th 2013: This
gentleman named Chris dropped in
here at 1100 hours; to sort out my
sound system, as it was I had just
received from Morris at SMI a new
headset term Plantronics audio 655
DSP; which I was installing as he
arrived. I called up Bradley
Lockerman so he could inform him
of the problem on our radio
broadcast, which he quickly solved
for me, Brad confirming sound is
now crystal clear – thus sometimes
miracles do happen. While he was
here he fixed the card reader. He
tried to fix the ext. 6TB HD but had
no luck so took it to see if it’s possible
to fix it. It was just 4 days old when it
packed up – if it cannot be fixed
that’s another £500.00 down the
drain. In future I get cheap 1TB
units have a number of them to meet
my needs. Hi Brad sorry waking you
up to talk to the repairer as I could
not hear him. I guess you knew that.
A good man books him to be our
service man here in UK. Problem
occurs on Bill Span radio station had
to stop show noise too badly from my
microphone.

Before I finish with Brad I confirm that I should do Bill Span show these next couple of days as we have a set
broadcast with Wendy show on Monday 18th March and a date yet to be set for another big show pending. Yet
another under planning that will be a big one by I. B. West setup show and the host will be a well-known one, but I
will keep that a secret for the time being, until the date has been set. I guess, but it is only a guess there will be more
broadcast during 2013 as the year is still young. As I have cataracts on both eyes one eye focuses slightly different to
the other causing me seeing double, which slows me down on writing these documents. To add to that problem is
serve arthritis of neck and rheumatism of both hands and fingers. I shall not surrender to pain, but will as long as
possible now to release data relating to this technology and its objectives.

U.S.A:
The Department of Transport has a high speed ground transport test centre at Pueblo and has a number of
contracts for studies and test vehicle development.
Wheel on rail: An LIM test vehicle with suspension designed using dynamic analysis methods developed
by BR for APT has achieved speeds of over 400 km/h at Pueble.
Air cushion: A test vehicle has been built for DOT, but the project has now been cancelled.
Maglev: DOT awarded a $2M contract to Ford to design, construct and test a maglev research vehicle, using
superconducting magnets, but the project has now been cancelled.
Tube vehicle: Several paper studies of high speed tube vehicles are being made in the U.S.A. This is the
class Searl supports as the best system for mass transport.
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Some years ago the Major of Glastonbury invited me to his home after meeting me in a pub where I was
introduced to him, we hit it off great he could play any song you wanted; if you could hum it for him to
recollect those day so long ago now, which time has forgotten about. This was taken around 03:00 am, we
had been singing all evening and most of the night. They only hold the post for 12 months each. I have meet
him in Glastonbury when every I pass through there.
Canada:
Wheel on rail: CN are developing a 190 km/h conventionally suspended train with active body tilting.
Japan:
Wheel on rail: The conventionally driven Shinkansen system is already operating on two routes and a third,
to Morioka and intended to operate at speeds up to 260 km/h, is under construction. Searl understands that
progress is being delayed by opposition on the grounds of noise pollution, which is giving rise to large
compensatory payments.
Maglev: A 500 km/h superconducting magnet system is under development but Searl thinks is not
sufficiently advanced to be considered as a likely contender for a proposed new track to provide further
capacity on the existing Tokyo – Okayama line.
Searl understands that cost and environmental factors in the choice of systems:
Considerations of both cost and consequences for the environment play a major role in both urban and intercity projects – not only them but to the Searl Technology as well the cost today is huge compare to 1946.
Searl has since 1948 stated that both rail and road transport should be entirely underground, any new guided
transport system creates problems of visual intrusion, noise and disturbance. Searl knows from his research
by using the S.E.G. no sound other than the air compressor and the tyres running on the road surface can be
heard, whose sound footprint is very low. Which means: many people would never hear an oncoming
vehicle in time to prevent an accident. Searl master point to why high speed traffic must be underground.
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Left side photo: taken January Saturday 19th 2013 and on the right is showing how it has survived all
weather conditions here: taken on Wednesday 6th March 2013; both photos taken by my carer Nik on my
behalf, for my records of the longest daffodil in the UK that exists outside. My question is HOW can atoms
be so arranged to look so beautiful and survive such weather conditions without any protection?
Searl understands that to meet these problems, by no means confined to urban areas, almost invariably
further increases the cost.
Searl understands that in respect of systems cost, the restrains of present investments, and the likelihood of
sensible return on these and new investments – Take Note: will also apply to Searl Technology regardless
– are clearly to be considered at the outset. With the kind of traffic densities which exist or can be envisaged
in the UK, the cost of a new system is likely to be largely in the infrastructure. In city centres, any new
system above ground should aim for maximum compatibility with present roads and buildings, and with
pedestrians, whilst underground there are problems with existing services and systems. Present commuter
services in many places already represent enormous investment in tracks and terminals, not lightly to be
superseded but rather to be exploited to the full. New wayleaves cannot fail to be expensive.
Searl states that a major constraint in the high speed case is the requirement for a large radius of curvature of
track, in both horizontal and vertical planes, so that wayleaves are even more demanding than for a
motorway, especially in countries of high population density such as the UK. Thus for high speed inter-city
services the cost of wayleaves and track itself is inevitably the dominant factor and patronage of 10M
passenger journeys per year over the whole length of the line may be required to achieve a reasonable rate of
return in any terms, even after allowing for the economic benefit of savings in passengers time.
Implementation:
Searl states that an achievement of a technological solution is only the first step in a protracted process
leading to the adoption of a new transport mode – which is the planned objective of Searl transportation
systems, should such funding’s appear. The subsequent planning phase is necessarily lengthy and complex
because it has to take account not only of cost and land use considerations, but also demand, access, safety
and conflicting social pressures. Moreover, because of dependence on social situations, environmental
policy and geography, the need for, and timing of, the adoption of AGT systems will vary between countries
and between towns.
The only basis for the adoption of AGT systems in this county is one rooted in the provision of a transport
service at an acceptable cost. Benefits in promoting national prestige, technological advance or an export
trade are not in themselves adequate substitutes for this criterion.
Searl show here that during the time of planning a system the cost short up fast, which left no option but to
reject such projects. The S.E.G has shot up to an unbelievable cost – Searl question can today see the S.E.G
in production every day that passes; it swings more and more to a no go state, you would not listen to me.
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Monday 4 March 2013L photo
taken at 03:36 by Mike before
leaving to return to Canada. Sorry
to informed you Mike that your
effort to help was wasted as on
Friday 8th March the workforce
arrived to fit shelves on measuring
up equipment then the room they
were in agreement that there was no
way they could fix that gear in here.
They suggest to move to a larger
building which was precisely what I
thought when I arrived here but
carer and her husband was certain
that it would be large enough to fit
my gear in here. They stated I need
to move to a larger place and when I
got one: they will help to move me.
Clearly there are still a few human
beings around. Strange nine people
here that day with so little space to
work. Here it is strange a daffodil
has outlived its life cycle, plants in
house that died because I was not
able to see to them; sprung back to
life when I pushed in artificial
plants and still alive, which means
they have lived over 6 months and
still kicking. Is that a symbol that I
have been given an increase of life
for the time being? We have tested
seeds from food we eating they are
rapidly springing into life.
Searl states that there is always a reason for everything, which no doubt is set at that moment of conception.
Every dream that you have has a reason – a function – which is automatically performed, without you
knowing what it was. How can atoms do that?
State of the art:
Searl cannot forget the wide publicity which has been given to numerous possible combinations of feasible
modes of propulsion, levitation and guidance. Some are better suited to low speed, i.e. urban, applications
while others are more appropriate to high speeds. Searl is within these documents making an attempt to
present a comprehensive review of the state of the art, which I shall try to set out in this document:
1. Induction machines for special purposes – E. R. Laithwaite – 1966
2. Three dimensional analysis of the linear motor, taking into account edge effects and the distribution
of the winding – K. Oberretl - 1973
3. The characteristics of high speed linear motor using a space harmonic technique – S. Nonaka and K.
Yoshida – 1974
4. Pole change windings for linear induction motors – J. F. Eastham and M. J. Balchin – 1975
Unfortunate I have never had copies of their reports – but I did meet Eric Laithwaite at Queen’s College.
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These are MK switch boxes and switches been under test for a many year – on the rewiring them
again at wherever I shall be, I shall replace all switches from single pole to double pole, to be certain
of no cross over will happen, or leaking between switches. At this moment in time the catalogue of
parts has been misled so cannot quote all part numbers of items being used by me. That will always be
the problem where you do not have the space to work in.
Searl states, that it is stressed however that the situation is not static and what follows is the best assessment
that can be made at this time.
The basis of comparison must be that of the wheel on rail system which has potential well beyond presently
accepted limits. Speeds of 300 km/h, possibly even higher, to Searl mind are feasible although adequate test
experience and data on noise are lacking. As a suspension system only, the scope of wheel on rail is even
greater. New technology must be seen to show, on balance, distinct advantages over wheel on rail before it
can receive serious consideration by planners.
Some new technology, i.e. aerodynamic propulsion and levitation, has received but passing mention in this
review, the former because of its inherent noise problem and the latter because it has already been well
investigated and is accepted as generally unpromising. Thus the review concentrates on linear motors for
propulsion and magnetic means of suspension and their associated control, power and aerodynamics factors.
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This is one of a few really humankind photos that I have ever
seen, Just picture that if all mothers were the same, then every
child would grow up in a loving caring mode – but the
newsreels show a different story; that we who dare to call
ourselves human beings are the worst kind of animal – the vast
numbers of children throughout the world who have been
without this kind of love, and I happen to be one of them who
can never understand real bonding, as we have never
experience it. My attraction to technology and science has
become my bonding that is why I guess I have never been
happy married. Such woman would have to be very special,
loving, caring and enjoy the studies and research that I do. The
nearest woman was my first landlady, the next was Joy, she
was everything a father could want loving, caring and could
communicate as an expert grown up adult – yet she was only 4
years old. And she was determined to marry me no matter
what her mum said. That is real love, a bonding that all
children should have experienced. She could have done as I am
not her father, just her carer.

=============================================================================
Searl states that all these facets interact, e.g. propulsive forces react on the suspension system and the lift
system imparts drag, and their separation here is for the purpose of presentation only.
Propulsion:
Two induction motors, axial and transverse flux, and two synchronous motors, passive and active track, are
considered. The first three require on board polyphase power, based on either polyphase power collection or
on board conversion, and must be operated with small to medium – 10 – 50 mm – motor / tract clearances.
The fourth can operate at large clearances – 100 – 300 mm – but requires an active track winding energised
by variable frequency polyphase supply. In comparing various forms of linear motor one vital consideration
is the total KVA needed to provide the required thrust.
(i)

The axial flux linear motor has so far received most attention and analysis of small machines is
tolerably good. Even so it still has a low efficiency and power factor, the basic instability under
lateral and normal forces is not adequately understood and thermal behaviour is unverified. Searl
agrees that much further work is therefore needed before a good design of a large machine can be
achieved. This is just one task for Searl Transportation to develop.

(ii)

The transverse flux linear motor is less well developed but its lower primary leakage, core weight
and, possibly, magnetising current make it theoretically more attractive than the AFM. The
magnetic river is one version of this concept and, on the basis of experiments on small machines,
is capable of making a contribution to the levitation system but will give rise to a serious control
problem. Searl Transportation will have to study this issue.

(iii)

The linear synchronous motor offers the possibility of a good power factor and hence reduced
KVA requirement. It differs from the induction motor in that a variable frequency supply is
required for variable speed working. This means either a passive track with on board conversion
or a cable in a meander configuration on the – active track - carrying a variable frequency
supply. There are a number of versions of passive track LSM, none fully evaluated. The active
track approach requires on board superconducting magnets, but gives greater working clearances
and does not need a supply of power on board the vehicle, thus alleviating the problem of current
collection which could be severe at high speed. The more complex track, variable frequency
supply and superconducting magnets invoke a wide range of problems.
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I am aware of the slander which has appeared on
YouTube that I did not have any former education.
It appears that my dreams and a few of these discs
as displayed here, is all I ever needed for my work
outside of hard cash and a good workshop. It sure is
amazing how simple things can be, if only your heart
is in the right place and not what you sit on.
These documents clearly shows how I learnt and
how I apply that knowledge gained within this
technology, which I sincerely hope will in the end
brighten up the future for the future generations
which might appear on planet Earth. For them, they
need our help now to prepare for their future to be,
so please do not disappoint them.

Suspension: Searl will now produce four basic approaches are considered – ferromagnetic attraction and
eddy current repulsion, each with either D. C. or A. C. excitation. In reviewing these systems heed must be
paid to resistive and reactive power, clearance, lift and the more complex issues of suspension stability,
stiffness and damping.
(i)

D.C. attraction is based essentially on established technology and the small clearance involved
renders the system more applicable to urban application. The main needs relate to ride control
equipment, magnetic circuit design and switching techniques.

(ii)

A.C. attraction is associated with the LSM using a passive track, and while lift and propulsion
can be obtained from the same unit a very large reactive power is needed.

(iii)

D.C. repulsion involves a superconducting magnet over a conducting track and lift increases
from zero with forward speed. Electromagnetic drag interferes with propulsion, especially at low
speeds, but the system can operate at high clearances – 200mm – and is primarily of interest in
the high speed case. Much work is required in respect of drag, damping and cryogenic
technology.

(iv)

A.C. repulsion – magnetic river - which is the same as the S.E.G. functions. The advantage of
the system is the ability to provide both lift and power from one unit and moreover without
variable frequency supply. However total reliance on this unit for lift would involve heavy motor
currents and its most likely role is in association with another suspension system.

Control:
Control of the total transport system is outside the panel’s terms of reference. Control of a maglev vehicle
itself is a highly complex matter as it involves interaction between the suspension system, the propulsion
system, vehicle dynamics and aerodynamics and has to be effective in all six axis, three of displacement and
three of rotation. Systems in which propulsion and levitation are separated offer more scope for applying
corrections than those in which the functions are combined. The control system has not only to maintain
stable operation; it must also ensure that any motion is tolerable to passengers.
Searl did during those days tried to get them to use the S.E.G for the power system and suspension, no they
wanted to do it the hard way. That is why we do not see maglevs on inter-city routes.
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2013: Replaced my missing Swallow Command flag, guess the wind was rather high that day to take a shot
of our flag. We are coming to change the future to a much greener one, to improve the education of the
world so we can advance into a better life, cleaner air, cleaner water, better food; better means of travel, and
a better workplace. You will never know where you will see me.
Power supply:
There are two basic approaches to the power problem. In the first, electric power is transferred to the vehicle
by a current collection system. WHY? The S.E.G. is all you need on board for the electric power. By
their method the absence of an earth return through the wheels means that at least two collectors are needed,
or three if the system is designed to use three phase 50 Hz power. WHY? The S.E.G. can be designed to
meet all requirements.
In the second approach, power is supplied to a fixed winding laid in the track and control of the vehicle
motion is separated from the vehicle itself. In either case, under their approach, the supply system is likely to
be expensive and for multi-pole current collection at high speeds there is much to be done both in extending
present knowledge and in seeking new ideas for power transfer. WHY? The S.E.G. solves all those
problems; why do you want the hard way to do things where there is an easy way to do it?
A variable frequency power supply will be needed by all types of LSM for acceleration and deceleration. In
the active track systems this will be a track side supply but with a passive track the frequency convertors
may be carried on board. Searl has since 1968 hammer that high speed transport should have its own
power source on board with all associated equipment. But no one listens to an old wise man.
The power factor of A.C. levitation and propulsion systems is generally poor and gets worse as the working
gap is increased. On board power factor correction equipment may be used to reduce total power required
but the weight and cost of this equipment must be assessed against the advantages of reducing the current to
be transmitted and collected. They have a problem created by their thinking – but not due to technology.
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1968: Mortimer. Berkshire – UK: This is just one class of modelling of a rail layout for study for problems. In those
days I accepted that high speed rail systems were urgently needed if we were to make a real commercial business, as
the present day system would fail to meet demand. As stated at my demonstrations on a rail system: I made it clear
all high speed rail systems must be underground in what I termed tube system, and they must have on board all
power systems to meet operations requirements. This will greatly reduce implementation cost. I found such
modelling as a perfect tool to test my ideas for go or no go status. You are never too old to learn. In reality this
section of a transportation system would be the goods shunting yard, from where the loaded train was ready to
joined the fast lane would start from; to go underground for fast transfer of waggons. Passengers would go down
underground to the boarding terminal, as on London underground system.

Aerodynamics:
Aerodynamic effects are just as important as the foregoing factors and must be resolved before a technical
solution is arrived at. Since 1963 Searl has hammered home all high speed trains must operate
underground to reduce noise pollution and the aerodynamics effects. The technology is available for
such major infrastructure to be undertaken. This topic has been reviewed in detail but the Panel is aware
that, while a sound body of information is now emerging on the aerodynamics of ground vehicles,
aerodynamic drag, noise, under body flow and the effects of natural wind will become critical factors for
their way of thinking upon the high speed case. It is important that the state of knowledge also be reviewed
from this point of view.
Around the world Searl’s thoughts will fly. Quick: as the twinkling of an eye. And Searl shall great
wonders do. Through towering hills proud men shall ride. No horse or ass move by his side. How
strange. And yet it shall come true, as the prophecy declares it so.
The scope for research:
Searl Transportation Division whose objectives shall review the foregoing which represents a summary of
the elements of a far from resolved situation. It is not a purpose of this document to select the most
appropriate AGT system; nor to decide when, if ever, such systems will be adopted. The objective is to
review the research need and the scale of activity of universities in satisfying them.
Searl has no doubt about the future when all humankind can travel around the world in a day and be
home in time for tea. And yet it shall come true, as the prophecy declares it so. In 1968 German
Company called him a prophet. They should know, as they invested in my work; upon checking it out
at Star port earth one; you see them in a video of the 60s. I have been called all sorts of things in my
life time. Some of which I cannot state here as women would be embarrassed.
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On YouTube you
have seen those
experts, who
down me upon my
education – yet it
was so easy to do,
as Marklin
supplied me the
details as I
presented here
for all to see, of
course there was
a price to pay.
Though Marklin
supplied a mass of
the train sets used
in my shows.
Other companies
were also
involved in the
studies which I
did. In time you
will get to know
them. So before
you blast your
bowels upon
YouTube stop and
think it might be
you who is the
fool. As these
documents shall
show you my
education level
may prove to be
far better than
yours will ever be.
That is why I am
teaching you and
all you need to do
is to learn from
what you see, and
cease to be a fool!

Searl states that some minds seem almost to create themselves, springing up under every disadvantage and working
their solitary but irresistible way through a thousand obstacles and a million nutcases.
Searl Transportation Division of Searl Technology Inc.; target is to solve high speed transport systems which shall
include Maglev systems for both urban and inter-city programs. Rome was not built in a day – I guess it never cost to
build the price of today to make the S.E.G.
Searl states; to be thrown upon one’s resources is to be cast into the very lap of fortune, for our faculties then
undergo a development and display of an energy of which they were previously unsusceptible; that is no other than
John Searl, the one and only will tell you the truth regardless what you think.
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2013: Somerset. UK: Jason – plus the one and only alien and, Ralph met for a formal talk session on the
S.E.G. so please don’t tell people that I never meet people – the records show that I do meet people from
many parts of the world – and I can expect this to increase. Monday 11-03-2013: Somerset, UK. Just
received news from Bradley Lockerman, Hollywood that I’m booked on the air on Bill Span show tomorrow
the 12th of March, then on Wendy show on Monday 18th March, expect more news shortly.
Indeed the state of the art references as assessed here:
(5) A linear induction motor propulsion system for high speed ground vehicles by J. H. Dannan, R. N.
Day and G.P. Kalman. 1973 I have not seen this report.
(6)

Liner Motor Topology by J. F. Eastham and Eric R. Laithwaite 1973 but I have not seen this report.

(7)

Linear motors with transverse flux. By Prof. Eric R. Laithwaite, J. F. Eastham, H. R. Bolton, and T. G.
Fellows 1971 but I have not seen this report.

(8) Linear induction motors as electromagnetic rivers. By J. F. Eastham and Eric R. Laithwaite. 1974. I
have not seen that report.
(9) Experiments on the lateral stabilization and levitation of linear induction motors. By J.F. Eastham and
S. Williamson: 1974 which I have not seen.
(10) Normal forces in single sided linear induction motors by E. M. Freeman and D. A. Lowther 1973 I have
not seen this report.
Searl ask if anyone have a copy of any one of these 10 reports listed in this document, I would greatly
appreciate a copy of it – with my sincere thanks – as my interests is to get back again to rail transportation
experiments as soon as funds are available. The reason why I have not seen these reports was because I was
homeless and rejected during this period in which this information was being released; unfortunate I was
overseas lecturing, which caused me to become homeless.
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1968: Mortimer, Berkshire. UK. Here again I show
the way I learnt through modelling railway
systems, and then became a shunter at Reading
South Station to get real hands on experience of
rail transit operations. Which started with

Marklin of Germany presented me with the
conversion tables, which covers from
Millimetres or Centimetres into inches or feet.
The scales shown in this document, will give
you the equivalents in inches for any
dimensions shown in millimetres in this
document. Yes my education was self-taught
using my dreams as a flight path to success.
Before knocking me first get your own house
in order – make certain that your education is
faultless. As these documents will show
clearly what my education level was and is
still the same. Like you, I have to learn; by
hands on experience is the better way for me
to learn. Like you I start with simple things
and slowly increase the complication level in
stages. My books are also in stages of
learning. Everything you read relates to ST.

Searl agrees that these reports is far from sufficient to draw such conclusions – even though I have not yet been able
to study them, based upon the press publicity statements; since they do not allow either a proper optimisation of
the various systems or an informed judgement of the likely performance. Further, while most of the concepts have
received some form of testing in model or prototype form, the present level of knowledge indicates that it is too
early to contemplate the construction of a complete full scale prototype system, especially in relation to high speed
application. Searl is aware that the Earith proposal was, and some current ventures are, vulnerable to this criticism.
In summary, the technology is still in the relatively cheap research phase – likewise so is the S.E.G. – as distinct from
the far more costly development and application phase. It is this circumstance which, despite the unknown outcome
of the technology, permits action on the part of SRC since the work advocated has the intrinsic merit of good
engineering science and offers sound and useful training.
This report makes clear the enormity of the problem facing the development of AGT systems. The desirable and
necessary research programme needs to take into account the following:
(i)

The state of knowledge concerning the various propulsion and suspension systems is very patchy and
does not yet permit a valid comparison between alternatives in other than the most elementary terms.
The propulsion systems present the most severe problems.

(ii)

The direct interaction between propulsion and levitation systems needs to be understood.

(iii)

The aerodynamic behaviour of a vehicle needs to be evaluated and related to the combined
characteristics of the propulsion and levitation systems.

(iv)

In addition to the wanted longitudinal motion, the vehicle can move vertically, laterally and in roll, pitch
and yaw. If its motion is to be satisfactorily controlled, it must be possible to apply corrective action in all
five unwanted axis unless the levitation systemis inherently stable and adequately damped. There is no
evidence that any of the systems considered have both such properties.
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1968 Mortimer, Berkshire. UK: this is one of the loco, DB. Type BR 118 Blue/beige: for A.C. operation.
Which I had on my shows running from an S.E.G. you will see that some of the trains used AC other used
DC, and all day the lot operated for 10 hours without human touch. My family stole all my trains when I was
over sea and claim that robbers must had got in and stole them. I did replace all, but in the end they stole
them to stop my work. Clearly I had a family of robbers and compulsive liars. I was trying to interest the
public on how the S.E.G. could operate everything at almost zero cost. Shame I shall never again be able to
replace such a display. Not even been lucky to find a south Pacific big boy – in the past I had 5 different
ones. I have tried all my life to generate the world that I can see that only extreme few can see also.
(v)

The control problems implied in the preceding paragraph are enormous and have not been considered
in any depth.

(vi)

As I shall explain in the next section of this document, nonlinear effects dictate that research must be
taken to full scale, which in the transport application involves quite massive units. This step must be
taken before options can be resolved.

(vii)

Searl states that any AGT system will involve problems connected with route switching. These can
be severe at high speeds.

(viii)

Searl states; all investigations must pay heed to the essential economic factors involved.

(ix)

Searl states; an understanding of all possible failure modes and their effects is of primary importance.

(x)

Searl states; for research progress to be maximum value it is normally accepted that it is essential to
promote effective university / industry collaboration, if we can afford the cost. Searl admits that in
the 60s he got industry collaboration with a bit of university support. Today, Searl Technology Inc.
shall require a lot more help to get all these possible transport systems into operation.

As I so often stated: that Rome was not built in a day. Today, Tuesday 12th March 2013: at 05:00 I was on
Skype with our wonderful representative of China: Carla and Bradley Lockerman in LA in discussing our
intending event this year, I did PDF 28 pages of this book to them to study. The ice may at last be breaking
up, with more data getting out there to the world to study. Very soon now I shall be on the airways again in
the effort to inform you what the S.E.G. can do for you and for this planet our home – as yet there is no
other to go to. It is our future generations who will suffer if we continue on this route which we have been
taking. For their sake and this planet; we must change our ways and technology so that this planet can have a
chance to recover or face the end of the road sooner than later.
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1968: Mortimer. UK. Yes, you wonder how a man who had no formal education could put such a show on
based upon a model railways system. Searl knows that when you buy a train set you just get track for a
single circular shape. Therefore I did not buy train sets I brought the train, amount of track needed and bits
and pieces slowly each week. Instead of having just a single track I got Marklin track and bits and pieces,
yes some train were Marklin but the one engine shown here was not, as it was a RO Go as far as I can recall.
This was the second layout I tested out, it was fine, exciting to do, but was not a fully automatic operations,
which has yet to be developed. My recollection of the past, which time now has forgotten, prove to be the
best way to conceive that layout which I wanted to create.
Facilities required advancing the technology:

Scale:

Searl states; that it is essential that Searl Transportation construct working models of propulsion and
suspension systems be built in order to prove and develop design theory and explore performance
phenomena. Much useful work can be done at a small, particularly in ensuring that, at that scale, theory and
practice are in reasonable accord. Some progress can also be made by means of computer modelling.
However; only limited reliance can be placed on such work in designing for full scale, as many important
factors concerning flux behaviour and heat transfer vary in a non-linear fashion with scale.
There are practical limitations, e.g. available lamination thicknesses, and also it cannot be assumed that
scaling factors which are valid under steady state conditions will also be valid under transient conditions,
such as during acceleration. The system least sensitive to the scaling factor is the cryogenic one because of
the absence of an iron core.
Searl states: there must therefore come a point where small scale work has proceeded far enough to provide
a sound understanding of the relative merits of the various possible alternative types and only full scale
testing can establish a body of knowledge that can be relied in taking major policy and investment decisions.
I trust that I am making my issues clear on high speed train systems – It’s possible – but lots of R&D
needed.
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5102. Only one of these was used in track 2. I
used Marklin track, they give you some great
components to test in your construction.

Yes my dear experts, I will show you how I learnt all the ifs and buts included in my life: the only thing I cannot show
is my mum spanking me for whatever reason I have no idea – the reason is that there are no woman living who know
how to spank bare bottoms as they did my days. Funny really they spank your bum, where whatever you done
wrong it was your brain that did it; not your bum.
Full scale facility requirements:
Searl states: that the facility needed depends critically on the speed range in question, i.e. urban or inter-city.
Whatever facilities are chosen, in either case, must possess:
(i)

A sufficient duration of test to establish thermal as well as electrical and mechanical performance.

(ii)

A maximum separation of interacting effects prior to any attempt at testing a fully interactive system.

There are two approaches to full scale testing:
(a) A land laid test track, at first sight the obvious mode of testing, of sufficient dimensions to allow the required
test duration at operating speed.
(b) A test rig on which the maglev device is stationary with respect to direction of travel and adjacent to which a
circular track is rotated at the required peripheral speed.
Urban Application:
For low speed testing, short lengths or small loops of track present no great problems. Aerodynamic effects do not
obtrude and wheels and other devices can be used to aid the separation of effects produced by the propulsion and
levitation systems.
The form and timing of track facilities in this case will depend both on the factors, which I have mentioned earlier in
this document and on the mode of application envisaged. It should be noted that British Rail are already in a position
to adapt existing facilities for this purpose.
High speed application: - Tracks:
In contrast, for this application a track facility presents serious technological difficulties because of the speeds
involved, In particular;
(i)

To obtain the necessary duration of test a length of about 20km would be required, including a route
switch at a typical speed of 450 km/h. Not only would the first cost be high but major modifications
would be required in order to test alternative systems.

(ii)

It is not possible to separate interacting effects. Aerodynamic effects cannot be avoided and the devices
which can be used at low speeds to separate propulsion and levitation would only introduce a new set of
unknowns. Furthermore, track testing would also require a simultaneous solution to the major problem
of current collection
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Here is a sad event which in
the UK has occurred too
many times. In this case
points were to blame, but
sometimes its driver error.
Now I have operated for a
number of years a multitrain operations model
layout without any crashes
taking place. We say that
we are experts – really?
This picture states clearly
shows that we are not. I see
the problem clearly what
they failed to do when the
line was constructed, or
modified.

There is no excuse for this state of crash, other than poor workmanship. How I wish that I was the Prime Minister of
the UK, there would be a massive shake up taking place to end such events. Not only rail, but road as well. Death is
unacceptable due to these events that should never happen. As Prime Minister Rail would be the first target to truly
get really modified, so that such event like this will never happen again. My thanks to Marklin rail systems that
allowed me to experiments on train behaviour patterns and track systems. And to British Rail which employed me so
I could study real train functions and operations, which employment I got hands on experience that the rail system
could be completely automatic, thus there would never be driver error problems. Understandable the
demonstration of a model rail system at Reading South station; never made the staff happy when they saw how
simple it was to turn BR into the first fully automation high speed rail system. I accept that when the rail system was
first created they had no option than the one they took, but its 2013 now, how long will it take before those in
charge wake up to a simple fact that we must move forward, and change our ways and thinking to survive. Why
don’t you invite me to be Prime Minister and see the difference that will happen – and I sure mean it.
Searl states that its clearly, testing of this nature would ultimately be required but only at the stage when there was
sufficient knowledge to give confidence in the choice of system and a reasonable likelihood of its adoption; in that
event the test track would probably form part of the planned inter-city route. Searl is aware that several plans for
such ventures in Germany and the USA have either failed to materialise or been limited in scope, as in the wheel on
rail track for testing the Garrett motor.
Searl accepts that to those in powers of the R&D for high speed rail; that the Earith proposal was inappropriate. The
timing was wrong in that much more fundamental work was, and is, needed before the complexities of track testing
can be attacked realistically.
Searl states that in addition it was much too short, even with the proposed extension, and did not provide a route
switch.
Rigs:
For the early stages of full scale high speed testing the rotating rig offers major advantages:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Duration of test is not limited:
Aerodynamic effects are more readily separable:
Testing need not be much affected by weather conditions:
No major power pick up problems exist:
There is scope for radical changes in the system under test at modest cost.

Searl hopes that you can understand what he sees as an solution in their thinking which is needed.
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This component code is 5106 in that track 2
which I constructed took 15 of them. It
represents my learning curve which was
exciting – funny adults enjoyed the day out
to watch my shows – appear to be far more
excited than the children were. Sadly;
today, I cannot no longer make such show
events from which I developed my skills.

1968, Mortimer, Berkshire, UK: This was a great training curve, because not only was I learning about
problems, but was entertaining the public at large at the same time, thus watching them to understand the
mental status of the public at that time. All ways understand that everything I construct you become a test
bed on human behaviour within my studies. I am never too old to learn.
Searl understands that rotating rigs of course have limitations such as imposing artificial constraints on the
shapes and sizes of equipment which can be tested. It is stressed that a rotating rig is not an alternative to a
track; it is a necessary preliminary step before a decision on a track could reasonably be taken.
Searl states; that before you go rushing off to build a rig in your back garden: he suggest that you need to
build several small scale rotating rigs of about 5 metres in diameter, like the one which is already exist or are
planned and are a necessary concomitant of small scale work. For full scale testing however it is considered
by Searl that an optimum size is about 14 meters diameter. So; if you have a garden over that size and would
like to donate it to Searl Transportation; for research and development, it would certainly be welcomed and
appreciated. Searl; points out that such a rig is a major piece of engineering requiring a large power supply,
power conditioning equipment, which of course the S.E.G. is the perfect answer, plus the engineering
services.
Searl can see one possible approach to the provision of such a rig that is if it still exists would be the use of
the rig already in existence at Grenoble, to my surprise I am completely stump where on earth that place is,
so I cannot tell you. Well I have never claimed to know everything. What Searl can state; that this is a
horizontal axis, 14 metres diameter wheel and to the best of Searl knowledge it was constructed by Le
Moteur Linéaire to test double sided motors. But be aware that its present maximum speed is limited to 182
km/h by the onset of oscillations in the reaction plates. Searl states; assuming the basic structure could be
proved at higher speeds, extensive modifications, then say £150,000.00, would be required before single
sided motors could be tested. Searl states that today 2013, you need to multiply that value by at least 100
times would now be the cost. Searl aggress that the availability and cost of access are as yet unknown and,
bearing in mind commercial interest, it may not be practical to use a rig outside of the UK.
Searl states that under present DOI contract which you will see within this document that GEC are carrying
out a design study on a vertical axis 14 meter wheel suitable for a wide range of tests, including acceleration
a 50 tonne mass – equivalent to a 100 – 150 passenger vehicle – at 1.2 m/s2 from rest to a speed of 450
km/h. Which; is of course the line which Searl is thinking about. And maintaining it at speed for a while,
and then decelerating to rest. Let us hope that Searl is right and the scientists are wrong; that on stopping, the
passengers won’t all get out dead.
Searl appreciate; that the aim of the study has been to formulate a design package consisting of a minimum
cost design for a basic wheel together with supplementary features which could be added as required. The
proposed basic arrangement comprises a spoke wheel having provision for fixing a selected range of
reaction rail forms to its outer edge together with a simple arrangement of load cell test bed for mounting the
motor. These items are housed on a concrete platform in an earth work pit with a light cover to afford a
design of weather protection.
Searl reminds you that nothing will happen unless we unite to make it happen – why not today?
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1975: Mortimer, Berkshire, UK: this was part of my shows to the public, its model 2072 which is built up
from 2 of model 7028 plus model 7026 turntable. In: my case; a massive education project. This presents
time forgotten, I have no idea what Marklin has to offer these days. But I guess that it might be worth the
cost to get their catalogue just to see what you youngest can create. The cost of model £9.18s.0d: if brought
separate 2 off 7028 would cost each £5.10s.0d plus £7.9s.6d for turn table 7026. I may not know my onions,
but I do know my trains.
Searl is aware that there was sites for such a facility are known to exist in the UK. These can provide ample
electrical power, instrumentation and workshop services, but today so long since those days that these may
have vanished with the time, heavy carnage, cooling water, and an environment tolerant of noise. Searl
understand, at that time that the cost of the minimum completed facility is estimated at £700,000.00. Today
multiply that value by 10 that is more like the figure. This includes civil engineering costs and basic
instrumentation but no extension to existing power feeds or frequency conversion. Searl understands that
options could extend this cost to some £1.3 million then, times that by 10 should give you about the right
cost today. The running cost is likely to be dominated by the electricity cost – at least when full size motors
are being tested.
Usage:
Searl is aware of the results which the survey has shown that at present only two university groups have the
interests and skills to undertake design of full scale devices for rig testing. This demand represent perhaps
only two of the, say, 8 programmes that a rig could accommodate each year, actually I am basing this upon
my dream one. Searl is aware that the present government support for industrial development is not directed
to work requiring rig testing and it is not possible to say when this situation will change.
Searl agrees that on the other hand it is necessary to take into account:
(i)

The fundamental work which is indicated as being necessary will lead to a more comprehensive
programme of full scale testing – likewise which also applies to the S.E.G.

(ii)

The availability or promise of a rig, particularly if it can accommodate a wide range of research
alternatives, will generate academic interest in the advocated basic research, which also applies
to the S.E.G. Searl also appreciates that the cost is the turn off factor. Searl states that if you want
better conditions now, there is a cost to pay – you should had back me in 1946 where cost was
cheap. That opportunity has gone for good, just like the dodo 1941.
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1968: Mortimer. Berkshire. UK: my learning curve
from the number 2 layout plan. This was indeed a
great time and mode for study. Agree with just one
engine, presents no problem. In my case I wanted
many engines possible to function. This set up needed
two of model 5107 straight section, half-track. Slowly I
am giving you what I achieved in learning, which
includes components part which I used. I therefore
could see how railroads could be fully automatic,
therefore services could run every 5 minutes without
failing by strikes, illness or accidents. Don’t give me
that crap impossible – just need brain power only.
Bear in mind; that this was a long time ago; have no idea what Marklin has to offer these days. I shall have to check
out, if I can obtain some updates upon their products, and the cost.
(iii)

(iv)

The availability of a rig may similarly have some influence on the government / industry programme which
may in any case change in the light of future re-assessments.
When envisaged as a national facility such a rig would provide the best catalyst for inter university and
university / industry collaboration.

In these circumstances a new a new rig, although of higher first cost, is far the best attractive than limited and, as yet
doubtful, use of the existing rig at Grenoble. This tentative conclusion is subject to review as part of a further
feasibility study which will also to take into account the concept of a new rig as a European venture,
Tine Scale:
As Searl have emphasised within this document that the time scale for national technological innovation is inevitably
lengthy, which unfortunate also applies to the Searl Effect Technology, especially when complex planning issues are
involved. Moreover Searl knows only far too well from experience that it is common experience that unanticipated
national or international events seriously affect early prognoses based on a demonstration of technological
possibilities. Searl agrees that enthusiasm at that stage leads to excess optimism, which Searl says, which is no bad
thing since without it progress would never occur. Nevertheless the technological solution is but a first step and more
realistic attitudes are generated when attention is turned to financial and planning implications. Thus the probabilities
of large scale innovation wax and wane through the pre-adoption phase and well ventilated statements regarding the
appearance of AGT in the 80’s have no validity beyond an indication of the earliest possible date.
During the period of this study probabilities have waned, precisely as Searl stated in his newsletters of that time. Searl
was aware that The Channel Tunnel and its high speed link have been deferred indefinitely, and the state of the
national economy indicates that consideration of other major items of avoidable expense will be put back for a
number of years. Searl appreciates, that a general withdraw from major system demonstrations abroad has implied a
more nebulous future for high speed AGT, which is, after all, the step beyond APT, only now being introduced. This is
perhaps fortunate in the sense that a great deal of fundamental work is needed before there could be a sufficiently
comprehensive understanding of the various possible lines of action to support major investment decision.
In those days Searl wrote to the officials requesting them to study his proposal: to use the S.E.G. system would save
millions on the Eurostar project – No they wanted something far more complicated and far more costly – WHY?
Funny, they in the end got their way, as we all know, but at what a cost, which we have to pay for. What they do not
appreciate still that over the years it is costing a fortune to operate, if they had only listened to me they would had
instead been making a fortune. Unfortunate that is the cost of ignorance. I guess it will have to be Searl Transportation
that will have to show them how to do it, before we get an absolute system up and running somewhere in the world
within the next 100 years. From which others will try to copy. Who knows if funds become available to set up test
beds well would crack the ice in no time. The world then would be on the change to a better faster cleaner world than
today – let’s do it – why wait until it’s too late.
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1968: Mortimer, UK: this was one of my cheaper electro loco, cost me only £5.19s.0d. I like to see you get
one today at that price. It was a general purposes locomotive: which one could use the series 6000
transformer, but Searl advise you to use a series 6100 transformer if the trains are to light up. This model
was known as the 3011. Searl remembers it as an electric locomotive for general use – eight wheeled, with
the two inner axles driven by the motor. The two outer axles are mounted in pony trucks for greater freedom
on curves. The axle arrangement is such as to give the impression of the 0-4-4-0 layout of the full sized
original – the German Federal Railways class E 44 – remote control reversing with additional level – plastic
tyres on wheels of one of one driving axle. Especially high tractive effort. Two electric headlights front and
rear switch over automatically when the locomotive reverses. Switch level for optional working from
overhead wire or rail contact, in my show it worked on overhead wire. Two sprung current collectors on
roof. Finely: finished green all metal casing with numerous details. Windows with cellon panes. Automatic
couplings both end. Length over buffers 6⅝ inch weight approximately 25 ozs
Searl accepts that while it is true that understanding of certain types of linear motor has reached a point
where full size models could be, and Searl understands that indeed have been, designed, it is felt that more
progress needs to be made with alternative approaches before full scale testing could be of value. Never the
less Searl states, if any practical outcome is envisage such testing cannot be deferred indefinitely and it must
be borne in mind that to provide a major facility would itself require 1½ - 2 years. By that time a wider level
of research activity in universities will have been promoted and material progress should have been made in
the other forms of interest. Searl always stated that R&D do not always work out how you think it should,
and again that was proven true in this case.
Unfortunate, Searl has learnt that if they insist to do it their way, you just have watch them waste time and
money, which was the case here and in all efforts to produce the S.E.G. followed the same path to nowhere.
Why do people do this strange behaviour? I can only hope this time the S.E.G. will come to reality; that all
depends upon the workforce and hard cash. You may think that I am doing a lot of talking – you are wrong I
am struggling on a low pension to survive and slowly to re-buy £380,000.00 of equipment so I can get my
side up and running, but without a bigger house that will not be possible to get the gear up as I can recover
goods as near as possible to those which was stolen by those who I trusted. Some of the new equipment I
have brought since that robbery has also been stolen because it’s not set up to use; so easy to lift up and
vanish with it. Once it is racked up and hard wired and alarmed with 30,000 volts should stop dead any one
tempting to rob such equipment. Positive action is now a must to stop robbers in their actions.
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1968: Mortimer, UK: This section model number
was 5108 which I used 5 sections in my layout
plan 2. It is a straight section, quarter length. It was
all part of my learning curve, because of that I can
see a way to get maglev systems up and running,
but will have to wait until I moved in to SMI
complex in California, USA. NOTE that I stated
complex because we have now 3 factory units
there, no longer one unit. Plan 2 means that this
system is divided into two circuits, the point of
electrical separation lying between the points 7 and
8. I am giving you my details in small amounts
hoping this will help you to enjoy reading it and
may be make that plan yourself and film each stage
of its construction. A copy of you building it would
gladly put it on our film page to be on our site.

Research in industry and government:
Searl was aware that following the demise of THL, Government decided that the technologies associated
with linear motor propulsion could best be developed through a series of specific research contracts with
public and private industry, aimed at detailed evaluations and projections based on existing knowledge and
thereby giving British manufacturers opportunities to tackle design and manufacturing problems of the new
technology at an early stage of its development. The then Department of Trade and Industry was to
concentrate on linear motor development contracts with private sector industry to help industry meet any
potential for both transport and industrial applications. Searl understands that the Department of the
Environment in addition to its work concerned with transport systems, would sponsor, through British Rail,
exploratory research on magnetic suspension and guidance, with a view to its possible use in urban and
inter-city systems.
Searl understood that the DOE contract with British Rail requires, in addition to their own research
programme.
(i)

General exploration of the options for magnetic suspension and guidance and of the state of the
art in linear motors, followed by a study of application of a preferred option to urban transport
systems, particularly Minitram. This part has been completed. It concentrated on the use of
controlled D.C. magnets and paid particular attention to vehicle dynamics and associated
passenger comfort.

(ii)

Continuation of general background research and a study of the possible application of magnetic
levitation to high speed inter-city transport. This is now underway and should be completed in
1976.

Searl was aware that the DOI currently had three contracts with industry for the assessment and
development of linear motors. Remember that the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G) is a linear motor, which
was created by public and not government funding. Most of these so call contracts Searl could had done for
just £1,000.00 in those days. Today: what you hear that it going to cost hundreds of thousands of pounds just
to plan a system – have we really gone insane? Clearly ignorance and greed stands out like a man without a
head – I am aware that I am a man without a bed; because this work comes first and foremost as a matter of
urgency; after success, I shall be able to pay for a bed. Unfortunate, by then I shall not be able to sleep on it,
but no doubt it will please visitors that I have a bed, which clearly upsets them at this time. Nurses etc.
always ask me where do I sleep, I reply in my skin.- don’t you?
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A painting: of the real world of human endeavour to create the first which time will create the last. There is
never any product made by man, who never had a first, like him he will go and so in time what were our
achievements will also vanish. It is for us to model our achievements so the next generations can see what
we achieved to which they will change that state to more advanced system.
(i)

Brush Electrical Machines Limited, a Hawker Siddeley Company, was undertaking on a cost
shared basis a programme of design and development of linear motors and associated supply and
control systems for transport applications. The first phase of this contract will be completed by
the early part of 1976. Axial and transverse flux motors and associated control equipment were
being tested using both the RES 81 static rig and the RTV 41 track originating from THL. A 50
mile/h axial flux motor and control equipment are to be tested using a British Rail vehicle and
test facility. In particular an investigation will be carried out into the performance of single and
double sided motors using the RES 81 and the two LIM’s now being constructed.

It is clear to Searl that people are not aware of the infrastructure needed for his research and
development of just the S.E.G. on its own, which will now run into millions of pounds.
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1968: Mortimer, UK: This component code is 5109 which plan 2 requires

3 of these components termed straight section, three sixteenths lengths.
The inner oval track is made up of 5120 track sections that only allow
the locomotives 3000 to 3003 to run over them. The private siding 1 is
switched on and off by the track block signal 7042; the siding II is
controlled from the control panel 7071. Distance signal 7038 and home
signal 7041 are coupled to the points 1, so the distant and home signal
tallies with the points in the open position. What I found in this
construction, was the ways to control traffic flow electrically.

Work on the equipment required for propelling the BR prototype vehicle at 50 mile/hour is well advanced.
The LIM has been designed and two are now being constructed. Searl understands that a 375 kW inverter
suitable for controlling these machines is also being built. Following the investigation and analysis work done
on RTV 41, two inverters, one current feed and the other voltage feed, are being built for further testing with
the RTV 41 motors,
(ii)

Linear Motors Limited are expected to complete by the end of 1976 a contract for the development of linear
motor systems for industrial and light transport use. The programme includes the development of axial,
transverse and hybrid motors for both Aluminium and steel reaction plates. Computer programs are to be
devise to enable accurate determination of design parameters and performance characteristics with the
objective of producing linear motor design in a quick and economical manner, without trials on prototype
models. Control equipment for linear motors is being developed for a variety of industrial and light traction
uses, covering variable frequency control, phase control and linear tacho systems.
Work is also being done on motors for chemically and thermally arduous and underwater environments, and
for in-track rather than on vehicle motor installations. Problems of manufacture and thermal characteristics of
linear motors are also to be investigated. This work will establish their thermal limitations linked with
techniques of physical construction, encapsulation, etc.

(iii)

The Hirst Research Centre of GEC has recently completed a contract for a wide ranging theoretical study of
linear motor configuration for high speed transport. The scope of the study is system comprising linear
motors, power conditioning, and controls. An outcome is a process involving engineering design, analysis and
simulation by which assessments have been made of the relative suitability, of various linear motor propulsion
systems for HSGT applications. Examples of LIM topologies and control methods have been compared using
alternative analytical procedures and the designs are proved over simulated London-to-Manchester journeys,
so leading to an assessment of system cost and their sensitivity to design parameters. Results to date suggest
that the best LIM propulsion system is the variable-frequency, inverted-fed, axial flux machine.

Searl states; as overall conclusion that can be drawn from this document, simply supports claims, based upon the Searl
effect Generator (S.E.G), that it is technically feasible to achieve effective propulsion and retardation from a linear
motor system – as shown by the S.E.G, at a – corrected – power factor of about 0.6 and efficiency about 85% over a
speed range up to 450 km/h. Figures substantially less than these might still be regarded as acceptable in order to gain
the important advantage offered by the linear motor, e.g: its ability to develop tractive and braking effort without
reliance on wheel adhesion. Searl agrees from his experiments on the S.E.G there is no doubt that linear motor
propulsion would be a good deal more expensive than conventional railway traction systems. Searl agrees that the
technology offers the possibility of transport at speeds greater than are feasible with wheel propulsion, if there is a
public need for it.
Searl states that in relation to the maglev the Searl Effect Generator is a sister, the roller sets are the vehicle they can
rotate at any speed. Clearly on long runs speed of 500 km/h are feasible, even bends create no problems to the flow
motion, its smooth and thus would be extremely comfortable for passengers. For such speeds it would have to be tube
technology, but think of it there is no cost on fuel. Therefore charges could be greatly reduced and move more
passengers per hour over long inter-city operations. Searl thinks you need just to change your thinking you will see the
answer as he sees it. Each year profit would be on the increase allowing more tubes to be created to cover more cities
and even under the sea to link main land Europe would be feasible. But your brain has to have a receptor which can
turn in to the concept and see it in reality.
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1968: Mortimer.UK: this is the model code 3008 which I believe was Marklin finest engine which
represents a real scale model reproduction of the German Federals Class 01 express locomotive – a type
notable for its fine appearance and high performance. It looks great with all the other types of trains running
with it. Yet in those days it cost me just £8.7s.6d. No way could you buy that HO model today at that price.
It is a twelve –wheeled 4-6-2 type. Yes, it was pride and joy of my display. which I may never see again.
The Universities:

Relevant earlier and current research:

Searl understands that over past 5 years only a limited amount of research on linear Motors has been
undertaken - £40,000.00 of SRC commitment – and this has been almost concerned with induction
machines. ICST has been the leader in this field, Brighton Polytechnic and UCNW – reluctance motors –
also being involved. At the commencement of this study current grants totalled only £26,000.00, again
mainly at ICST along with small amounts of support at Liverpool and City Universities. Additionally during
the period of the study the Panel has supported the Electrical and Systems Engineering Committee in
awarding a further grant of £36,000.00 to Professor Eric Laithwaite and Dr Freeman at ICST and a grant OF
£24,000.00 to Professor Eastham at Aberdeen.
In the field of wheel less suspension SRC support has been limited – £28,000.00 to one grant to Warwick
University which, along with Sussex University, are the main sites of activity on the basis of Wolfson
support totalling about - £270,000.00. Each of these awards is mainly related to the construction of
prototype vehicle and track based, in the former case, on a cryogenic magnet system for high speed
application and, in the latter, on a conventional magnet system for urban application, involving attention to
linear synchronous and linear reluctance motors respectively.
Linking the two features of propulsion and suspension has been the work on the levitating linear motor, the
magnetic river, conceived and evolved by the team at ICST. Searl: states that is a bit of a laugh, as he was
demonstrating the magnetic river late 1949, in fact levitation was way above the tree tops. But long
before Searl arrived in early 18th century it was demonstrated, only problem they could not turn that
effects into a motor – which for some unearthly reason Searl went and done that without any
knowledge as to what he had done; until scientists called on him and explained what he had done, but
had no idea how he had done it. So many inventions often are by accident. But Searl now can promise you
that the next maglev device will not take off. Today, in the year of 2013; the excitement of the 60s: have
gone like American flying wing, have joined that list with the Do-Do. Searl ask will the S.E.G. join that list.
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Friday 15th March 2013: update from SMI-CA-USA: Jason commences work on building the rack at the
Lab, for the electronic gear to be mounted – there is a big difference to that rack and my rack. Theirs is for
engineering work; mind is for testing and recording data, music, film making, shows and events. Whichever
one you are using they both are very costly to complete. No lab can be without one. Unfortunate, here we
cannot get all the equipment in here that meets my workload which requires 16 – 18 hours every day
regardless. I do not receive a wage packet either – a very few will work for nothing more so where
equipment is so heavy as these are. Keep watching updates as they come in.
Searl understands that there has also been earlier support for reviews of suspension - £5,000.00 – and it is to
be noted that support for transport studies generally has a bearing on the area under consideration, e.g,
studies of passenger reaction to vibration - £29,000.00 – and the large programme ar Warwick devote to the
general assessment of reserved way urban systems – 36,000.00, recently supplemented by - £50,000.00. To
complete the university picture Government has provided, jointly with British Rail, a small amount of
support for work on power pick-up – Sheffield, electromagnetic drag – Manchester – and electro-magnetic
suspension – ICST.
Although, Searl has mentioned elsewhere, no attempt to his knowledge has been made to review work on
aerodynamic aspects of ground transport, university research in this field is also suspected to be limited,
despite rather wider government support. Other general studies, e.g. in control and electro-magnetics, are
related but are not specifically aimed at transport. Now it does not take much intelligence to understand
that you cannot undertake maglev at speeds of 500km/h above ground; that would be insanity to even
attempt it. Any high speed systems of that nature must be tube operated system a straight line from A
to B. speed then is not a problem.
As part of the review of current activities, visits have been made to the relevant groups at ICST, Sussex
University which I did see what they had done Dr, Edwards took me to the lab and showed me the work
upon the conveyer belt system, which of cause was interesting to my mind, and Warwick Universities,
unfortunate I have never visited there, and their programmes discussed in detail. Searl understands that at all
sites competent and enthusiastic, although perhaps rather isolated, groups were encountered and the range
and quality of the work on linear induction machines at ICST was particularly impressive.
Searl like to remain you that everyone who watch and tested the mock-up at SMI are also impressed with the
results. A normal reaction to something unknown.
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1968: Mortimer, UK: This component part code is 5110, Straight section, one-eighth
length which for plane 2 required just one of this component. The overhead traction
wire layout in this plan 2 is planned so that the two oval tracks are not electrically
separated from one another, but the private and other sidings are separated
electrically, as already described above. I am using the symbols in this document to
denote the various parts – track sections, points and accessories - shown in these
plans and illustrations of our railway systems, and for clearness they are drawn to a
scale of 1 to 5. Moreover, all the important dimensions on a Marklin railway system
are given in millimetres throughout this document, showing how I learnt about
railway systems before actually being employed on BR at Reading.
Like everyone else, I had to learn: at least I sure made that effort to learn not from books but from hands on
experience, anything like 18 hours to 48 hours nonstop at a time. Which use to surprise the press, and the
Sherwood’s who visited me, to check me out for two universities in the U.S.A.? Today I cannot do 48 hours, but will
tackle up to 14 hours at a time. Are you prepared to do that to save this planet your home?
On the other hand, Searl states that it is considered that the primary objective, required by the terms of Wolfson
support at Sussex and Warwick, of building a full or part scale version of their respective systems, suitably
embellished to convince the non-expert, is untimely as attention is thereby diverted from the prior requirements of
a fundamental understanding.
Searl states that from a comparison of the results of our review with the research detailed within this document it is
concluded that despite the current work on induction machines the research effort devoted to the critical aspects of
both propulsion and levitation technology, including control engineering, is quite inadequate. It is to be noted that
support for transport assessment studies, although difficult to quantify relative to AGT, considerably exceeds that
for AGT technology which, in these early stages, is the more critical aspects from the point of view of narrowing
options.

The Earith proposal:
As Searl indicated in the introduction, the Panel’s terms of reference were cast in anticipation of the need to
consider a proposal relating to the continuing availability of Earith, Cambridge, north east of London, the
likely submission of which had been intimated in evidence to the Select Committee early in 1973. Searl
agrees that sooner or later Searl Technology Inc. must create a Select Committee whose tasks are to
investigate options in advance technology products as to which course of production that we should
aim for on the marketplace. As yet this has not been implemented. The consideration of this proposal: is
referred to in this document.
Searl understands that this was submitted on behalf of a consortium of Universities – Swansea, ICST, City
and Cranfield – by a committee of representatives from these institutions and from Tracked Hovercraft Ltd
and Linear Motors Ltd, the proposal requested an SRC commitment of - £2,000,000.00 to maintain the
availability of the Earith site for five years and to carry out research there. Searl states look hard at these
figure of reality which relate to 1973 – not 2013, which is a completely a different world now prices
have jumped in large steps and those who claim that you can build the S.E.G. just for thousands of
pounds are either joking or bloody insane.
Searl accepts that by extending the existing Earith site to two miles it was intended to embark on a series of
projects relating to linear motor propulsion, levitation, control and guidance, vehicle aerodynamics,
signalling and control, freight handling and current collection. Additionally it was hoped to attract support
from private and nationalised industries by virtue of existing government contracts with these bodies.
NOTE: Searl is breaking here to deal with an urgent matter on the web, which do more harm than
good.
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A message: from the Secretary General – Prof. John Roy Robert Searl.

Saturday 16th March, 2013; an email was passed to me, which should had never appear on the web, by a man
who I know from my medical training meant well. Unfortunate the results are opposite it creates harm. I am
aware that was not his intention. I shall do now what I had never hoped to have to do before that is to
explain the situation to clear up this misunderstanding.
After that massive robbery of my equipment and life’s work: by Martin Colborne, Ken Gibbs, Luis Jarillo,
Peter King and one other which, the witness could not identify; no one would back this work until Morris
saw John Thomas website about the S.E.G. so he made contact with John and worked to supply the
equipment for John to reproduce the S.E.G. Following that robbery Morris demanded to know my address
from John so he could help me to recover, in which he immediately sent me a big IBM computer to replace
those stolen by those named above.
It arrived in bits so had to try to re-assemble that but failed to work. Which Morris immediately sent a big
boy, which again failed to work, Morris then phoned me to instruct me what to do in the end we got it to
work, actually it was for my birthday present. He also supplied me a printer, scanner so I could get back to
re-write all that data lost due to that robbery. Martin had the check to demand from John Thomas £6,000.00
to cover the cost of the sale of my goods. He should be stripped in a public place with TV cameras
transmitting the punishment of him being stripped and whipped this evil bastard until he plead for mercy, as
a warning to the others who were involved in that robbery, what is going to happen to them later.
When Morris heard I was living on the street in snow and temperatures below -17 degrees he rushed over
and flew me out to California where dear old Brad was waiting to collect me to take me to his home to care
for me, by then I was in a terrible state of health, so bad that customs agreed for me to stay, until I was well
enough to travel back to the UK where I had no home to go to. Brad arranged with a group who knew me to
take me in and find me a home, which they did. Morris paid £1,000.00 to get me into that house; plus a lot
more for transport to collect my equipment that was put in store by Morris, which he paid for. Again Morris
came to my aid when the Doctors, nurses and carers begged me to move to a place where there were more
people and closer so they could reach me with was done within a month. Sad to say this place is far too
small for all my equipment so it had to go into storage which Morris is kind enough to pay the monthly cost.
He is also helping me to cover other important cost. I have now had to make a move for a larger place,
which on Wednesday I shall go and inspect to see if space is enough for my needs. In fact if ok, its perfect
for those who come to see me needed to stay overnight as there are hotels and a large pub a couple of shops
away so they can walk to me. Again I am asking for help and they will no doubt assist me with some of that
cost to move.
They have done so much to help me even though I have never asked for a wage packet or license fee. I feel
that the email in question is out of order, as it was my request that funds go to get the S.E.G. concept proven
for the mass production mode intended. As John Cornett is concerned with my health, he has sent me a food
parcel to give me a better class of food to eat, and wish to send one whenever possible, which is his desire to
help me and therefore has been asking team members to help him to make these parcels up for him to send:
to me. I understand that these people did not wish this information to be made public – but emails on
websites like that one is damaging to the project – therefore I was left with no other option but to make these
facts known. It is sad when people help me without public appraisals for what they are doing should be
down casted as evil.
I trust now that before you make any statements public first check with me if it’s true or not. I understand
from your respective they are not feeding me or caring for my health concerns, but all my working life I paid
in to the health service to look after my health, which they are doing at a cost. Morris is also paying out for a
carer to help me each day for two hours. If you are so concern about my health, then what are you doing to
try to help me? I do not like to ask for help but when firms rob me of my pension money what else can I do
but ask for help?
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2013: Searl states, that Searl
Transportation will certainly
require one of these MX2500 and
our other divisions, that offering
the ultimate in design standards
and choices for the analytical
Microscopist – 50 KV, FE LaB6,
stages, chambers, detectors,
spectrometers, vacuum. At this
time we do not require this type of
equipment, but it shall be needed
in time, which could very well
become sooner than later. It is such
equipment that makes our
development become reality.
Without such equipment you are
working in the dark. Strange
someone must have a dreamt of it,
to have been able to create it.

Searl understands that by classifying the site as a Institute it was proposed to use it as the focus of a centre
for transport studies involving a wide range of activities, many not requiring track facilities, not only in the
institutions involved in the submission but also at Aberdeen, Cambridge, Sheffield and Warwick
Universities.
Searl is aware that as part of the consideration of the proposal the Panel met formally with the committee of
representatives. Comments on the utility of the test facility are given within this document.
Survey of interests:
To complete the review of the University scene, an invitation as Searl understands was to express their
interest in AGT, and the test facilities seen to be necessary, was circulated widely among university
departments with interest in electrical machines, control engineering and aerodynamics. This survey
essentially failed to determine any immediate interests or plans with regard to propulsion, levitation and
associated rig testing beyond those already known to exist at Warwick, Sussex and Aberdeen Universities
and ICST. A small but significant interest was how ever expressed in aerodynamic aspects which represent
rather more an extension of existing vehicle studies than the new approach required for the envisaged
propulsion and levitation techniques. Particularly valuable was the view that existing wind tunnels were
likely to be adequate for many investigations relating to high speed vehicles.
Throughout my life I have learnt some facts about inventions. Hundreds have sent in applications to
governments for funding the S.E.G. and they never got it, even entirely recent times Australia applied, why I
do not know because I have been making it clear that they will not fund this kind of work. I understand that
in the USA they have paid out big money for a party to apply for funding even though they must have
known what I have stated so many times, they will not get it. There is only one chance to get funding from
the government that is set a show date 2 years ahead and invite a number of them to attend – WHY?
Elementary their days are fully booked up with appointments, so as soon as they are elected into office
invite them with a 2 year gap, thus they have no excuse that they were fully booked up for that date. It takes
only intelligence. Never ask a government to fund the S.E.G. if they own the energy supplies.
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1968 Mortimer, UK: My model railway
layout plan 2: Part code number is 5111
current feeder section, straight, full
length. 3 of these components were
required, just for this plan alone. Each
corner is a different plan, each end a
terminal block. The whole was automatic.

The universities’ role in the future:
In view of the complex economic and planning considerations underlying any future decision to adopt AGT
modes, the Panel believes it would be wrong for the universities to assume that solutions to present and
future transport problems must necessarily be ‘exotic’ ones or, more importantly, to commit themselves too
firmly to particular transport modes on the basis of forecasts of transport requirements made with only
partial knowledge of the above considerations. The consortium proposal was open to these criticisms being
based very largely on the magnetic river and moreover on the basis of forecasts already out of date.
Searl states; inter-university and industry / university collaboration, and a systems approach in the
engineering sense, is just as important in this field as in any other. That statement confuses Searl, who
accepts that is easy to say but to do is entirely a defiant kettle of fish, based upon elementary facts that
universities are closes classes and sacking the staff, because they do not have funds to pay their wages.
Companies either go on a 4 day work routine or close the door for good. How can a panel believe that
they can create what will be a million(s) pound project? Somewhere some people clearly are living in
cuckoo land. Only a very few people could undertake such project development, such as Richard
Branson, all governments are seriously in the red. Nevertheless the bounds of practicality must be
recognised and in the Panel’s view it is impossible for universities to attack a complete transport system
embracing as it does the wide spectrum from technology through operations to demand assessment and
planning. In saying this, it is not intend to denigrate the contributions which universities can make by
developing methodologies for transport evaluation but rather to emphasise that the focussing of this wide
range of skills on the evaluation of an overall system at this stage of research is not practical. Searl response
to that is that when Russell joins the workforce, he will have staff to plan and design a maglev and
that will not cost millions. In fact Morris communicated with me at 06:00 am this day March 17th
2013, that with the mock up which you have seen he has tested my request and it works well, and he
has tried a roller which clearly wants to work in the maglev mode but a little problem to correct I
think that I can solve that one. We shall see. Searl understands that from the panel respective: that it
accepted however that a facility is one and perhaps the only way to bring about collaboration between users
who need it, essentially those concerned with technology.
As Searl understood it that the primary role of the universities is seen to be that of providing trained man
power and the fundamental understanding to permit designers to select and evolve the most advantageous
system for each set of circumstances and thereby provide the planners with an adequate and reliable model
for their purposes. The review as Searl understands it indicates that university activity devoted to these ends
is quite inadequate and in sharp contrast to the activity hitherto devoted to the advocacy of specific transport
systems. Searl is aware that no attempt has been made to cost the research, essentially laboratory work,
required to rectify this situation in the immediate future but it is considered not to be of such a magnitude as
to create a significant additional demand on the Council’s resources nor to seriously distort the balance of
activity in relation to the needs of manufacturing industry for advances in electrical engineering and applied
physics generally. Searl states: the work required, if properly undertaken, would be generally competitive on
the grounds of scientific merit and contribution to training. This statement relates only to the basic studies
identified in this document; the implications of full scale testing on a rig or track have been separately
referred to within this document.
Searl opinion is based mainly of his success where experts knocked him down, as impossible.
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1946 – 1963 THIS WAS MY
WORLD IN THOSE DAYS. At the
Midlands Electric Board my boss
would say that they would never
allow me to use relays etc. for
switching mains supplies, but I
continue to carrying on using them
in my research work. How strange
that today it’s recommended that
they should now is used for safety
reasons. How many times in the
history of man that experts were
wrong? All my life I have been
knocked down that I will never be
that I did not have the education,
strange from where I am sitting its
them who do not have the education.

Searl can understand that to correct this short fall in activity, SRC is faced with the not unusual problem of
engendering the necessary interest and achieving the necessary interest and achieving the necessary coordination of activities – which today is precisely what Searl is doing on radio, in fact even today Monday
18th March 2013 I shall be on Ivy West show with Bradley Lockerman of Hollywood. I have a feeling that
this two hour show will be great. Searl is aware that his task will be complicated in this case by the
commitment of existing groups to specific systems and the discouragement caused by the rejection of the
Earith proposal. Strange how that Panel were under the influence that university researchers must be
persuaded of the value of relating their work to its economic, social and industrial implications and of
benefitting from the collaborative opportunities offered by a full scale test facility. Son: Searl says where is
the money which is the vital part of all major projects; without that vast cash flow no university or
company could even think of getting involved. Yes, they can be interested, like we have hundreds of
them on out records, but they have no hard cash to turn their interest into reality. Unfortunate as
each year passes; the chances of success degreases, as cost rises with increase population.
Searl understands that the inducement of available finance is not alone sufficient for this purpose and it is
important that positive steps be taken to stimulate the necessary activity. Which is precisely what Bradley
and Searl are trying to do; and these documents of these reports is the first step Searl has taken in this
process but more action will be required, to:
(i)

Build up, and in some cases realign, present activities:

(ii)

Divert researchers with relevant interests to undertake aspects of the programme identified in this
document:

(iii)

Generate collaboration, between universities and with industry, if you can, within a commonly
recognised framework of research aims:

(iv)

Encourage where appropriate more formal linkages between active groups leading to significant
concentrations of research and training – What do you think Searl has been doing since 1963?
Yes trying to get various groups to work together to speed up research – no, they want to be
on their own – so shall it be.

From where Searl sits, he understands that they want to have ownership of the technology – this is one
technology where such attitudes will fail. No one group can own it, but all can share it. Greed and ignorance
will not function within this technology.
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1968: Rail plan No. 2: This component part code is: 5112 which is an
uncoupling track section – half length, only one is needed.

This is the
information of the
track size which I
used. As you know is
Marklin track section.
Yes, there are long
lengths of track in
other makes.

Searl agrees that more direct interaction with researchers will be required to meet these aims, e.g. by way of
direct approaches to individuals as Searl has been doing – and if possible research groups, which has over
these years been impossible another line are symposia and round table meetings, which Searl has been doing
since 1946 directed towards the various sectors of activity.
Searl agrees that a further necessary step will be that of co-ordinating the research activities of all divisions
of Searl Technology Inc. This will require a positive action perhaps by way of the appointment of a liaison
officer, who must be present every day at the site to be of value. The possibility of extending co-ordination
to include all Government funded research might also be considered, but Searl doubt this would materized
as they have their agender already approved for funding.
Searl states that stimulation of university research which one would expect to be a primary task over the next
year if the subject is to be developed along the above lines and it is recommended therefore that a Panel be
reconstituted to carry out this work together with the new tasks proposed relating to the assessment of full
scale S.E.Gs for powering maglev high speed transport systems.
Searl Conclusions:
Any future decision to adopt AGT modes based on maglev concepts will depend on complex economic,
planning and safety considerations at national and local levels rather than on technical feasibility or national
prestige. Urban developments are being steadily evaluated but the value of adopting this technology has yet
to be established. The scope for high speed AGT to provide a worthwhile economic alternative to APT and
conventional inter-city air services is limited in the UK and at present the measure of its value is beyond all
but the crudest assessments. Estimates of tine scales for adoption of about 20 years have lengthened during
the period of this review and might well continue to do so in the present economic and energy situation.
This is especially true of the high speed case, in which international interest has waned to some extent.
What is apparent to Searl is that a better basis is required on which to improve these estimates, whether
favourable or unfavourable, and that a clear choice of options must be evident and sound information
available on system design and performance before the policy and planning phase can be entered in earnest.
Searl states, that we do not yet have this knowledge and the lack of success of a number of foreign large
scale experiments is consistent with this view.
Searl claims that it is lack of knowledge, and of people trained in the knowledge, which establishes a need at
this time for action by SRC despite the nebulous future of AGT.
As Searl has stated that he feel certain that the S.E.G holds the secret for the maglev concept, but need to
wait until he return to the lab in California, USA to give some time in R&D on the concept he has in mind,
which could just be the answer to that advance high speed ground technology – or precisely – tube
technology.
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1963: this was part of my world – there is a possibility that it will again become part of my world. It is
the domain of Pneumatic electronic part of my life – I wonder what yours is? My world is extremely
complex, but extremely exciting – but it does not include sport I am sorry to say. But this subject is for
another book yet to be re-done again. Man has advanced in science and technology at a cost of
polluting the air and water and damaging the soil, causing heavy flooding and high winds mainly for
gain. Whereby, Searl Technology Inc. is the opposite to reduce pollution, and damage of the
environment. If you prefer my world then join us because in numbers we shall win. Together we shall
move mountains. If you are not for my world then I wish you the best as the worst is yet to come your
way.
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1968: This is part code 5117 Electro-magnetic
points’ track, one of. Which was in my plan layout
Number 2, there was also a section code 5113 track
one of, I cannot remember where that went in the
layout, thus I am unable at this time give you the
data details of that component part – well I am
racing towards 81 year old and it is a long time ago
when I created that layout, so I can be excused just
forgetting a small part of the circuit. The worst
which can happen is that the train would get
derailed if the driver was sleeping. I guess you
young ones can create some great displays if dad
got the cash to pay, but care when you tell him what
it cost, you do not want him die of a heart attack, as
some will do when they hear such money demands.

Searl states that more particularly our understanding of the characteristics of most types of linear motor is
quite inadequate and the control engineering problem has been almost totally ignored. Searl accepts
moreover the severe problem of route switching, power supply and conditioning, current collection and
imposed aerodynamic forces are being seriously neglected. Searl agree that back there in 1946 much of the
basic research short of full scale testing could been undertaken at quite modest cost and all sound analytical
studies of the various possible forms of linear motor or magnetic suspension systems should be supported.
Unfortunate linear motors were not known like today, one thing which is certain that there is no way on
earth that such studies could be undertaken at those prices of 1946. Searl is the first person who agrees
particular encouragement should be given where means of experimental verification, as being done at SMI,
of the analyses is included and an appreciation of their economic implications for full scale systems is
shown. Two further vital factors to be taken into account are passenger tolerance to motion, vibration and
sound and consideration of safety in all possible failure modes.
Searl states: bearing in mind the above general statement, examples of topics meriting attention by
universities are:
(1) Linear Motors – induction and synchronous: field and eddy current computation and comparison
with experiment, lateral and normal forces, consideration of power factor and efficiency, electronic
control of motor characteristics.
(2) Linear Synchronous motors – active track: effect of power supply harmonics on superconducting
magnet, optimisation of conductor geometry, power supply and control schemes.
(3) D. C. Ferromagnetic Attraction Suspension: lightweight power conversion equipment.
(4) A. C. Ferromagnetic attraction: lightweight power conversion equipment.
(5) D. C. Repulsion Suspension – Superconducting -: active and passive damping. Ride control,
hysteresis loss in magnet, reduction of drag.
(6) A. C. Repulsion Suspension – magnetic River – which is the way that the S.E.G. functions –
reduction of total power requirement, lateral forces, roll stability, skew stability.
(7) Control: cross coupling between propulsion, suspension and guidance forces, including controlled
damping, assessment of permissible working gap as a function of speed.
Searl will continue with this issue on the next page, note he doubts if all these requirements will be needed.
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Searl transportation division supports
the rail road for future mass transport
systems - maglev the future!
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This component code is 5120 curved
section, 450, full length – 8 of these
sections make a circle – which of course
I had for my plan 2 layout. Searl states
that model railways displays develop the
brain of a child in a far better way than
these modern games which develop the
brain to kill and destroy nature, making
them inhuman in a social context.

(8) Power: new collection schemes, variable frequency power supplies. The S.E.G will meet this
requirement.
(9) Fundamental studies of flux penetration under transient condition are required in relation to most of the
above topics. Searl states that the mock-up of the plate and roller set shows clearly there is no
problem of speed when a magnetic river system is employed.
Searl states that the mock-up of the S.E.G. concept clearly shows that the feasibility of a maglev system
based upon that concept is in reach of reality.
Searl States that although it has not been possible to include in this document a review of the aerodynamic
aspects of AGT, their importance is recognised. But Searl states that based upon these 3 years of test on that
S.E.G mock-up one plate and 12 rollers there has never been any problems with aerodynamic: from his
viewpoint at 500 km/h and in fact even at 1000 km/h in a tunnel concept there would be no aerodynamics
aspects; which would create any problems. In those days back there in 1978 the available information
suggest that existing facilities, with the possible exception of a long working section wind tunnel, may
generally be adequate to permit the continuance of aerodynamic work but more detailed study is necessary
in this regard.
Q. What did Searl do about that issue?
A. He did what any good inventor will do, that is to write to the Government who own the railways
to ask where he could get his transport system tested, explaining the entire test which he needed to
be done.
Q. Did they reply?
A. Yes they did, they gave him the manager name and the full address to write too. Which happen to
be in Bedford north east to him.
Q. Did Searl write to him?
A. Like a good boy he proudly explained the test he needed to be done.
Q. Did that manger of the wind tunnel replied to him?
A. Yes he did and very quick as I remembered. He explain that he would have to carry out two types
of wind test demanded by law if the computer data passed these test as OK, then he would carry
out any other test I need on the grounds that I could guarantee that none of the test would
damage his wind tunnel. Searl thought that was amazing that these officials knew what Searl did
in Crawley Road to the house where he lived and clearly did not wish for an instant fresh air
condition installed in his beloved wind tunnel. Which Searl could appreciate? The price of
£50,000.00 was well beyond his means – yes you guess it; he just had to forget it.
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DOC-STA-1-RA-052.
1968, this was my world, my
love, the world of creating the
future that is meant to be. So
what is it? This is the
classification of products called
Zener Barriers type which
were 12.5 mm wide housing.
*Paramaters are the same for
each of the two channels.
**Paramaters are the same for
all three channels.
Bear all these figures in mind
because they will appear in
experiments that I have done so
long ago, which time has been
forgotten – but I have not.

Searl accepts that in contrast it is clear that, for maglev, without full scale testing, linear motor development
in particular is likely to remain an unproven academic exercise.
Searl understood that in respect of low speed applications existing British Rail resources could
accommodate developments at full scale. Subject to compatibility with the British Rail programme these
facilities could be made available to universities and such usage should be encouraged in the interests of
promoting collaboration.
Searl states; that he strongly recommend that a full scale, high speed track testing should not be considered
unless and until an adequate understanding of scaling issues together with a knowledge of full scale
operation per se has been acquired by means of a rotating rig or equivalent close circuit operation. The next
step therefore is a detailed appraisal of the provision of full scale rig testing facilities taking into account the
results of the Department of Industry design study and of further enquiries with respect to the possible
availability of the facility at Grenoble. Remember that this is how they were thinking in the late 60s and 70s,
which is not quite how Searl is thinking – in his case its based upon the S.E.G. concept, which cuts out
amount of this cost; which would be involved. Searl wants you to see both side of the coin, which is theirs
and which is his; and you judge what is best for development. Before reaching any decisions regarding
expenditure based on this appraisal it will be necessary also to consider intervening developments in the
national economic and transport situation as well as the evidence of the research community’s willingness to
participate in such an enterprise.
Searl doubts that now in 2013, you could find enough or in fact anyone who would actually take part in
creating such technology and support it to the marketplace; as now the cost is gone wild as I predicted it
would in 1946. You have push the cost up by over breeding to a point that the earth cannot longer cope with
your demands, We have no options but to increase the cost to slow the market down that means jobs vanish,
people out of work that equal the increase birth rate. These firms are gone for good just like the Do Do did.
Research today has to pay the cost of over breeding, many will have to die to try to get the balance right, but
they will still not understand why. The Homo sapiens are not the only creature that are over breeding, that
wants feeding and water. But they do not want the massive amount of raw materials from the earth that we
demand. We have created the problems that we are now facing that will get worst as we are determined to
do just that, my question is WHY? Searl is trying to solve problems, but the rate of breeding must be the
government duty to enforce.
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Wednesday 20th March
2013: update photo
taken by Fernando
Morris at SMI, CA,
USA. of the rack
construction to be
wired up by Jason. The
progress may appear to
be slow to many, but
its hard work and to
add to that problem is
the shear cost and time
consuming that is
involved.
I for one knows what
its like but in my case
evil bustards are
zooning up the cost of
the S.E.G. because
everything they have
stolen will have to be
paid for in the cost of
the S.E.G Therefore,
they have stolen from
you, besides me.
But of course its ok as
it was my brother who
stole the goods as I
have been inform by
people. Insanity is sure
on the increase, to that
there is no doubt.
Another FACT, I
should not reject my
family – WHY? They
stole and lied to me
and treated me as
muck – who on earth
want to be connected
to such an evil family?

Today, Wednesday
20th March, go to see a
place bigger than this
which may become my
home. There are some
strange points about it,
Dream 1 matches.
Into the future: we have no option and, it is up to us to design it – good or bad it is us that make it so. Life is
short, so use it wisely. Remember that life and death are partners, and death created you and it can end you,
if you fail to protect yourself from it; the price is clear what you have to pay – DEATH!
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Wednesday 20th March
2013: update fro SMI-CAUSA: photo taken by
Fernando Morris of the
rack which Jason who has
been appointed to wire up
as his training curve. This
rack wire up is different to
the rack which has to be
wire up here to be of value
to Swallow Command
Audio Vision
Communication centre. In
the UK.

Some day if funds allow it
will be transferred to SMI
lab section in its own
factory unit there. But in
the meantime that unit will
be geared up for events to
be film and aired by
whatever means there is
possible.
Next Monday 25th 2013: at
1800 hours UK time will be
doing an IVY / Wendy
Radio broadcast, which
may be the last for the time
being, as moving home will
cut me off line.
Bradley Lockerman will
hold the fort in the
meantime with Morris and
Jason and hopefully Russell
will join the team for future
events. And I understand
there are a few pending to
take place.
How can you help? Just
keep hammering your local
press, TV and Radio
stations about this
technology
I am now back from viewing that house, unfortunate the master bedroom is smaller than this room is, and
the other two bedrooms if the wall was taken out make another bedroom, the only good point was the
kitchen that was much larger than the one here; but alas no gas for my gas hub. And no room: for my deep
chest freezer. So the answer is another dead end. There is still one more place to consider, checking it out.
Searl: appreciates that today in the UK it’s far cheaper to build your own house to your requirements.
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1968: Plan 2: uses 2 of these components parts code
5202 L electro-magnetic points – that was the world
of John Searl – his learning curve. It also played a
part in his thinking upon maglev systems. Clearly
giving him an insight of the possibilities: of mass rail
high speed transport system. It does not appear to be
that complicated as the experts of that time tried to
impress upon us that it was. As Searl see it that it’s
just another type of S.E.G. structure, to toy with to
get it right. The only problem which he can see is the
track switching – yet there is an answer to that just
takes a bit more brain power to fathom out. But he
has an idea how to solve that issue too.

The ability that man can model so perfect the past for the future to be able to see how he has progressed
through time to the present day – Searl doubt if he can reproduce all of the types of engines he put on show
in the past; which is sad indeed. Searl accepts that is the way of life – come today and gone tomorrow,
which also applies to us, as well.
Searl states that they claim that for the moment it should be assumed for budgeting purposes that, 12 months
hence, sufficient will be known to justify decision to provide access to a major full scale facility; I have no
idea what they are drinking but I sure would like some of that. Searl states that they have simply let their
brain run away with them. Should they statement is proved to be a UK national facility a very tentative cost
estimate would be £2½m over 5 years at present prices then. Today, you would never do that at that price
Searl guess around £10m plus. That estimate assumes £0.7M first cost with a further £0.6M spent over the
following 3 years to extend the range of the facility, an approximate running cost of £200,000.00 pa and
certain research costs additional to those associated with above information. Let Searl confirm today, these
figure are just kiddies pocket money in reference to the reality involved; multiply them by a 1000, you might
just be inside the cost of reality.
Searl accepts that there is a need for a clearer understanding of the technology is being met too slowly by the
present limited university activity. Some of this in any case is of questionable orientation in that it is
constrained by a commitment to specific systems chosen on the basis of inadequate evidence. Searl accepts
that it must not be assumed that the only possible answers to present transport problems are necessarily
exotic. Searl is aware that universities cannot evolve a complete transport system as such but can make
major contributions to a national effort. Searl states that he can never see that happen; the S.E.G. is an
energy system to which they cannot tax.
Current government sponsored industrial development is serving to highlight the lack of understanding,
particularly on propulsion. Searl knows only too well how people can talk and down things – instead it
would be nice if they contributed something of value instead. Yes, it is easy for one to say that the
universities have a crucial role to play in regard to AGT, not only in evolving the theory on which designs
and estimates can be based but also by way of originality of thought in evolving new concepts / university
activity needs to be co-ordinated with the overall objective of narrowing the options. Again Searl states, they
do not stop, think then speak – universities cannot undertake major projects unless funded correctly – they
are fund starve in many cases having to close some courses and sacking the teachers – are you experts so
blind that you cannot see those red lights flashing?
Searl accepts the point that it is important therefore that positive steps be taken to stimulate interest in the
desired research and to overcome the discouraging effects of the rejection of the Earith proposal. Searl states
that it is time to forget that proposal and work for the betterment of the rail industry, which has a need for
faster high speed trains, which are more efficient and less pollution making. Moaning is not the option, just
because you failed to get your way. We must just rethink another route that is what Searl Transportation
target will be – get the needs developed not the moaning.
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Plan 2 layout: I had 2 of these component parts in this layout their code
part was 5205 curved track section, 50 43’, about 1/6th long. At least I am
trying to show you what every component used by me looks like. And
you will see how I used them. By such methods you can join in with me
and try to copy them to get a better understanding of how my learning
curve progress. Remember Searl is going back to the 60s which now is a
long time ago. But Searl interest is just as strong today minus funds which
means one thing – no more trains display to entertain the masses. The
world has change but not for the better. That is the sad point.

Searl states that he agrees that university researches need to be aware of the economic, social, human and
industrial implications of their work and to play a part in, and benefit from, the collaborative advantages of
helping to evolve the details of the full scale testing facility which it is believed will be required. Searl
cannot understand these experts concept that they say they want this and expect to get it. Don’t they realise
that over populating the planet puts the cost outside of the economic band the S.E.G is sure following that
same route to pass beyond the finance band. It is not the technology at fault; it is you over populating the
planet. You may be eating well now but it is only time when you will have to join millions of others and eat
far less. Which, I have been doing now for years.
Searl is aware that they are Appling pressure by stating that it is recommended that SRC undertake during
1975 – 76 session a further more detailed investigation in regard to the technological aspects of AGT with
the objectives:
(i)

Of stimulating university interest and co-ordinated research action within the research framework
outline in this document by means of the initiatives suggested within this document.

(ii)

Of undertaking in conjunction with government a detailed appraisal in relation to the provision of
rig facilities taking into account.
Before continuing with their demands Searl wish to expose the reality – what is wrong with
these expert brains? A government: with a vast debt situation – universities cutting out
courses and sacking teachers because they do not have funds to pay their wages. Searl ask –
why should the government or universities undertake something massive when they have
no money to meet such cost which each year is on the increases? It would be different if you
were already selling such products, but you are not.
(1) The results of the above efforts to stimulate further university research.
(2) The national transport and economic situation.
(3) The further discussions with the French government in relation to the rig at Grenoble.
(4) The results of the Department of Industry rig design study and its implications regarding
manufacture, siting, servicing, managing, and total usage and funding from all sources.
(5) Of reviewing the state of the art, and research and equipment needs, in relation to
aerodynamic aspects of high speed ground transport.

Searl agrees that all this is great stuff, unfortunate they all are suffering from the same problem term MONEY –
and we just have to stop using imagery money just to create what we demand – otherwise we are domed as we
are at this time to a life of hell. The population must continue to be reduced and nature is undertaking that task as
we are failing to act in a responsible manner to the problem which we have created.
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Plan 2: required just one of these
components, code 5206 curved track section,
240 17’, which was about 5/6ths long. Searl
agrees that Marklin of Germany made some
very great components that allow me to
experiment with my ideas from which I gained
hands on experience in construction work.

Searl also thank British Rail for allowing him to have appointment as a shunter and later as running a rail station
operation. All of which today play an important part in his life not only how to set up an operation but also how to
run it. In fact all of my training or for a more precise term; hands on experience influence this research study
program of today.
So far within this document Searl has been exposing this obsession for a test rig for advance ground transport. Now
Searl will take a look at this issue in more detail.

Introduction:
We can class this issue as an appendix which is brief review of the ideas which have been proposed and
devices which have been constructed for the magnetic propulsion and levitation of vehicles in large scale
transport application. It also deals with two closely related topics – control and power. Aerodynamics is also
an important one which reacts strongly on the vehicles design, but it has not been appropriate to include a
detailed review here; a few comments are offered however on the principal problem areas.
Searl states, that although, for the purpose of presentation, the subject has been divided into five separate
compartments, just to match his dream one. For example, the propulsion system will generally produce
forces which react on the lift system and the lift system will almost always experience a drag force which
loads the propulsion system. Searl accepts that you know that – but Searl states that what you do not know is
the fact that in the S.E.G system these forces do not react at all. Searl guess that made your lower jaw bone
drop to the floor, please kindly pick them up to avoid creating pollution problems. Searl agrees that the
magnetic river is a combined lift and propulsion device and as such will pose problems of control. Searl
states really? How strange as he has never experience any such problems with the S.E.G concept to which
his maglev system would be constructed. For this reason, the experts state, that some repetition will be
apparent in the following sections. This will generally occur when the same device is examined from
different points of view, which Searl is quite aware of.
A brief description of the present state of the art of wheel on rail suspension is included because this must be
the basis of comparison for any new development. For completeness, the air cushion suspension and some
forms of non-contacting propulsion are also briefly mentioned.
That is what Searl life has been about: is air cushion technology, in Searl case his behind makes it clear that
some form of cushion is needed when you are sitting hours upon hours typing at a computer keyboard; so
why not transportation is similar in requirements. Searl understands that hovercraft has proven to be a
handicap to control and thus failed to be accepted as a road transport system. But rail transport is quite a
different case, to which Searl accepts that high speed rail system is needed. It would be nice to have a
smooth ride in as short time factor that is possible without a sore bum at the end of the journey. What say
you?
Searl accepts that today it is possible for such transport to be created; unfortunate he is aware that such cost
has made such technology impossible to proceed with. Sadly Searl see the present day transport system
vanishing like the Do Do did and, the dear old horse and cart returning back; as the alternative source of
travel to the man power of the bicycle. Fact: it is much cheaper to build your own house, then to buy one.
You have to fit into the house you buy, where the house you build fits into your ways as required by you.
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Plan No.2. Note that I have only used one
of these components part no: 5207 double
slip points crossing 230 16’, length 180
mm. You see how my mind works it needs
always perfection in all that I do, second
best is not acceptable, under any
conditions. Yes, I am getting close to the
end of the various track components
which I used within that plan. Reference to
maglev, I have not been able due to cost
create a working model of such a device,
but always be ready to see the first one
should funds allow us to have a go Joe, but
in this case John - and I shall be over the
Moon to have a go.

Propulsion:
Searl will attempt in this section: deals with four types of liner motor: two linear induction machines which
are able to use poly phase 50 Hz power, and two linear synchronous machines requiring variable frequency
poly phase supplies. The first three systems – two LIM’s and a synchronous motor with passive track –
demand poly phase power on board the vehicle which implies in their world either poly phase current
collection or a single phase collection with on board power conversion; but in Searl method the a S.E.G.
would supply all the power which would be needed. Searl understands that it is necessary to operate these
motors with a rather small clearance gap – 10 - 50 mm in order to keep the efficiency and power factor at an
acceptable level. This also applies to the roller sets of the S.E.G. which indirectly are maglevs in their own
rights. Typical design calculations show an efficiency times power factor product of 0.2 – 0.6.
The fourth system is the superconducting linear synchronous motor, which should be able to operate with
much larger clearance gaps – 100 – 300 mm – at similar levels of power factor and efficiency, which is
based upon their assumptions, but which requires an active winding along the whole length of track
energised with fully variable frequency three phase powers. Searl accepts that this may well be the case in
their concept – but doubt if that would be needed in his system. for the completeness, Searl would like to
add two other forms of propulsion briefly noted: aerodynamic systems using ducted fans and gas turbines
and an electromagnetic system using a superconducting paddle wheel.
Axial flux linear induction motor:
A schematic of the axial flux LIM will be shown on top of the next page. Despite the fact that this type of
motor has received most attention in the UK, there is insufficient evidence of its practicability for transport
applications. Any motor built on the basis of present design knowledge would have a poor power factor and
low efficiency relative to conventional machines, and although many university workers claim these could
be improved, there is a marked absence of substantiating evidence for this claim. However, Searl states,
even with its performance limitations, there is some evidence that the inherent robustness and frictionless
drive characteristics of the machine will lead to its adoption in some cases. Linear motors which the S.E.G
is; have been used to replace the conventional rotating machine, gear box and wheel drive in one monorail
scheme in the USA and orders have been placed by Searl knowledge for other systems. Despite these
developments, further work is required on these machines before larger systems using them can be properly
evaluated.
Searl accepts that reasonable progress has been made with regard to electro-magnetic calculations and it is
possible to predict the output thrust and supply input conditions of a given axial flux machine with tolerable
accuracy.
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Figure 1: 1978 schematic of Axial Flux
Linear Induction Motor, which in
principal is similar as the Searl Effect
Generator (S.E.G). Where this unit has
low efficiency, the S.E.G. has high
efficiency.

We shall succeed where others have
failed; we are getting the tools ready
to go to town on tomorrows
transport systems. Watch this space.
Searl is aware that most workers are using analyses of the finite Fourier transform kind; which Searl is not using. To
them, these agree, with sufficient precision for design purposes, with test data from some relatively small
experimental machines and from one large double sided motor. However, Searl agrees, there is a need for basic
research into lateral and normal forces produced by all of the different forms of LIM. An axial flux LIM is basically
unstable. Any deviation from the central position produces a large de-centralising force; which the S.E.G nor the flat
bed one never displayed such behaviour.
The basis for thermal calculations on linear machines has yet to be evolved. In broad terms the work on rotating
machine thermal design can be directly adapted to linear motor calculations, but no specific work is available which
compares the results from such calculations with test results from practical case. The absence of this work makes
true system modelling a difficult task but the constraints, imposed by size, heating effects and other aspects arising
from building the motor into a vehicle are likely to produce a drive system which is not as attractive in terms of
performance as one using rotating machines; but again the advantages with respect to robustness and frictionless
qualities are difficult to evaluate. It is evident that many design constraints are met at the development stage and
can only be evaluated as a result of interaction with manufacturers. Once these constraints are fully appreciated the
theory can be advanced further towards achievement of a viable design which requires improvements in respect of
power factor, efficiency, specific power. Heat transfer will be a major problem and the use of compensating windings
and other forms of windings, e, g. waffle type motors, needs to be evaluated as means of improving efficiency. These
targets must be accepted as long term aims if only because foreseeable markets do not as yet justify major industrial
investment. Nevertheless, university / industry collaboration must be a major feature of future research.
The field speed of a linear motor is given by Vs=2 Tpf where Tp is the pole pitch, f is the supply frequency. The
efficiency is zero at standstill and rises to a peak value at a speed of the order of 80 to 90% of field speed. It follows
therefore that the form of speed control likely to be the best from the point of view of energy consumption is
obtained by increasing the supply frequency as the machine accelerates. An inverter is necessary for this. The
variable frequency leads to a second advantage in that pole pitch Tp can be of a reasonable size.
This is important in axial flux motors since the flux from one pole has to pass axially down the machine to the next.
This leads to a relatively large core iron section being required to accommodate the flux when the pole pitch is
large. For example if the machine is supplied directly from 50 Hz mains then the pole pitch required for 120 m/s is
1.2 m, whereas if the top frequency of say 150 Hz from an inverter is used this becomes a more manageable 0.3 M.
However whilst light weight inverters are now possible they are relatively unproved in reliability terms and
undoubtedly costly. Searl has presented what he knows of their research effort. Searl do not use that system in his
work, which shows a good power factor at a very low input drain as you have seen a great efficiency is clearly shown.
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Figure 2: schematic of
Transverse Linear Induction
Motor.

Progress in technology depends
on men and women working
together as a team by which
success can be evaluated. Such
complicated technology such as
the S.E.G that could and would
solve so many problems of
today, requires you to make it
so. Hello where are you?

There is no question that there are still on Earth good men and women, but for some unknown reason fail to
understand that Searl Technology must be fully international and no small select group can manage such a massive
concept. In 1946 Searl could understand why people want to keep independent due to the state of the world.
Today, the world is completely changed; all countries are affected by the pollution of another country. Surely
education has developed to that point that we all can or should be able to understand that issue. If not, then there
have to be a massive problem with the education system. I for one do not need education to see what is happening
around me, my eyes tell me everything I need to know.
Transverse flux linear induction motor:
Searl points out that this motor is at an even earlier stage of development than the AFM partly because the only
rotary equivalent is one form of stepping motor. Its potential arises from the possibility of weight saving in high
speed applications. A machine which can operate solely from the 50 Hz supply; as the S.E.G. does; using a voltage
controller may be at an advantage. Such motors are not easy to achieve using axial flux working. Searl is aware that
there is one form of transverse flux machine uses two conventional machines side by side. The windings are
arranged so that a north pole on one is opposite to a south pole on the other. Which is of course the law of the
squares; yet again proven to hold true. The flux is led in transverse paths by suitable laminated core material as
shown in Figure 2. The depth of this core has now to be appropriate to the width of one of the machines whereas it
was proportional to the pole pitch in the axial flux machine. This leads to a reduction in core iron weight when the
pole pitch is sufficiently large compare with the machine width.
Searl points out other possible advantages of transverse flux motors have been suggested. The reluctance of the
core flux path is less for a TFM, when the core iron is heavily saturated, pointing to possible magnetising current
reduction. Some of the end windings of particular forms of TFM are more closely coupled to the reaction plate than
those in AFM machines. Searl accepts that this leads to less primary leakage reactance. Both of these effects suggest
possible power factor improvements. It is partly due to these last two largely unevaluated effects that opinion is
divided about the potential of TFM.
Searl understands that reality can be so often extremely confusing to the masses, that is why Searl is writing these
documents hoping somehow to be able to DE confused this issue, whereby you have a far better understanding as to
what man has achieved and that which he is trying to achieve, so misleading details are not circulated throughout
the world. I appreciate that human minds have human limits only so much can they hold, that is why these books are
set in sections, so you can select that one section that interest you most of all.
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Friday 22nd March 2013: Just received this new release book by Finley Eversole, Ph.D. On the behalf of all my staff of
STI complex we thank you for including that clip upon this technology, and may it become a good subject matter for
the public at large,
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Plan 2: I used two of these component parts code 7190
stop block, not to light up; later replaced by the
component part code 7191 stop block, to light up 70 mm
long, in both cases. Searl states that if the population do
not reduce mass transportation will become a critical
issue that must be solved. High speed transportation is a
must now, the longer it takes to make that start the
higher the cost is going to be. Sorry to say that
component part code 5113 which I feel certain had one
of, I cannot place what that component looks like, but
sometime it will come back to me, more so, if I rebuild
those show pieces again. But right now it is the S.E.G. for
mass production mode that is top priory at this time and
I must work on how to speed this up, as the cost is
mounting fast. I shall find a solution to this issue shortly,
as a number one urgent requirement.

Working together we shall win, one cannot move a mountain, but 1000 men can, and we shall if we need to. As far
as Searl see it, that the biggest problem is not the technology but the animal termed the Homo sapiens, and he guess
that will always be the case.
Searl has no problem in accepting that the whole TFM concept requires evaluation, particularly in relation to the flux
patterns produced. The AFM is normally analysed by assuming that the core iron extends at each end of the excited
region. Thus it is not necessary, in the mathematical model, for the total flux in the air gap to integrate to zero in the
excited region. However, Searl states that the practical situation using iron which terminates close to the excitation
boundaries must provide some restraints on the total flux.
These two illustrations give a small detail upon Searl
education in 1956 to the present date which is
constant on the increase. These documents expands
Searl base knowledge, that clearly show Searl could
had done the things he claims to have done, even if
you still cannot do the same – There is one thing
very clear in which Searl differs to most people and
that is if he makes up his mind to do something he
sure will do it regardless how impossible you think it
is to do; he will find a way – that is reality to him.
Above you can see some of the facts upon the element Iron Searl knew about in 1946, which was discovered
sometime before the B.C. so long ago we have no idea of the date or who was first to discover it. Searl knows that it
is a useful element in a large block, to drop on people toes to let them know that you want them to leave your
house, and it works wonders. It has many uses which over time have proven of value.
Searl agrees that despite this the practical results for the machine performance agree to sufficient accuracy. In the
TFM, leading the flux sideways removes any constraints about the total flux in the excited region and it is tempting
to say that the TFM will agree more closely with the present mathematical models than the AFM. Searl accepts that
insufficient data is known about these machines and a programme of work based on test results is required.
The magnetic river motor, which the S.E.G. is is just one version of this concept. Essentially, the machine is a laterally
stable ‘C’ cored TFM with the geometry of a stator and reaction plate arranged to produce a repulsive normal force.
Which; I have been explaining to you since 1946. Funny: that I am still talking about that force, and its 2013. Does
that mean that most of the population is completely deaf? They still down the S.E.G. , even though the effects have
been demonstrated for years, even before Searl was born.
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Plan 2: This was just one of Marklin engines: which were used on display. I guess many of you know that this was
V200 diesel locomotive and to my knowledge more and more are being adopted by the German Federal Railways to
replace steam engines. Searl understands that the V200 is a diesel hydraulic locomotive with two engines each
developing 1000 H.P. It is built for a maximum speed of approximately 88 M.P.H. – 140 kilometres per hour – and
Searl understands that it is used chiefly for express services. This one cost me £5.0s.11d. I would like to see you get
one of them today for that cost. It is modelled on the 0-4-4-0 both axles of the rear bogie are driven Remote control
reversing gear. Length over buffers 8⅜. On page rushing I forgot to state I also had 2 component parts 7191 stop
block, to light up 70 mm long on updating the two 7190 were replaced by 7191. That covers the track of that part of
the layout No.2. 2013; we could do even better if we had the ground and cash to create a show piece of what man
has achieve including what man will achieve in the future.
This can be achieved over a range of speeds from standstill up to 80 or 90% of synchronous. Small machines have
been investigated experimentally and current work includes further small scale practical and computer modelling. In
theory, the rotor power loss for a particular thrust should be the same for this machine as for any other LIM. Searl at
this date is not quite certain about that, which might be true in their case, but don’t appear so in his case. Searl feels
that the probable penalty area is in the reactive volt ampere requirement and therefore in the stator copper losses.
Strange that is not what we found as our demonstration shows.
The basic study of lift at all speeds and of efficiency and power factor is required. Looked at from the purely
propulsion point of view, the machine could be important if only because it produces only helpful forces on any
separate suspension system. Taking a wider view the machine could be considered as the whole lift guidance and
propulsion system, in which case there is a need for more detailed information on the cross coupling between
propulsion, lateral forces and turning moments and levitation forces especially under dynamically varying loads. This
may result in a significant control problem. There is no justification in going beyond the model stage at this time in
view of the large number of unknowns.
Searl states; that if we just STOP, THINK and then ACT, maglev or high advanced rail systems could and would
become a reality. But for unknown reasons man appear bent on going the hard way, and though they sometimes
win, it is at a cost which had no need to be in the first place. Often it is at an increase pollution problem. Searl states
clearly that due to the extreme high cost of research and development we cannot afford to waste money or time as
time itself is damn costly. Today, we must slow down on our research to avoid missing an important find that in the
end will reduce the product cost in production. Searl main objective has always been to search for cheaper ways to
create the same effects. Unfortunate, that without a laboratory there was nothing Searl could do towards searching
for solutions. Today, that position is changing cost is indeed high, but if we try hard enough we shall find the answer
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1 = component code 7038 distant signal with
movable disc and additional movable arm.
2 = component code 7039 Home signal.
3 = component code 7041 Home signal not
coupled.
4 = component code 7042 Track block signal

1

2

3

4

Searl used their signals in plan 2. He does not
consider it to be the best signal system, therefore
future system will contain what he feels is better
system for rail operations.

The above are not termed track components, but accessories. Searl main task has always been to search for the best
operation systems available. One thing is certain that he believes in colour light signals, but in transport systems the
red light to stop should have a sound signal as well in case of thick fog conditions makes it impossible to see that
signal in time to stop. So keep reading how Searl see things should be done – then STOP – THINK – ACT if you think
that he is right. If you think him wrong then put him over your lay and give him a spanking so he understands that
you think he is wrong.
Linear synchronous motor – passive track:
Searl is aware that the energised structure in all linear electric motors consists of array of coils carrying alternating
currents. These are typically arranged in a slotted iron core so that a travelling electromagnetic wave is generated.
The wave travels with respect to the coils at a speed which is proportional to the frequency of the supply currents.
The induction and synchronous types of motor are distinguished by differences in the secondary structure. In linear
motor this is a reaction plate of conductor. It carries induced currents which produce traction forces when relative
motion exists between the travelling field and the plate. Hence, working with a fixed supply frequency, forward force
is provided over a range of speeds from zero up to the fixed fields speed.
In contrast, the secondary structure in the linear synchronous motor must always be stationary with respect to the
travelling field if force is to be produced. This means that force can be present at only one speed if the frequency of
the supply is fixed; a variable frequency supply is necessary to cope with variable speed working. With synchronous
operation there can of course be no induced currents in the secondary. Classically the force is produced by providing
a secondary having either a set of DC coils energised from a separate supply, a set of permanent magnets, or simply
by relying on the variable reluctance effect of a non-energised structure having salient poles. Searl states that clearly
combinations of these effects are possible, because that is what Searl see in the S.E.G. functions. The secondary part
must always be stationary, which Searl terms plate base is set so this cannot move, if it moves there would be no
force acting therefore there would be no forward movement observed. One part must move which are termed roller
sets. One part must have something printed different to the other part, which in this case are the roller sets. It must
also be a variable frequency device, which it is. So why do these experts state impossible, when they themselves
have failed to prove they are right?
The provision of either a track winding or permanent magnetic array is likely to be expensive. Searl remind you that
the S.E.G are a permanent magnetic system and not track windings. Whichever way it will be costly today and each
year cost will mount. That issue I cannot do anything as I am not creating the problem. This has led to proposals in
which excitation on the secondary by special magnetic circuits energised by D. C. coils on the primary side. These
machines Searl, illustrated in Figure 3 and 4, are the linear counterparts of the rotary claw pole and homo polar
inductor motors. Linear stepping motors, in a range of configurations, have also been suggested for a variety of
uses. Some results have been published, as Searl understands, for speeds of 5 m/s. To Searl understanding that this
particular system can be identified as a double-sided transverse flux vernier stepping motor. The boundary between
stepping motors and reluctance motors is not clearly defined even for rotating machines. Searl states that there is
scope for much topological ingenuity and error in this area and proposal for support will need careful vetting. Just
because you experts has cocked it up that does not mean Searl has done the same But the evidence rather show that
Searl might well be correct, in which case it is you who are the idiots, and not Searl, have you considered that issue?
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1946: at the age of 14 years and 3 months Searl childhood dreams starts
their journey to reality, unknown to Searl. Here within two days he will
understand the term metals – Figure shown we call 1. 4. Shows his first
real step in his learning curve. METAL: A solid which contains a partly
filled band structure is called metal. Under the influence of an applied
electric field the electrons may acquire additional energy and move into
higher states. Since these mobile electrons constitute a current, this
substance is a conductor and the partly filled region is the conduction
band. One example of the band structure of a metal is given in Figure
1.4 shown on left here. Which: shows: overlapping valence and
conduction bands. This is how Searl understood the structure of metals.
By 1963 Searl had many questions regarding materials which if he lives
long enough will re-write those early newsletters as documents
updating any part thereof which is needed. Searl understands that
millions of you cannot possible understand what Searl has done, Back in
the 60s the media said to him after a 10 hour lecture – you are but one,
we are many it is not possible for use to come up to you, you have to
come down to us. Searl acted as they requested of him. But that is now
changing back to the 1946, this information gives the true picture of his
learning and how and when he gained that knowledge by so doing he
hopes you too will learn and understand, and it’s all free.
Searl stated in late 1946 that solids had energy bands, and that is why the Gyro-Flywheel-High Energy Density Mechanical-Magnetic Device – would function without what is commonly called input energy of a heat engine.
Therefore, within Searl documents he will begin with a review of the basic atomic properties of matter leading to
discrete electronic energy levels in atoms. Searl will show that his study brought him to understand that these
energy levels are spread into energy bands in a crystal. It is this band structure that allows Searl to distinguish
between an insulator, a semiconductor, and a metal. First stages: of his learning curve. Remember that all he has is
what he has observed plus 2 types of dreams one which contains a game termed hopscotch, and what will happen
and the second one the mass public reactions will be. How true were those dreams in Searl life will be observed from
his records; that is and will appear on this website.
Searl was aware of the industrial rotary so called reluctance motor is normally a combined induction /reluctance
device. Searl knows that induction motor action is used to accelerate the motor to near or transiently above
synchronous speed. It then locks into synchronism due to the magnetic saliency of its rotor. Searl points out that
from the demonstration of the mock up which is not the full S.E.G. structure, we observe such effects clearly as
stated here. But we observe something quite opposite in the S.E.G. structure; which clearly shows no acceleration
effects and that is why my work was returned to me by Edward Air Force base, as being outside of their
knowledge base. Searl is aware that this action is dependent on a relatively small mechanical inertia. To Searl
knowledge base he knows of no results of investigation have been published about linear versions of this but Searl
understand it was briefly tried at Imperial College; where Vera de Crompton took Searl to meet Eric R. Laithwaite,
now so long ago. The results were disappointing; it seemed that the edge losses when operating as a linear motor
prevented synchronisation.
Searl states; if this result is taken as conclusive, it follows that the use of synchronous machines will always involve
the provision of a variable frequency supply, probably from an inverter. Really funny our demonstration does not
use a inverter – current drain does the variable speed function for me. For them, it is then possible that a suitable
programme of frequency increase could accelerate the machine. Searl accepts that this sort of open loop operation
can clearly be called an inverter fed synchronous motor. Systems in which vehicles are accelerated out of stations
using a variable frequency source and then locked on the normal 50 Hz mains are thought to be of doubtful utility.
Searl explains that any loss of synchronism outside the acceleration sections results in the vehicle stopping with no
means of thrust to provide tractive effort. Searl understands that once they have an inverter has been accepted as
part of the system, it is probably better to use positional feedback rather than open loop operation. Searl exposes in
these documents what he understands based upon what others have undertaken and their results for comparison.
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Figure 40.3, 1974: Sketch of Homo polar
Inductor Motor. Searl states, if this is
incorporated, then the distinction
between synchronous machines and
D.C. machines becomes blurred, and it
is suggested that the term Electronically
synchronised Machines should be used.
Searl states by looking at what the
experts achieved or failed to achieve
helps Searl to understand how he is
thinking is correct or not, and if not
then he can readjust his thinking to
meet the requirements of such a
project he wants to develop. Whatever
we do is based upon assumption until
you have successfully achieved success
then its reality, but not before that
point has been proven. Therefore at
this date the S.E.G. for mass production
is an assumption until it’s in production,
then and only then is it reality.

R&D is always based upon assumption – which has yet to become reality. A concept is purely an assumption based
upon past products which have passed through assumption to reality and we extend that reality via assumption to
progress our knowledge base upon the nature laws from which reality is created. We at Searl Magnetic Inc. are doing
just that; from past achievements we have developed a concept of assumptions by which it is hope that from a
manned made device we shall achieve a mass production device – a completely different domain that means a
complete different world of technology – from assumption comes reality.
Searl had to learn everything, just as you have had to do – but one thing is certain that he had to learn far more than
you had to learn ; before he could even make a start upon this assumption of the law of the squares, and in FACT if
all these other assumptions by Newton, and others were indeed reality Searl had to check them out. By doing so he
found that all past assumptions were involved in the law of the squares. Every new employment presented a
different assumption to understand. Slowly what he learnt by hands on experiences only approved that his dreams
were work dreams that had new window in science and technology; that assumptions could become reality if
approached in the correct manner. Far too many concepts failed which should not have done so, but the way they
were implemented was the failing point.
What is Searl stating here? In these documents Searl exposes his understanding and then he explains what experts
have done, and where they failed – which is based upon his findings: from his respective upon that subject, he
explains what he see, in the way which he see it. It then is left to you to make up your mind if Searl is right. There is
no question that Searl objective which underlying the whole science of physics and chemistry are three fundamental
conceptions as per Searl first dream states: - Mass, Length and time. Searl states that these cannot be defined, and
you the reader must depend on your own intuition and education for these conceptions.
Searl accepts that from them may be derived other notions, such as area and volume; the size of an area may be
obtained by multiplying together the lengths of its sides, hence area = length x length or legth3; So also volume =
Length3. You experts will know if I am wrong or right; after all you had formal education which I never had. So what
are we stating here? Are we saying that 4 walls of equal length of 10 feet will equal an area 0f 10 x 10 = an area of
100 feet. My question is – do you all agree with that statement? Why do I make such a simple statement – the
reason is elementary – millions do not know that. To design a complexly new technology from A means knowing
every issue that will be involved. The S.E.G is unknown – what space will it require? That is the first issue in design.
The best way is to search people’s homes to get the image of the space for such a device to fit in – what amount of
energy will they be using every 24 hours?
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Figure 4.40: This is a sketch of Clawpole – Nadyne – Motor.
This illustration is to give you an
insight to the problems they had to
solve. Whereas: we have solved that
problem in the S.E.G concept. This was
what they were working on during
those years before they called it a day.
To understand their thinking weighted
against Searl thinking is the subject of
this document. Try to understand
what Searl is saying, he will give it in
little bits at a time, while covering
what these experts were doing at that
time. Hopefully more of you will join
us to help to push this technology out
to the world. It is up to you to act!

How do Searl think? First he see the planet = 1; that creates a problem because clearly everyone do not see that as
such. Next issue the Planet has to create space for everything which is needed to run smoothly – today that is not
the case; there are far too many things which now need space. Population is increasing fast space has to be reduced
or something must be completely removes – which has been something which many of us have witness creatures
gone for good. Searl realise in 1946 the human population would overgrow what this planet could supply – if that
happens what steps could we take to help this planet and the step we can take is to increase cost on all things to
slow the market down . This step has at last been taken, but that is not enough to save the planet.
In 1946 Searl just learning about mains power could not help noting that daily there were power cuts – clearly to his
mind we were not able to meet market demand for energy. More gas was needed thus more coal was being burnt
which generated poison by products. Searl wonder for how long could the planet stand this kind of situation. He also
notices that trees were playing a vital part in protecting the planet from this abuse. Searl also notice that we were
cutting down fast the very products which were protecting the Earth – which were called trees and not replacing
them. Searl could not help seeing what was going wrong. So he wrote newsletters and circulated them around the
world about these problems and a possible solution that ought to be considered. By 1968 many scientists were
saying that they felt we had past the no return state and the planet would die. Searl on the other hand felt his
dreams was what they were warning him would happen in his lifetime. Not just warning him but giving him a
solution on how to slow down the planet dying.
But unfortunate no one would listen to him. But by shear chance a situation arrive which awarded him with an
opportunity to put to the test his dreams and he took it. Yes he had a good landlord before then who assisted him
and in fact a real mother hen as a landlady all of whom made the S.E.G. a concept for R&D to work on possible to
create a power unit which could be used anywhere with no restrictions. That was a tall order as there were so many
restrictions in place on what you could do and not do, each needing a payment from me before I could go ahead
with any plan.
So we now understand that Searl noticed a need for a power unit that could function anywhere in the world
regardless. Searl understands that it would require a space; as such it had to be a structure. But due to its functions
requirements would have to be containing within a structure. Thus Searl has to cut a block in space to fit a box,
which in itself is a structure. Searl is aware that there can never be a structure without a function nor could you have
any functions without a structure. So far Searl thinking is correct the footprint is forming within his mind which no
one else can see. Clearly to Searl mind having experimented with water, and could see the problems and therefore
that idea was trashed. He needed something positive that was available every second of every day. Wind power was
trash unreliable, therefore electrical power from 5 different methods were studied all except one was trashed as no
good. That one which look hopeful was magnetism. But how could magnetism be suitable.
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1963: here is the illustration of curved track sections options which were available to Searl: which are one circle No.
5200 = 12 track sections plus one circle No. 5100 which was a 12 track sections; then one circle No. 5120 = 8 track
sections. That was Searl time: Today you young ones have a world to explorer in rail functions beyond that which
Searl had available, be creative like Searl and learn the easy way by doing instead of talking.
Let us look now as to what the experts were doing as Searl is experimenting. Searl understands that if the position of
the machine is used to control the frequency and phase of the supply, then either a D.C. or a synchronous can be
stimulated. At one extreme, if a current source inverter is used and the positional control is set so that the field
produced by the armature is locked in quadrature with the excitation wave, then true D. C. machine conditions are
created, which of course create an interesting statement from the experts. At the other end of the spectrum, a
voltage source inverter switched at a constant rotor position stimulates a synchronous machine operating at
constant load angle from a variable frequency invertor. Now is Searl question as to WHY a variable frequency
inverter. The Searl effect Generator (S.E.G.) is itself an inverter and variable too. As the drain load increases, so does
the velocity of the roller sets; whether there are just one or a million they all change in the same time factor which
to a human eye is registered as instant.
Searl continues; however, whilst these two examples are chosen to delimit the situation, one can clearly devise
other control strategies. Variation of the control angle so that the load angle, in the voltage source case, depends on
frequency, provides one obvious alternative.
Searl is aware that electronically synchronised machines have also been suggested as combined function machines,
providing both the lift and the propulsive force. This scheme follows the general topology and action of D. C.
attractive system with the D. C. magnets replaced by iron cored stators and a normal smooth iron rail replaced by a
simple castellated rail if the reluctance mechanism is to be the sole drive means. Searl states that alternatively the
rail could be suitably arranged for one of the forms of motor using D. C. side excitation. Searl states that the normal
– attractive – force may be controlled by means of both the amplitude of the stator supply voltage and its phase
position with respect to the longitudinal position sensors. Searl also states that further normal force variation can be
accomplished by means of the stator side D. C. excitation if this is provided. Searl states that this interaction
between the normal and tractive force is inevitable and this system requires much study. However, Searl states,
given that the conventional D.C. attractive schemes are viable, this would seem to be worth the effort in view of the
possible weight saving in a combined function machine; of course that is what the S.E.G. is. Bear in mind that Searl is
basing his ideals upon what he sees and results of his experiments, which in those days were many tests. All of which
played a part in his development of the S.E.G.
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On page 069, I give you an illustration of curved track sections: before Searl started his railway he needed to plan it
out which to Searl was very important, no different to planning out his S.E.G. because it was important for Searl to
know the diameters of the circles which he is planning to work with. Searl has stated what the circle details are but
note that they are in millimetres diameter, measured from centre to centre of the track. As Searl has stated the
standard circle is 720 mm or 72 cm – centimetres – in diameter. The circle that runs parallel with it is 874.8 mm, or
approximately 87.5 cm, in diameter. Both circles consist of twelve track sections, corresponding to an angle of 300
from each other.
Searl track layout plan made connection necessary between sections having different radii. Searl found this could be
done quite easily. There was no need for any abrupt angle at the joint between different tracks sections, as sections
of different radii join up without any difficulty. The smallest circle can be built with the 5120 track sections, requiring
eight of them, and giving a diameter of 572 mm or 57.2 cm. The spacing between it and the standard circles is 74
mm. measured from centre of the two tracks. Searl reminds you that the junctions in the parallel or concentric 77.4
mm spacing. In Searl layout; the 5202 junction provides a crossover in the 77.4 mm spacing, but a double slip points
are needed for connecting another parallel or concentric line – see sketch above.
Searl states that the diagonal branch of the 5207 junction will then have to have the 8 mm track section 5208 added
to it, to make up the parallel 77.4 mm spacing. The line can be extended further by tract sections 5106, so that each
line of rails is on the same level. Searl will continue these details upon another page, as he feels that is important to
explain, as both the S.E.G and the I.G.V. have the same critical paths to solve. The Searl Technology could and must
fill the gaps for clean energy right across this planet; in the effort to try to heal the wounds which we have created in
her, from which she is dying a slow death and only a few of us are trying to slow down that rate of dying. It would be
nice if business function as you think they do. Banks need to move that money at least four times a day to remain in
business. That is a FACT they actually in reality selling you money in which you pay interest on that loan.
Searl states that the subject Velocity will apply to almost every product the technology can be used. Velocity is
another simple derived notion and is distance travelled per unit time or length divided by time. Searl can express
this:-

Searl agrees all this looks simple – the major problem is how to go about obtaining the values you need without
error as materials today cost a bomb. Finance losses due to errors in our assumptions cannot be tolerated, accuracy
today is critical to get it right. And right it must be.
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Here Searl shows how easy it was to add sections at any time to extend that show. Searl states that his track
planning resulted in two 5207 double slip points having to be joined up diagonally, and in that case two of the 5208
sections cannot be connected together, where the 77.4 mm parallel spacing is required. Searl states that track
section 5210, which is twice as long, is made for this purpose, so that its 16 mm length can be inserted between the
two 5207 slip points, so as to keep to the 77.4 mm parallel spacing. By seeing what Searl constructed in the past will
show that today he can do even better layouts. So keep watching the web what Searl has to show each day.
Searl accepts that the potential of the general synchronous machine design area stems from the larger gaps that are
theoretically acceptable relative to induction machined, ideal for a suspension system which is able to tolerate a
relatively high degree of track inaccuracy, although it is not possible at this stage to state the minimum gap
required. This parameter is not absolute but is part of a trade off with civil engineering costs. Larger gaps are
thought to be feasible because the magnetising current can be supplied from a D. C. source. This is better than the
use of A. C. in terms of the VA requirements.
You may think that Searl is jumping about in this document; yes, he has no option as he is under pressure to explain
how he was able to make the S.E.G. where others cannot make it. Which means you need to know how his mind was
working back in 1946 and onwards? He is giving you step by step how he did it, not how you would have done it with
all the formal education which you had and he never had. So Searl has cut out a cube block of space, within it some
values got to be defined, so where do he find these values? One thing Searl understands that whatever values he
uses they must all be in the same domain – e.g. inches or feet or millimetres, he cannot mix systems. Which in
reality are force and work are just other derived notions; and Searl must understand of their exact connection with
mass, length and time, which Searl will treat later; but for the present Searl may say the key issue here which he
accepts is that force can move matter and he knows that it is measured by their motion produced and the amount of
matter set in motion.
Searl understands that to him it’s obviously such derived notions can only be measured in terms of the conceptions
from which they are derived, and it is therefore necessary before going further to consider the method used by Searl
for measuring length, time and mass.
Measurement of Length: The legal unit of length in Great Britain and Ireland is the yard. This is defined as the
distance between certain marks on a bronze bar kept at the Offices of the Board of Trade in London. It is subdivided
thus:1 yard = 3 feet = 36 inches.
The unit of length chiefly employed in scientific work is the centimetre; this is the one hundredth part of a metre –
clearly searl wants to know what on Earth does that mean? In the end he discovered that which was originally
defined as the one ten millionth part of the minimum Earth quadrant – Longitude 1050 34’E. Searl understands that
the Earth is expanding at a rather linear rate. Therefore such defined measurements will not hold true over time. The
agree centimetre is acceptable by Searl for his measurements, which is based upon the practically the metre is the
length at 00C. Of element: platinum Pt. 78. Discovered in 1735. Which; to Earthlings is a precious silvery white metal.
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The first illustration of the special feature of the 5202 junction is that the curved branch line has an included
angle of 240 17’, so that is a line parallel with the original straight section is required, track section 5206 –
which likewise has an angle of 240 17’- can be laid – see the sketch.
The second illustration shows the angle of the junction can be increased to 300 by using track section 5205 as
seen above. Now you young ones can experient in railroad designs.

The tenth part of a centimetre is called a millimetre and Figure 1 above shows a portion of a scale giving
centimetres and millimetres on one edge and inches and tenths of an inch on the other. Searl points out that
measurements have frequently to be made with much greater accuracy than the nearest millimetre or tenth of
an inch, and instruments for this purpose will be described presently; Agree in Searl technology that
sometimes it is frequently useful to be able to estimate tenths of the smallest divisions on a scale by eye, and
the student wishing employment with Searl Aerospace Inc. should practice doing this. Searl understands that
you think that all of you know this. Unfortunate: e-mails which suggest many do not know this basic
requirement in design. You know, draw a few lines here and there; a few fancy words then send it to a firm
who will make it quick and cheap – really? That is something I would like to see, and I would pay double
for it, if it works – which of course it will not work.
Searl understands that Platinum Pt.78. was first encountered by the Spanish in South America in the 16th
century, and is used in jewellery, electrical contacts, laboratory equipment and industrial catalysts.
This Platinum Pt.78. bar is kept in Paris and known as the “Mètre des Archives.” Searl understands that there is a
duplicate standard metre in London.
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We are an element. Searl
states that the term
valence is a complex
subject to which entire
books have been
devoted. It has to do with
the numbers of atoms
with which an atom of a
given element is capable
of forming stable bonds.
Bonding is a subject that
will take up space so I
shall leave that for
another time. For now
just accept this
information shown here.

Elements and molecules are the key to Searl technology regardless which way you accept Searl claims. Which are
nothing more than atoms which themselves are energy under compression. Block the compression and the atom
returns to free energy.
Searl points out that some examples of this kind of estimation are shown in Figure 1 for guidance. Searl states that it
is helpful to remember that in estimating decimals there are five imaginary spaces on each side of the middle point
of the division in which the estimation is being made.

Figure 2.
Thus if ac – Figure 2 – were to be estimated as a fraction of ab, we might first guess at the middle point of ab and
then estimate that c was two of the five spaces beyond it, so that ac is seven - tenths of ab.
Principle of the Vernier: - This process of estimation is performed mechanically by a contrivance called the vernier,
which consists of a second scale whose edge slides along the graduated edge of the main scale on which a reading is
to be made. Suppose that the edge of the vernier is divided into ten equal divisions and is equal in length to nine of
the division on the scale as is shown in the dotted position of the vernier in Figure 3, then each division on the
vernier = 9/10 of a division on the scale.

Figure 3.
For convenience, suppose the divisions on the scale are millimetres, then each vernier division = 9/10 mm. Now
suppose the vernier moved to the position shown, and let it be required to read the distance from the zero of the
scale to the zero division – marked a on the vernier. From the scale we see that a lies between 16 and 17 mm. Find
the division on the vernier which most nearly coincides with a division on the scale – this is the sixth division, marked
g. Then since gf = 9/10 GF, ƒ is one-tenth of a millimetre to the right of F. Similarly e is two tenths of a millimetre
to the right of E, and so on.
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The world of John Searl 1963: Guess it is different to your world of football, pubs, gambling houses, horse and car
racing. Searl world relates to science, technology and the world of reality.
Linear synchronous motor – active track:
Searl points out that in this type of motor a propulsive force is derived from the interaction between a D. C. current
on the vehicle and a set of poly-phase A. C. currents in the track. Searl accepts that under normal circumstances,
using conventional conductors, such a system would be hopelessly uneconomic with a vanishingly small efficiency
and power factor and a very high track cost. If permanent magnets were used on the vehicle, its weight would also
be prohibitively high. Searl understands that the use of superconductivity however makes it possible to think in
terms of lightweight D. C. magnets with ~106 A turns mounted on the vehicle. The propulsive force is ~μ0i1i2/h where
i1 and i2 are the vehicle and track currents and h is the height of the vehicle magnet above the track. By making i1
very large it is thus possible to make i2 small and h large in comparison with any conventional system. One finds
therefore in typical designs with i1~106 A turns that the track current i2 is only a few hundred amps and the clearance
height h is at least 200 mm.

Figure 5: Linear Synchronous Motor with Active Track. Searl understand that this original idea for this type of
propulsion came from Powell and Danby; it has since been developed by workers at MIT, Canadian Institute for
Guided Ground Transport and the University of Warwick. A typical design, illustrated in Figure 5, consists of a series
of D. C. coils mounted underneath the train along its whole length.
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Figure 6: Converter station for
Active Track Linear Synchronous
Motor.
Equipment:
1 HV circuit breaker: 33kV:
1 Transformer:
33kV to 5kV 28 MVA:
4 MV CB’s 3PH:
4 Cyclo converters
5 PH output 1.4 MVA/PH345A
4KV: - Frequency 0-30 Hz.
2 Cross linking switches: 345A 4kV
Now you can run down to your
local shop and buy all these parts
and build it in your bedroom or
kitchen.
Please take note that I am not
responsible of the results.

Searl understanding is that the track conductors are arranged in a three – or more – phase meander configuration
and the propulsive force comes from the interaction between transverse currents on the track and the train.
Searl is aware that in order to accelerate the train from rest and also to slow it down again, it is clearly necessary to
supply the track conductors with A. C. whose frequency is continuously variable down to zero, as in the S.E.G. – D.C.
and is controlled. At a cruising speed of 120 m/s – 430 km/h - and with a 1.2 metre pole pitch, the maximum
frequency required would be 50 Hz.
To Searl understanding that there are two fundamental methods of control of this kind of motor, and much scope
for qualitative and quantitative variations. One method is analogous to the electronically commutated D. C. motor in
that the track – armature –currents are sequentially switched in accordance with the instantaneous position of the
vehicle – field – magnets. Thrust is regulated by the magnitude and sense of the track currents. Wide band signalling
of vehicle position to the switching devices is necessary.
Searl understands that there are other method of control corresponds to a variable frequency fed synchronous
motor. In this system the instantaneous linear thrust depends on the phase angle between the field magnet pole
structure and the M.M.F. wave ON THE TRACK. The vehicle is caused to go faster by increasing the track frequency at
a rate limited so that the available electro-magnetic thrust, less drag, results in sufficient acceleration to keep up
with the frequency change. Retardation is achieved similarly. Damping of phase angle fluctuation is a requirement as
it is with any synchronous motor.
Searl accepts in principle, that it is generally assumed that the active track would be subdivided into separately
energised sections so that many vehicles can run simultaneously on the same track and also that the track losses can
be kept down to a reasonable level. Each track section would only be switched on when the train was passing over it.
The optimum length of track section depends on many factors including the number of vehicles per hour, braking
distance, tract cost, converter cost, energy cost, etc. A generally accepted design length of section seems to lie
between 5 and 20 km.
Whatever Searl is thinking of or planning, it is in reference on how this planet can benefit from it. Which clearly
means all life will benefit from it as the result. The S.E.G is not the only product which the earth will benefit from, it’s
you, and how you care for it. Clear out all waterways and deepen them, so as to cope with flash floods. We can
create a better world, but only if we all act together to make it so.``
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This is the world of John Searl as it was; and
hopefully one day will be again.

Yes, this is my world, and it will be the future world of STI and its associated companies. We are the tomorrow
people creating that future that is meant to be. We do not just talk, we act and then and only then do progress
commence towards that future which none can see except me and those who actually work with me. The future is
here if you truly want it. But we have to work for it before that can become reality.
Searl points out that each section when ready to start will be within legal boundaries. I placing everything about my
intentions as I did in the past so that official people can study them for any problems so that they can advise me
upon which steps to take, which they have always done in the past. Making of a S.E.G. or mass production mode is
not an easy product, as equipment has to be invented before you can start on the research and development. That is
just one major problem, another is what products which are available that can be used, and where to get them and
what do they cost.
I have to add to this handicap; the need for nurses and carers, where carers cost money a suitable home where I can
work that is still an urgent requirement, where rent, council tax etc. goes up and pension goes down a bit. But my
thanks go to those who of recent weeks have supplied help to me. I have lost opportunities on big house due to not
having a car to go and see them. But carer said she will take me to see one a few short streets away from here, on
Wednesday, which looks great on the internet; the question will it be available then.
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Here is an illustration of the first trains in the USA, I think. Anyone who can recall them: and the dates and where
they operated from, I would be glad to know. Shame they have completely been forgotten by my brain then I have
never stated that I know everything.
Searl states clearly the efficiency, power factor and weight of this type of motor are going to depend very closely on
the size of the track conductor, length of active section and the number, size and strength of the vehicle magnets.
They are all parameters which can be adjusted by the designer to optimise the economy of the whole system. Typical
figures from the various design studies lie in the range 60% - 85% for efficiency and 0.5 – o.8 for power factor. The
design clearance between magnet and track windings is generally taken to be 200 – 3000 mm. It is rather difficult to
estimate a value of power / weight ratio for the motor because most designs use the vehicle borne superconducting
magnets for both propulsion and levitating. Perhaps the most comprehensive design study so far is the Magneplane
of the MIT group where the total weight of the vehicle borne superconducting magnets and all the associated
cryogenic equipment is 20 tonnes for a propulsive power of ~4.2 MW and a lift force of 50 tonnes, ie an output
power weight ratio of 200 kW/tonne. A design by the Canadian group for a vehicle of similar size however uses a
much lighter set of magnets to develop a propulsive power of ~1 MW/tonne.
Searl Guess that it is probable that this type of motor will only be of interest for high speed application where its
advantages of large clearance gap and freedom from current collection problems could prove decisive. Furthermore,
it is the only linear motor which does not require an on board power supply, which is interesting to know, thus
obviating the need for current collection which, as pointed out within this document, could pose severe problems at
high speed. Although the motor is usually considered in conjunction with a D. C. repulsion levitation scheme, this is
by no means essential; it could be used in conjunction with other lift systems.
Searl states that the disadvantages of the motor would seem to be the rather complicated track, the need for
variable frequency supplies and the need for a large array of superconducting magnets on the vehicle. Problem areas
here include the fringing field of the magnets, the reliability of the cryogenic system and the effects on the vehicle
magnets of higher harmonics in the track currents and oscillations of the vehicle about synchronous phase. The
latter two effects would give rise to an A. C. field in the magnet with a consequent hysteresis loss in the
superconductor. Searl says that this should be a particularly useful field for further study. More work is also needed
to optimise the geometry of the magnet and track conductors for maximum performance, at the same time
minimising the fringing fields in the passenger compartment of the vehicle; the weight of iron shielding would be
prohibitive. 7+Searl is presenting his views upon the undertakings of the experts on high speed trains. Sad to say
things never went good, the UK with 2 small runs, Japan and Germany with a larger success story, then the rest of
the world.
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For the benefits of all of you who have asked me to help you with your maths and to all rail model creators here are
the first band of values, which I hope are clear to read: sorry they were created in 1946, so like me they are getting
rusty, I trust that you all will see the problems that to create something from absolute nothing is in fact hard work by
someone without formal education. But if he could do it, so can you. Throughout my documents you will see tables
worked out for you, so you do not need to know how to work them out, just look for the table and select your input
data and the answers are there for all to see. If you find any value wrong you know what you have to do – that is
correct you place across your knees and give me a spanking: but I doubt that will ever happen because I double
check my values before releasing them.
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Again: extended table for those who want to understand my documents and wish to try to re-create my past time
from the engineering side of the railroads domain. When we state that the rail system need to be changed to
become more economical to operate, must consider the shortest route between A and B at the maximum speed we
can create. With the minimum risk factor and maintenance cost. The answer is with a POSITIVE YES it can be done.
But that will never happen until we get up off our arses and make that happen – the technology is here – there is
now no excuse to say that it can’t be done – and it only takes you to make it so. We are as new organisation to
improve the status of this planet so all may benefit from our success. But our success depends upon your efforts,
which clearly states that it is a project of the people by the people and not just some small group who claims
ownership to it. And there will never be a patent on the technology as such. The Earth is our number one concern –
the universe is our secondary concern.
Searl reminds you that not all things which shine are gold. But it can still be useful as you will see as Searl continues
explaining how he did it that it was all just elementary technology that a child of 12 could do, but unfortunate were
not interested in doing so – which still applies today; are you ready to make it happen – if so, it will happen. If not,
life will end sooner than later.
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This is the third table of the set to help those who wish to re-produce my rail road displays. These table will also
apply to other issues of the experimenting days; not that my experimenting days are over – at least I hope not, as
there are so many subjects which need to be cleaned up and modelling is one direct route by which clean ups can
follow. At least it is fun just to prove that it can be done, instead of saying that it cannot be done – or it is impossible
to do because this law say so – what law? There are just assumptions until proven wrong.
Surely it is interesting to see what Searl states is wrong, and why – but he loves to present solutions – why not look
at what he states, than to knock him down, which would save you from being laugh at as a bum hole expert. It is only
when we all can work together upon a project can it be solved, only in this state are many cooks are better if an early
solution is required. Agree in some cases too many cooks spoil the broth. But in Searl case there can never be too
many cooks. Searl will present what he feels is important for the future generation, he do not just talk he will act to
prove a solution that if we made the effort would solve such problems. Unfortunate, Searl is not an ancient Egypt
pharaoh, otherwise the S.E.G would had been in common use today, including road and rail transportation systems
based upon the S.E.G. concept would had been in full use.
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Here is my table 4, by which I hope will help you to create my past for all to see what those days were like, idea for
modelling railroads layouts and of cause buildings etc. It was an exciting world which I sincerely trust has not
vanished for good. Everything is on constant change which include as well. The day will come those: we or more
precisely: some will be super powered – expert robotics in function, creating things beyond our imagination of
today. Facts are clear our world of today is completely change from the days which your parents were born, who will
never understand your world as they are not alive to experience what it is like. Nor will you be alive to see it either.
Maybe animals talking to you are not so funny; it could become reality, if man was determined to make it so. There
is nothing impossible except that state of your mind makes it so. Sometimes I wonder that here in this house the
plants know that I am a good man, today, March 31st 2013 a strawberry plant that was absolutely nothing 10 tens
ago is in bloom – tomatoes seeds in 10 days are racing to be first to fruit. Are plants the only things which love me?
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Here Searl presents a few conversion
tables to help those who want to
understand. I can only try to help you the
rest is up to you to study until you can
understand.
Here from Millimetres or Centimetres
into inches or feet. The scales which are
shown on pages 78 to 81, which will give
you the equivalents in inches for any
dimensions shown in Millimetres in this
document. The table given at the left side
here is intended for larger sizes such as
occur, say, in complete plants.
Now carry on seeing what Searl has to
state and see if you can agree with him or
not. Surely that is not too much to ask for
a better world to that which you now
insist in. And it’s all free for the looking –
you may be able to actually learn
something which may well prove useful
to you in the future.
Searl is a human being, as such has
human limits; and has the same rights as
you, though many don’t think so. They
think that this technology has been given
to him by God, and therefore should not
enjoy himself like you do, it is an insane
statement to make.

Searl recalls a story about Diderot, the Encyclopaedist and materialist, a foremost figure in the intellectual
awakening which immediately preceded the French Revolution. Diderot was staying at the Russian court, where his
elegant flippancy was entertaining the nobility. Fearing that the faith of her retainers was at state, the Tsaritsa
commissioned Euler, the most distinguished mathematician of the time, to debate with Diderot in public. Diderot
was informed that a mathematician had established a proof of the existence of God. He was summoned to court
without being told the name of his opponent. Before the assembled court, Euler accosted him with the following
pronouncement, which was uttered with due gravity:

donc Dieu existe-répondez!”
Algebra was Arabic to Diderot. Unfortunately he did not realize that was the trouble. Had he realized that algebra is
just a language in which we describe the sizes of things in contrast to the ordinary languages which we use to
describe the sorts of things in the world, he would have asked Euler to translate the first half of the sentence into
French ; I know that would had been my first result. Searl will now translate it into English for all who do not
understand that it may be rendered: “A number X can be got by first adding a number a to a number b multiplied by
itself a certain number of times, and then dividing the whole by the number of b’s multiplied together. Based upon
that answer God exists after all. WOW what a mathematician we have here.
I like to explain that more in detail, but the room here is insufficient to complete that meaning in detail I like you to
understand.
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Watch this site for updates as I shall try to add at least a page a day if possible time allows me two pages will appear.
Remember that nothing will happen by itself, you have to make it happen. In nature too you actually help it to
become angry. I do not blame it on how we are damaging the planet that it hit back at us, and still we never learn do
we?
What have you got to say now? If I was Diderot I would had asked Euler to illustrate the first part of his remark for
the clearer understanding of the Russian court, Euler might have replied that X is 3 when a is 1 and b is 2 an n is 3 or
that X is 21 when a is 3 and b is 3 and n is 4, and so forth. Euler’s troubles would have begun when the court wanted
to know how the second part of the sentence follows the first part. Searl understands well that like many of us,
Diderot had stage fright when confronted with a sentence in size language. He left the court abruptly amid the titters
of the assembly, confined himself to his chambers, demanded a safe conduct, and promptly returned to France. Our
history shows us the wrong things which we did, this is a good case in Fact, which was a success, so his loss there was
a win elsewhere, I shall tell you about it another day. There are things which we do for fun making of others which
can back fire on us which makes that person great.
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In my time trains were very exciting to watch, as a child it was impossible to appreciate the workmanship and skills it
had taken to create it. Nor could we understand the changes in design which was taking place or the speed which
was being obtained. WHY? The answer is elementary, our education failed us. Please note that I am not knocking the
rail systems only that it’s time to make changes for the better. I do not knock the teachers directly because there is
no infrastructure in place by which teachers can be up dated each day of progress in industry and science; which
today is now vital. Children today are completely out of date. Women and men know so little about themselves and
problems to watch out for. Searl states that it is time to get the education infrastructure in place. I wish to see
children with real understanding on reality, then dream of something which will never be.
Other forms of propulsion:
Searl understands that at speeds of ~120 m/s, the largest component of the drag force is the aero dynamic drag. A
logical choice for propulsion might therefore seem to be some kind of aerodynamic system such as a gas turbine or
ducted fan. WHY? The S.E.G. technology is perfect for maglev systems – why are you so blind to the truth? Searl is
aware that many workers have concluded that this would in fact be the most economical and least technically
demanding solution to the problem. Searl feels that it is very doubtful however whether the resulting noise and – in
the case of the gas turbine – air pollution would be acceptable in a vehicle intended to run into the heart of a city.
Perhaps the best that one can presently say is that, at the very highest speeds, the aerodynamic noise generated by
the vehicle itself might be such that the additional noise generated by the quietest types of ducted fan would be
about the same. Searl is also aware that an idea which has recently been mooted by the workers at Ford is that of
using a rotating array of high field D. C. magnets in the forms of a helix or paddlewheel. The magnets, mounted on
the vehicle, would create a moving field on the tract and thus produce a thrust in the same way as the linear
induction motor. Although the clearance gap permitted by such a device could be large – 300 mm - , the rotating
array of superconducting magnets would present technological problems similar to those posed by the
superconducting alternator.
Searl states that the function of the Searl Effect Generator shows that the function of a maglev is feasible to achieve,
but no one will listen. They want to be first using their ideas – well good luck – one day we shall do it our way – the
right way and not the wrong way. We shall see who is right and who is wrong.
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Table track section 1: Presented for those who
wish to try and re-create Searl show pieces, You
can take your time because I have much to
write before you can see how Searl wired up
these layout to be able to perform all those
functions which the layout could perform.

This is the Model 1113: 4 axle steam locomotive
with tender for hauling goods trains. Eight
wheel tender on sprung bogies incorporating
the famous Italian motor. Faithful: reproduction
of the prototype Gr740 of the Italian State Rail
ways length 25.2cm. Cost Searl £10.9s.7d like to
see you buy one today for that money; more
likely cost you anything between £100.00 £200.00.

This is the Model 1114: is a 1-4-1 tank loco for
freight and light passenger train service, twin
front illumination. Faithful reproduction of the
Gr 940 type length 16.4 CMS cost Searl
£8.2s.2d. Like to see you buy one today at that
price. So why do people write such a stupid
letter to me, if Searl did in 1948 why can’t he do
it now? Searl can do it now just put in the
missing part, which is term money millions of it,
so he can make one for you to see. But Searl
only has small pension hardly enough to meet
his personal needs to survive.
These set of tables relate to Marklin track: Note that I do not know what track of parts are now available I can only
quote components and cost relating to my time. But what is important is how my plan was achieved, so you can
copy it.
Suspension:
Searl appreciate that there are four basic ideas in electromagnetic suspension which are currently under discussion
for transport application: two ferromagnetic attraction systems with either D. C. or A. C. excitation of the magnet
windings and two eddy current repulsion systems, also with either D.C. or A. C. excitation. They shall be described
later in this document.
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Table 2 Marklin rail sections: which were
available to Searl. So far Searl is unable to
confirm if today the components quoted here
are still available or not. When he does find
out he will update those facts.

Model code 5126 double slip points cost Searl
£3.8s.6d each. But Marklin made a great
engineering job of them. They were worked
by two double solenoids, electric lamps to
light, with four signal indications changing to
show the position of the tongues exactly as
on a full size railway. With six connecting
cables: and also two knobs to turn to provide
manual working as well. Straight track, 79/16
inch; curve track, 7.1/2 inch long.

Model component code 5114 crossing length
7.9/16 cost Searl 10s.9d. Each – wonder what
they cost today? Be interesting to find out.
You think that this is all waste of time and
money – just think of a large display of trains
operating for 10 hour show just from an
S.E.G. – Think of that in the real world clean
air – no fuel cost – at high speed – all this
research is vital today; for tomorrow it will be
too late for many of us. You and you alone are
able to make this a reality – not me I only
design systems and create them.
For completeness, three other systems are also described: permanent magnet repulsion, air cushion and wheel on
rail. Searl is aware that the first of these is not generally thought to be very promising, the second is still under
development and the third is of course well established and currently in the process of being extended to higher
speeds.
Searl points out these details go back to the 1970’s; what happen to all this excitement and fantastic future we were
going to have. Did the Martians came and took it for their needs, which was greater than ours? Strange another long
life bulb has suddenly died an early death. That’s over 12 of them – looks like candles last longer and cheaper.
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Table 3: Track sections which were available to
Searl so long ago. This was the FACTS of his time
he will see if he can update sometime soon of
today’s prices.

A sample of what Searl could have done if
interest was higher; instead of stopping him.

Such a display unit was easy to set up in Searl
days that time appears to have been forgotten
now. It requires space, tools, time and
components all of which was available except
cash. But you know that is not the way Searl see
fast transport systems should be. Thus it is a
disagreement as to which way we should go
forward into the future – their way or his?
The world has changed but Searl feels that we have made far too many mistakes and he will examine how he sees all
the problems and there solutions. Searl understand that he is not a member of all these individual clubs therefore
they automatically think that it is impossible for him to have done these things – unfortunate you could never be so
wrong in your thinking – funny, the mess we are in today is of your making – not Searl – his way is completely
opposite to yours, but you are blind and cannot see the problems.
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Searl states: that if we could do this – which we have then surely it could had been done underground without
weather problems and reduced cost by replacing the overhead power supply with an S.E.G. each end of the train.
Surely that makes sense. Then all lines could be straight from A to B, thus creating the shortest possible run between
any two points. And the fastest speed possible between two points. The choice is yours.
Searl wants to assist his readers in comparing and contrasting the four types of magnetic suspension, several figures
of merit have been calculated for each system: the specific power dissipated per unit weight lifted, the reactive
power requirement per unit weight lifted, the minimum vehicle / track clearance and the lift / weight ratio – strange
no values shown what they are talking about.
Searl states; that they are of course only approximate figures taken from typical design studies and are not intended
to show that any particular system is the best. They do however serve to demonstrate some of the strengths and
weaknesses of the various systems and to indicate some areas of uncertainty which invite further study.

Sorry time has faded this information I tried to darken it but failed.
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2013: all these illustrations can today be modelled and studied to seek where improvements in layout can be
achieved – or in fact plan out a new layout. Unfortunate it will require the use of mathematics.
Other equally important but less easily quantifiable characteristics are the stability, stiffness and natural damping of
each suspension. In many cases it is necessary to differentiate between low and low speed performance
corresponding to urban and inter-city service. Searl understand that the low speed is taken to be ~ 30 m/s – 110
km/h with a typical vehicle weighing 5 – 10 tonnes and carrying perhaps 30 passengers. The high speed is taken as
120 m/s – 430 km/h with a typical vehicle weighing 40 – 60 tonnes and carrying around 100 passengers. Table 1
summarizes the various figures.
D. C. Ferromagnetic attraction:
Searl understands that in this system an electromagnet with an iron yoke mounted on board the vehicle is attracted
to the underside of a steel track. This is of course an inherently unstable situation and electronic control of the
magnet current and Searl states in this method it is a must be employed to maintain the vehicle / track clearance
gap at the specified distance. Now you understand why Searl operate in the opposite field by printing that magnetic
river onto the material, thus the field is always precise with the velocity. Searl understand that of all the magnetic e
suspensions, this is perhaps currently the best understood, with low speed test vehicles in operation at Sussex
University – remember I went there with Luis and Susan in reference of contract for the S.E.G, Gunnar Sandburg
and Dr. Edwards were representing Sussex University – at the end of our meeting Dr. Edwards took us to his lab
and show us their maglev belt functioning. I admitted to Dr. Edwards that we might be able to employ such a
system in our production mode should that become a reality. Other units were Germany and USA.
Searl understand that the specific power needed for lift at rest and at low speeds can be extremely low ~1 – 3 kW /
tonne lifted and this is the lowest power requirement of any system presently under consideration (1970 period).
With increasing speeds however the power requirements can be increased for two reasons. First, if the steel track is
not laminated, eddy currents will be induced in the iron which will reduce the lifting force and produce a drag force
on the vehicle. This will result in a power demand of 4 – 8 kW / t at low speeds and 30 – 60 kW / t at high speeds; a
laminated track is clearly desirable for high speed running. Here is where this statement becomes extremely
interesting – for years Searl has and is still doing; demonstration that the greater the eddy currents within a
magnetic field the greater is the lifting power. HOW COME? Surely that means that Searl Magnetic devices are a
complexly different magnetic status. Upon this FACT Searl magnetics are different than yours.
Secondly, there is a demand for reactive power to maintain the track clearance and ride quality as the vehicle moves
over an undulating track and is subject to external forces. This power demand obviously depends closely on track
roughness, wind forces etc, and is typically 2 – 10 kVA / t at low speeds rising to 5 – 20 kVA / t at high speed.
Searl accepts the recent general analysis of all their suspension systems using iron yoked conventional magnets has
shown how the weight of the magnet is very strongly dependent on the minimum vehicle / track clearance distance.
The vehicles which are in existence or being designed at present (1970s) have track clearances of 6 - 30 mm and this
would be expected to result in a lift / weight ratio of between 5 – 25.
Searl agrees that his roller sets float at a height of 6 – 10 mm in operation but remain at that height at all velocity
levels.
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This is the world which you may know, but not quite the world which I knew when I was young like you. But even
this will all change with time, as I can see that world, as yet you cannot see; the reason is that you have not or are
not employed in such R&D, as I am.. Without a doubt to this world it will be very strange to old timers.
Searl agrees that their system would be unstable vertically but can be very effectively controlled by electronic
feedback. It can be made stable horizontally by suitable shaping of magnet and track. As you know Searl in 1946 –
1958 did toy with all kinds of shapes but then under conventional magnetising systems to which he found nothing
different to that which was already known. Searl states that alternatively a separate set of horizontally acting
magnets can also be electronically controlled to provide sideways restraint. Natural damping is not particularly
important here because the control system can easily be made to provide active damping. Searl also agrees that
accelerometers can be used in conjunction with the control circuits to improve the ride quality.
The main advantage as Searl sees it in relation to this system are that it makes use of established technology and
requires less development than the repulsion systems. In that statement Searl is not agreeing that they are right. The
problem here is Searl system repulsion or attraction, or by some strange events that it is both attraction and
repulsion system all in one. You have to decide which. The power requirement is modest, albeit at the expense of a
rather small gaps are not a great problem at low speed and it would appear that, of all the magnetic suspensions
considered, this system to them shows the greatest promise for low speed urban use. Searl is aware that further
development work which should be encourage, if they cannot accept his option, is needed to improve the
technology of the ride control equipment, to optimise the magnetic circuit design and to establish a satisfactory
switching – junction – technique.
Searl understands that at speeds, the main disadvantage of the system is the small gap and consequent need for
very accurate track alignment and avoidance of debris on the track. Thank you for that statement which supports
Searl statement all these years: that high speed train should be tube structure to avoid debris on the track and a
gentle tunnel constant wind level, in a straight line from A to B. That is the only one real solution to high speed
travel. If you do not know how: ask Searl, he will tell you. Searl accepts that it may also be necessary in their system
to use a secondary suspension system in order to provide an acceptable ride quality. Opinion is currently somewhat
divided over the significance of these difficulties.
It is not just the question of the stock; there is the problems to sort out such as sewage, which for Maglev will create
different thinking. Reality we shall never travel from King’s Cross – London – UK to Glasgow – Scotland in 30 minutes
by high speed train – within that statement I am not saying that it’s impossible – only that the technology is not yet
invented for such a system to be created. Therefore toilets will be still required, which as yet got to be designed. All
other issues like drinks and food remain active as at this date no change will be required. If we could today achieve
speeds of 500 mph without problems which I am certain could be obtain if we really made that effort. But alas from
where I am sitting that will never happen in my time, even though the means to do so are available. Hundreds of
prisoners are available to earn their keep, and then my question is – WHY ARE WE NOT USING THEM TO DO
SOMETHING USEFUL FOR THE BENEFIT OF ALL? Hard work will not hurt them but will help them to understand they
have done something wrong.
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Jason: one of many who will help to create all the tomorrows with your support. He too wants to see this world
change for the better.
Jason is a member of my workforce which is bent on creating a cleaner, healthier world for all. In these documents
watch how I learnt and how I have and shall be employing that knowledge base for all to see. This document is based
upon high speed rail and includes urban systems in the process,
A.C. Ferromagnetic attraction:
Searl states that lift forces will also be produced in the ferromagnetic system if the windings are A. C. excited.
Viewed solely in terms of suspension performance, this variation has little to commend it; the average lift force is
only half the peak value – set by iron saturation – and large quantities of reactive power are needed in their
systems. Searl understands that there is nevertheless a substantial interest in A. C. ferromagnetic systems because
they offer the possibility of deriving propulsion as well as lift from the same unit. Searl wish you to note that he has
never used ferromagnetic materials in any past S.E.G. experiment; but admit that Martin and Keen did and what I
notice that they had damaged the material completely. That lot which they had was useless. Wonder what they
have done with that material? As I have already described that the track must now incorporate some kind of
periodically varying reluctance feature such as a series of notches cut into the steel rail or alternatively a series of
short circuiting conductors across the rail; Searl ask why? Searl understand as to why they will need a fully variable
frequency supply to accelerate and decelerate the vehicle.
Searl accepts that provided the track and magnetic yoke are suitably laminated – and this is almost essential – the
resistive power requirement is very similar to the D. C. case, 1-3 kW/t. The reactive power requirement is very large
in their system, however at 150 – 500 kVA/t – and this implies either heavy on board power conditioning equipment
or substantial power pickup and distribution problems. Searl states that it should be borne in mind that this large
reactive power must be supplied at variable frequency.
Searl understands that the clearance gap is generally taken to be similar to that of the D. C. suspension although the
reactive power as well as the magnet weight increases rapidly with gap. Because the average lifts force is only half
the peak force. The lift / weight ratio will be roughly half the D. C. value, i.e. between 3 and 12 with the largest value
corresponding to the smallest gap. Stability and control problems are all similar to the D. C. case. Searl states we
shall see how things turn out. It is either theirs or his are the better options!
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1977 this model 14149 Electric loco, Crocodile, OBB, type BR1189 but for A. C. operation. I must admit that today I
have no idea if such a model is now obtainable to create a rail layout. The cost will be high I would think looking at
prices of other models. I fully believe from my own experience that modelling railroads, aircraft or ships are a great
educational tool to encourage the mind towards engineering – Searl should know as that was the way he learnt – by
doing – not talking.
Searl see that mass transport of people over land is without doubt is by rail. He appreciates that the rate flow varies
through the day, creating a load factor in the morning and again towards the evening which is known as workloads.
To cope with these issues the infrastructure of elementary logic has to be implemented. Yet today such
infrastructure can be implemented we have the tools, and the knowhow all that remains is to use your brain to make
it so.
Searl states that the only advantage of the system under discussion appears to be the fact that it is able to supply lift
and propulsion from a single unit. Searl says that its great disadvantages lies in the copious quantities of reactive
power needed. Searl agrees that although a linear reluctance motor of this type could be a suitable form of
propulsion in some applications and it may indeed be useful at the same time to derive some proportion of the lift
from the motor, there would appear from Searl thinking to be little justification for generating all the lift in this way,
based upon their approach to high speed rail system, which differs to Searl concept – than what can you expect, as
he is from the future and not the present.
Searl states that the claw pole and homo polar induction motors, which I have already described in this document,
are able to avoid this reactive power problem by using an independent D. C. winding in the primary to produce a side
excitation of the iron track. These devices can probably be designed to produce a substantial lift force as well as
propulsion and would therefore seem to offer to their thinking many advantages and be a promising field for further
study. As a suspension system they should however really be classified as D. C. rather than A. C. because most of the
lift force will come from the D. C. excitation.
Searl like to point out to all who do not understand the difference between wheel to rail and Maglev. When we state
wheel on rail means that the train needs the rail for its function therefore over time there will be wear and tear
factor to deal with. Maglev uses the rail as a guide path therefore does not wear out the rail as fast as wheel to rail
does. The bulk of the mass tends to float over the rails. That is why we state lift power and suspension in our text.
Searl agrees that both wheel to rail and Maglev have similar technology involved such as Maths, electrical,
electronics, engineering machines, tools and test equipment. From these documents you will see what it took to
create his world of the future. That world: This is meant to be. One thing is certain that no matter which education
course he took mathematics was the prime subject which had to be understood first and there is a reason why –
everything created by made had to use mathematics before it became reality. That in itself is interesting issue on
how did Searl obtain his mathematics success as they have not been taught in British schools ever. The key for all his
development work are based on a simple matrix formation which others find hard to understand. This may be good
sign that criminals will never get such weapons to use. Whatever you do there is no doubt that you need to be in the
right place at the right time for success as Searl has been, unfortunate not so at this date. You may well find that
Searl way has interesting issues for any child of 10 to 14 years to experiment, and who knows may discover another
Newton along the way. Searl thinks different to most other people, he see things different as he has not been
blinded by formal education.
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1977: this model 14142 B Electric Loco DB. Type BR 1812blue A.C. operation on HO track. Today, I guess there are far
more choices of trains to select from. The excitement arrives as more and more trains are presented in your display.
Even 25 train sets takes a lot of planning and skill to get it right – but its fun just to try to prove to yourself that you
have the kills to make it happen. Come on you young rail models start creating the tomorrow rail systems through
modelling now.
Searl like to remind you of his statement which he made on Diderot and Euler on page 83; which Searl himself has
met so often. Strange: how things happen often unaware by the person who created it. Likewise in this case; though
he could not know it, Diderot had the last laugh before the court of history. The clericalism which Diderot fought was
over thrown, and though it has never lacked the services of an eminent mathematician, the supernaturalism which
Euler defended has been in retreat ever since. Searl states that one eminent contemporary astronomer in his
Gifford lectures tells that Dirac has discovered p and q numbers, Donc Dieu existe. Another distinguished astronomer
pauses, while he entertains us with astonishing calculations about the distance of the stars, to award M. le grand
Architecte an honorary degree in mathematics. Searl is aware that there had to be excellent precedents long before
the times of Euler and Diderot.
Searl accepts that it is possible that for the first mathematicians were the priestly calendar makers who calculated
the onset of the seasons. This is of coarse assuming that is what happened. The Egyptian temples were equipped
with nilometers with which the priests made painstaking records of the rising and falling of the sacred river. With
these they could predict the flooding of the Nile with great accuracy. Their papyri show that they possessed a
language of measurement very different from the pretentions phraseology with which they fobbed off their
prophecies on the laity. The masses could not see the connection between prophecy and reality, because the
nilometers communicated with the river by underground channels, skilfully concealed from the eye of the people.
The priests of Egypt used one language when they wrote in the proceedings of a learned society and another
language when they gave an interview to the sob sisters of the Sunday press. Of course Searl has to accept all this as
assumptions we were not there to understand the truth, what we do understand is that mathematics, as we
understand them has taken man all his life time to develop it, and before time ends it will have changed yet again.
Searl accepts that the ancient world writing and reading were still a mystery and a craft; he accepts that such
matters may not interest you – he agrees that is your rights. For Searl he wants to know everything how and why,
like why you urinate – what information it contains that is vital to us. To you it just an act to get rid of some waste
and nothing more. That is where Searl differs from you, he wants the truth about all things. Today he has many
answers but there are still far more answers needed before we go to Mars. Searl can understand that the plain man
could not decipher the Rhind papyrus in which the scribe Ahmes wrote down the laws of measuring things. Civilized
societies in the twentieth century have democratized the reading and writing of sort language. Consequently the
plain man can understand scientific discoveries if they do not involve complicated measurements. Searl is aware that
man knows something about evolution. The priestly accounts of the creation have fallen into discredit, so mysticism
has to take refuge in the atom. The atom is a safe place not because it is small, but because you have to do
complicated measurements and use underground channels to find your way there. Searl is just explaining his view
upon the problems he has met and still meeting – called lack of education.
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1977: I could had brought these for my HO layout. This would have been for A.C. operation in both cases. I feel
certain that it is now impossible to get one of these today. The first one to your left is code 14143 Electric Loco DB
type BR 1 and the other on its right is model 4145 Electric Loco DB type BR32. You model makers guess you will have
a task to fine a working model of these two models. I have no idea what they will cost today. But I recall RO GO was
the company – they may still operate today.
Update: Saturday 6th April 2013: at 1800 hours BST Ivy West show called the Revolution Radio; invited Bradley and
myself to talk for 2 hours making that a second show. It could have gone on longer but Ivy had to rush off to a
wedding. I can add to that information a update arrived from SMI that Jason and Morris will be doing a TV
interview this Sunday evening, so we wish them a great success on that one.
D. C, eddy current repulsion – superconducting;
Searl states; in its simplest form this consists of a D. C. superconducting magnet mounted on board the vehicle which
moves over a conducting track, typically a sheet of aluminium ~ 15 mm thick. Eddy currents are induced in the track
by the motion of the vehicle and these provide the lifty force. The energy which is dissipated by these eddy currents
manifests itself as a drag force on the vehicle, and this is the major requirement of the suspension. Searl agrees that
is clealy observed in the demo unit, there is no lift force until the plate is in motion or the vehicle is in motion, one
component must be in motion to obtain lift. Lift increases with velocity.
Searl states remember that there is no lift force when the vehicle is at rest; the lift increases with increasing speed
until, at a speed of ~ 5 – 20 m/s – 20 -70 km /h, it becomes sufficient to support the vehicle weight. Searl accepts
that some form of auxiliary support, eg wheels, would therefore be needed at low speed and the vehicle would have
to take off and land at a speed of 5 – 20 m/s. Test vehicles using this form of suspension have been run at low
speeds in Japan and the USA.
Searl is aware that the theory of eddy current power dissipation in simple magnet and track geometries is fairly well
advanced and has been correlated with model measurements. At low speeds with a typical two metre long vehicle
magnet, the drag power is expected to be 15 – 25 kW/t, rising to 40 60 kW/t at high speeds. Although the drag
power increases monotonically with speed, the drag force shows a peak at low speed and will cause propulsion
problems.
Searl understands, that various null –flux systems have been proposed to reduce the drag power. The basic idea is to
reduce the induce track current, which is dissipated, and yet maintain the same lift force by increasing the number of
ampere turns in the superconducting magnet. A wide range of null-flux geometries have been investigated
theoretically and there is certainly scope for further innovation. Drag powers of ~ 15 kW/t should be quite feasible.
This is already small in comparison with the aerodynamic drag and unless the vehicle can be operated in a tube
under reduced pressure there is no reason to reduce it further.
Searl says, perhaps the most useful contribution which the null-flux system could make would be a reduction of the
low speed peak in the drag force. The clearance between magnet and track can be large - ~ 200 mm – and may be
increased, without increasing the drag power requirement, by increasing ampere turns on the superconducting
magnet. Searl hope that you can follow that which he is trying to explain here.
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Monday 8th April 2013: One of the Updates of the TV show which Fernando Morris and Jason undertook their first
ever TV presentation upon the Searl Effect Technology with hardware demonstrations. Maybe we shall see more of
the April 7th and 8th event. Well done both of you there are more shows to come this year 2013.
Searl states that a magnet to lift 5 tonnes, complete with its cryostat might weigh 250 to 500 kg a lift/weight ratio of
10 – 20. Searl appreciates that in the Magneplane design study; the on-board refrigeration equipment increases the
magnet weight considerably and results in an overall lift/weight ratio of only 3. It should be noted however that this
ratio includes the whole of the LSM propulsion as well as the levitation system. Future improvements in refrigerator
technology might be expected to reduce the weight. Alternatively it may be possible simply to fill the vehicle with
liquid helium at stations and eliminate the need to have a refrigerator on board.
Searl accepts that the suspension is stable vertically and can be constrained horizontally in a stable fashion by
suitable shaping of the magnets and track. The compliance of a simple conducting sheet suspension is sufficient to
obviate the need for a secondary mechanical suspension system. Null-flux systems are generally stiffer and it is
probable that any reduction in specific drag power must inevitably be accompanied by an increase in stiffness.
Searl states that both systems have very little natural damping and additional damping would have to be provided.
Passive damping can be provided by conducting loops attached to the vehicle and interacting with the track
currents. It will be difficult to obtain sufficient damping at the typical oscillation frequencies of ~ 1 Hz unless the
resistance of the loops is reduced by cooling to low temperatures. Alternatively, a multi-turn superconducting loop
could be used with a room temperature power dissipation resistor. Auxiliary superconducting or normal loops could
also be used in conjunction with active damping circuits. It has been suggested that the reactive power requirement
for active damping might be ~ 2 kVA tonne.
Searl accepts that the main advantage of the superconducting system is its large clearance, allowing the vehicle to
travel at speed over a relatively rough guide way without the need for a secondary suspension. For this reason and
also because the full lift force is not developed at low speeds, the superconducting suspension is only likely to be of
interest at the high speed end of the spectrum.
Searl states, that the main disadvantage of the system is the relative newness of the technology and the difficulty of
assessing, at this stage, how reliably a superconducting magnet with its low temperature vacuum insulated cryostat
would survive in an everyday working environment. Problem s which Searl Magnetics Inc. will have to solve is not
impossible, but difficult due to it being a new subject.
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Monday 8th April 2013: Receive 2nd photo update from SMI of their event which took place on the 7th April 2013.
Here we see Morris explaining details being present to the public. I guess there is more to come so keep watching for
these updates.
These problems areas which Searl speak of; are more for Searl Magnetics Inc. to invite academic research to include
the refinement of null-flux systems to reduce low speed drag, the performance of active and passive damping
systems and the hysteresis loss in the superconductor.
Searl feels that you need a break from advanced Ground Transport to have time to think upon these issues and
back to another subject which is vital to all engineering products term mathematics – Searl knows far too well
what a pain in the arse such subject is to most people so Searl shows us the way he learnt maybe you will find the
subject more interesting than you had originally thought.
Searl stated; that these underground channels are concealed from the eye of the people because the plain man has
not been taught to read and write size language, and that also applies to the S.E.G. Searl recalls that just three
centuries ago, when priests conducted their services in Latin, Protestant reformers founded grammar schools so that
people could read the open bible. Searl understand that the time has now come for another Reformation. People
must learn to read and write the language of measurements so that they can understand the open bile of modern
science that also includes the S.E.G. Technology.
Searl accepts that in the time of Diderot the lives and happiness of individuals might still depend on holding the
correct beliefs about religion; which to Searl eyes today is still a problem which causes more deaths and injury
amongst the masses than any other dislikes. Searl states that today the lives and happiness of people depend more
than most of us realize of the correct interpretation of public statistics which are kept by government offices. When
a committee of experts announce that the average man can live on his unemployment allowance, or the average
child is getting sufficient milk, the mere mention of an average or the citation of a list of figures is enough to paralyse
intelligent criticism.
Searl states what does this mean? Searl reply is that in reality half or more than half the population may not be
getting enough to live on when the average man or child has enough. The majority of people of living today in
civilized countries cannot read and write freely in size language, just as the majority of people living in the times of
Wycliff and Luther were ignorant of Latin in which religious controversy was carried on. The modern Diderot has got
to learn the language of size in self-defence, because no society is safe in the hands of its clever people.
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Monday 8th April 2013: Update third photo from SMI-CA-USA on Morris and Jason event at the Unarius Academy of
science. I believe that the whole event has now been posted for you to enjoy. Keep watching there may be we shall
hear more.
Searl states, that long before clever people started reading and writing the ordinary languages in which we describe
different sorts of things, other people who were not so terribly clever had learnt to talk, which they are still trying to
do. I would guess that maybe over half of the world population I have no idea what they are talking about, and a few
of them have also no idea what on Earth they are talking about. And 9/10ths of the world population has no idea
what I am talking about due to lack of education. The plain man of today, that is to say, the reader or the writer of
this document, has a great advantage over the audiences who listened to the priestly oracles of the ancient world.
Searl states that though we may not read or write it, we have all learned to talk in size language, or are I wrong to
think that in 2013.
Searl states if we were asked what distinguishes the men of today, the men of the machine age, from the men who
lived before the American or French Revolution, we might give many answers. Searl only knows very well that very
few would give the answer that Searl would give or what Burke gave. To Searl understanding that about forty years
after the incident we have been discussing, that Burke wrote a vitriolic denunciation of the social revolution
heralded by the Encyclopaedists. With this difference that Burke wrote elegant, sonorous, and commanding prose,
many passages in it recall familiar descriptions of current events in Russia, as they are reflected in the dented mirror
of the daily press.
Searl states that in one of the most resonant and also the silliest passages of his reflections, Burke pronounces an
eloquent obituary on the ancien regime. What raises his anger to white heat is not the Europe will become a
continent of shop keepers. It is that Europe will become a continent of calculators. Searl states – The age of Chivalry
is gone. That of sophists, economists, and calculators has succeeded, and the glory of Europe is extinguished for
ever.
The first men who dwelt in cities were talking animals. The man of the machine age is a calculating animal. Searl
states that we live in a welter of figures: cookery recipes, railway time tables, unemployment aggregates, fines,
taxes, war debts, overtime schedules, speed limits, bowling averages, betting odds, billiard scores, calories, babies
weights, clinical temperatures, rainfall, hours of sunshine, motoring records, power indices, gas meter readings, bank
rates, freight rates, death rates, discount, interest, lotteries, wave lengths, and tyre pressures, but no S.E.Gs. Searl
states, what a world we live in, but the future may be even worse, as space exploration gets underway.
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Monday 8th April 2013: Received from SMI-CA-USA: fourth photo update of the Unarius Academy of science event
on the 7th April 2013. Maybe we shall be seeing more.
Searl states, that every night, when he winds up his watch, the modern man adjusts a scientific instrument of a
precision and delicacy unimaginable to the most cunning artificers of Alexandria in its prime. So much is
commonplace. What escapes our notice is that in doing these things we have learnt to use devices which presented
tremendous difficulties to the most brilliant mathematicians of antiquity. Ratios, limits, acceleration, which is the
work I do, are not remote abstractions, dimly apprehended by the solitary genius. There are photographed upon
every page of our existence. In the course of the adventure upon which we are going to embark we shall constantly
find that we have no difficulty in answering questions which tortured the minds of very clever mathematicians in
ancient times. Like this sample of hits on our website.
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Sunday 7th April 2013: This update received from SMI-CA-USA: Relate to that event in which Morris and Jason proved
to be a great match in presenting the flow of this show – it was their first one together, in which I am well please at
the results. Maybe we shall see more.
Searl states that this is not because you and I are very clever people. It is because we inherit a social culture which
has suffered the impact of material forces foreign to the intellectual life of the ancient world. The most brilliant
intellect is a prisoner within its own social inheritance.
Searl like to give an illustration that will help make this quite definite at the outset. The Eleatic philosopher Zeno set
all his contemporaries guessing by propounding a series of conundrums, of which the one most often quoted is the
paradox of Achilles and the tortoise. Here is the problem about which the inventors of school geometry argued till
they had speaker’s throat and writer’s cramp. Achilles runs a race with the tortoise. He runs ten times as fast as the
tortoise. The tortoise has 100 yard’s start. Now, says zeno, Achilles runs 100 yards and reaches the place where the
tortoise started. Meanwhile the tortoise has gone a tenth as far as Achilles, and is therefore 10 yards ahead of
Achilles. Achilles runs this 10 yards. Meanwhile the tortoise has run a tenth as far as Achilles, and is therefore 1 yard
in front of him. Achilles runs this 1 yard. Meanwhile the tortoise has run a tenth of a yard and is therefore a tenth of
a yard in front of Achilles. Achilles runs this tenth of a yard. Meanwhile the tortoise goes a tenth of a yard. He is now
a hundredth of a yard in front of Achilles. When Achilles has caught up this hundredth of a yard, the tortoise is a
thousandth of a yard in front. So, argued Zeno, Achilles is always getting nearer the tortoise, but never quite catch
him up.
Searl says, you must not imagine that Zeno and all the wise men who argued the point failed to recognize that
Achilles really did get past the tortoise. What troubled them was, where is the catch? You may have been asking the
same question. The important point is that you did not ask it for the same reason which prompted them. What is
worrying you is why they thought up funny little riddles of that sort. Searl will let you think upon that issue why he
thinks how to continue on the next page.
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Monday 8th April 2013 received from SMI-CA-USA this fifth photo of the April 7, 2013 event, which appear to have
turned out far better than expected. Maybe we shall see more.
A.C. Eddy current repulsion – magnetic river:
Searl states, a single sided linear induction motor can be designed to produce a large normal force in addition to the
transverse propulsive force. It is thus possible that a single unit could be developed to provide both lift and
propulsion. The track would again be a conducting sheet, possibly back with iron. Maximum lifting force is developed
at maximum slip, is with the vehicle at rest. The lifting force then falls with degreasing slip, i.e. increasing speed,
until at a certain value of slip it crosses zero and becomes an attractive force.
To Searl knowledge: there is no calculations of power dissipation per tonne lift have been published for a full scale
version, nor has Searl Technology Inc. every built a full scale unit for advance ground transportation of this device
and indeed with the present state of knowledge such calculations are difficult to perform with any degree of
accuracy.
Searl points out that a very simple one dimensional analysis shows the reaction plate loss to be vsFN/K where vs is the
synchronous speed, Fn the normal force and K the ratio of normal to tractive force at standstill. Then for K = 10 the
power loss is closely vs kW/t. This value will be increased in practice by winding losses, edge effects etc. to a level
variously estimated at between 200 and 300 kW/t in the 120 m/s – 430 km/h – case or 50 to 80 kW/t in the 30 m/s
– 100 km/h – case.
Searl states that reactive power is also difficult to estimate: the simple one dimensional calculation shows a field
energy in the gap equivalent to a reactive power of 2π kVA/tonne per millimetre of gap at 50 Hz, e. g. 180
kVA/tonne at 30 mm gap. Once again, this figure will be increased in practice by edge effects, slot leakage etc. to a
value of perhaps 600 kVA/tonne at 30 mm. This is a very high power level – 30 MVA for a 50 tonne train – and is
probably too much for any power collecting system. Thus, Searl states although the magnetic river can work at 50
Hz, there will still be a need for on-board power conditioning equipment. Searl do not believe that to be true from
his work on the S.E.G. which is fundamental issue to all magnetic power devices. Searl understands that recent work
suggests that the weight of power factor correcting synchronous condensers for 30 MVA is about 10 tonnes at 50
Hz.
These figures are based on their way to construct such a train and not the way Searl would construct his train.
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Monday 8th April received a group photo taken at the event on April 8th from SMI-CA-USA: You may notice that my
staff was not wearing their official dress. But we are a company strangers would not be able to know that from this
photo. May be we shall see more.
Searl states that as with the attraction system, the weight of the iron cored lift magnet increases very rapidly with
the clearance gap. The reactive power also increases rapidly with gap and for these two reasons the practical
working gap will probably working gap will probably be restricted to 10 – 30 mm. In this case the ratio of lift to
weight might be of the order 3 – 12, with the smallest value corresponding to the largest gap.
Searl states that he feels that the system would be stable in the vertically and can be made stable horizontally by
appropriate shaping of the magnet windings, iron yoke and track. As Searl has always stated that within the laws of
nature that there is nothing impossible except that the state of your mind makes it so. Because the clearance is
small, the suspension will be quite stiff and it seems likely that a secondary suspension will be needed. The natural
damping will probably be rather small but the introduction of an active damping signal into the magnet current
waveform should not be difficult.
The advantage of the system from Searl respective is its ability to provide lift and propulsion from the same unit
without the need for a variable frequency power supply: its disadvantage is the uncertain but large quantity of
power which would be required to bear the total weight of the vehicle. For the reason it could be that the best way
to use the magnetic river would be primarily as a propulsion device in conjunction with a separate suspension
system. Although Searl says that the magnetic river would then only produce a fraction of the required lift force it
would great merit, as pointed out in this document, of only producing forces which were helpful to the suspension
system. Most information on resistive and reactive power demand, roll stability, lateral forces, skew stability, etc.
will be needed before an informed judgement can be made on question of this kind and on the ultimate potential of
the device.
Searl reminds you that he is presenting the case of the experts in the 60s and 70s achievements, or more precise
failures. Searl on the other hand uses the magnetic river system in the S.E.G. There are in fact three different trains
operating within that structure. Yet these experts of those days refuse to listen to me; had they listened to me;
maybe today we would have been travelling on Maglev. Guess that window is now shut for good.
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Monday 8th April 2013: Received sixth photo update from SMI-CA-USA: of their event on 7th April, 2013. May be we
shall see more. Today, 12th April 2013: Been informed that 6 video sections upon this event are now on the web.
Why not take a look and see for yourself.
Indeed, Searl is aware what you are really concerned with is an historical problem. I am going to show you in a
minute that the problem is not one which presents any mathematical difficulty to you; or am I assuming far too
much. That: you know how to translate it into size language, because you inherit a social culture which is separated
from theirs by the collapse of two great civilizations and by two social revolutions. I wonder how wrong we are upon
this issue the lack of knowledge today has horrified me about just simple things. Example, I told a woman that NASA
been watching a sun exploding, she reply that is a lie the sun is still shining. I told her that there are millions of suns.
She replied there is only one. I departed from the group as a shear waste of my time to try to talk to them. Searl
accepts that the difficulty of the ancients was not an historical difficulty. It was a mathematical difficulty. They had
not evolved a size language into which this problem could be freely translated.
Searl accepts that the Greeks were not accustomed to speed limits and passenger luggage allowances. They found
any problem involving division very much more difficult than a problem involving multiplication. They had no way of
doing division to any order of accuracy, because they relied for calculation on the mechanical aid of the counting
frame or abacus, which I shall be dealing with later in these documents. You keep asking the same stupid question, if
Searl made it in 1946 why can’t he make it now – right here I am teaching you the problems it taken the whole of
man’s life just to discover how to do the mathematics, then in reality there are only maybe 2 or 3 people still that
can do these mathematics needed for this work. Secondly it’s no longer 1946 it’s is 2013 with only about 2 people
who can do the maths to design the S.E.G. a world completely changed since 1946. And still you cannot do the maths
involved.
Searl accepts that they could do sums on paper, For all these and other reasons which I shall meet again and again,
the Greek mathematician was unable to see something that we see without taking the trouble to worry about
whether we see it or not. If we go piling up bigger and bigger quantities, the pile goes on growing more rapidly
without any end as long as we go on adding more. If we can go on adding larger and larger quantities indefinitely
without coming to a stop, it seem to Zeno’s and contemporaries and Searl that we ought to be able to go on adding
smaller and still smaller quantities indefinitely without reaching a limit. They thought that in one case the pile goes
on for ever, growing more rapidly, and in the other it goes on for ever, growing more slowly. These was nothing in
their number language to suggest that when the engine slows beyond a certain point, it chokes off. This is the same
kind of thinking which Searl uses. It helps him to see things which others cannot see.
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Monday 8th April 2013 – an update photo from SMI-CA-USA: Yes, it is another of the event of April 7th 2013. Yes, he is
one member of my staff, can you name him? May be we shall see more.
Searl Magnetics Inc. – CA-USA is being developed as a test facility for the magnetic waveforms research and
development which of course means everything that needs electricity to power it – but also includes maglev
sometime in the future. Its controlling centre will be Searl transportation systems – Rail high speed ground
transportation systems. That is why we may need to set up another Magnetic centre to speed up the work which is
under discussion.
Permanent magnets:
Searl states, that a set of permanent magnets on the vehicle, together with another set of magnets along the track
would generate a repulsive lift force without the need for any power. If the magnets were highly resistive – i.e.
ceramic – there would be no drag power. Borcherts has shown that a system of realistic size using Barium ferrite
magnets would lift about five times its own weight with a 10 mm clearance.
Barium Ba.56: I shall be talking
about this element in other
documents in more details so I
shall not waist time here
discussing it, just quoted it as a
possible solution for use in our
Maglev development should we
get backing. In this document we
are considering conventional type
of magnetism and not the Searl
type. You will have much to read
and see and learn. If you do not
learn then you will never
understand how the SEG was
made.
Keep reading, keep learning, in the end you will understand even though it’s complicated it is not impossible to
achieve. There is nothing impossible accept that your own mind makes it so.
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Monday 8th April 2013: Received from SMI-CA-USA this photo, which shows Fernando Morris busy discussing the
technology to those who has a listening ear. Today there are many more listening ears to the Searl Effect
Technology. Maybe you will be hearing more.
Searl states, that there are problem however, for although the system is stable vertically, it is unstable horizontally.
Searl points out that Earnshaw’s theorem shows that it cannot be made stable by the judicious placing of any
additional permanent magnets. Searl states: One must therefore provide an alternative form of sideways restraint.
Searl says that this could most easily be a set of wheels but such a course would rather defeat the objective of
producing a non-contacting suspension. Searl states that alternatively, a set of servo controlled electromagnets, like
those described a short while ago could be used. Searl states that the cost of this system would be comparable with
those described above, whereas the cost of the permanent magnet track would be much higher. The track would
also tend to accumulate all kinds of ferromagnetic debris which would obviously be a serious hazard to any vehicle
travelling at 10 mm clearance. Searl understands that for many reasons of this kind the permanent magnet
suspension has now been rejected by most workers in the transport field. Searl will now give you a break to think
about this section of discussion.
Searl states that to see what he has been saying more clearly he will first put down in numbers the distance which
the tortoise traverses at different stages of the race after Achilles starts. As I have described it above, the tortoise
moves 10 yards in stage 1, plus 1 yard in stage 2, one-tenth of a yard in stage3, one-hundredth of a yard in stage 4,
etc. Searl states; suppose he had a number language like the Greeks and Romans, or the Hebrews, who used letters
of the alphabet. Using the one that is familiar to us because it is still used for clocks, graveyards, and law-courts,
even today in the year of our Lord 2013, I might write the total of all the distances the tortoise ran before Achilles
caught him up like this:



The Romans did not actually have the convenient method of representing proper fractions I have used above
for illustrative purposes for those who have asked me to help them with maths.
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Monday 8th April 2013: Received this update photo form SMI-CA-USA: from their April 7th show to the public, with
two more public events to do in the USA. Maybe we shall hear more.
Searl has put and so on because the ancient peoples got into great difficulties when they had to handle numbers
more than a few thousands. Apart from the fact that I have left the tail of the series to your imagination – and do
not forget that the tail is most of the animal if it goes on forever, - notice another disadvantage about this script.
Searl states; there is absolutely nothing to suggest to you how the distances at each stage of the race are connected
with one another. Searl is please to state that today he has a number vocabulary which makes this relation perfectly
evident, when he writ it down as:

Searl states that in this case he has put - and so on – to save himself trouble, not because he has not the right
number words. These number words were borrowed from the Hindus, who learnt to write number language after
Zeno and Euclid had gone to their graves. A social revolution, the Protestant Reformation, gave us schools which
made this number language the common property of mankind. A second social upheaval, the French Revolution,
taught us to use a reformed spelling. Searl says thanks to the Education Acts of the nineteenth century, this
reformed spelling is part of the common fund of knowledge shared by almost every sane individual in the English
speaking world. Let Searl write the last total, using this reformed spelling, which Searl call decimal notation. That is
to say:

10 + 1 + 0.1 + 0.01 + 0.001 + 0.0001 + 0.00001 + 0.000001
and so on.
Searl have only to use the reformed spelling to remind himself that this can be put in a more snappy form:

11.111111 etc., or still better: 11.1
You are learning the same way that Searl learnt; if he could do it, so can you.
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Monday 8th April 2013: another photo update from SMI-CA-USA event of April 7th Guess we shall hear more.

Air lift:
Searl states, although outside the terms of reference of this document, air lift merits mention as a stage in the
evolution of wheel-less transport which cannot yet be dismissed as a contender. Searl understands that air cushion
support involving peripheral jets is quite well understood in the UK, particularly through the work of Tracked
Hovercraft Limited which Searl had connections with in those days, at that time Searl team had broken up so he
dropped the idea to accept their offer.
But today if they were interested Searl would now consider it. On the basis of this experience which appears
somewhat unpromising at that time. Searl also agrees that the plenum chamber design is less well known in the UK
but is the basis of design used by Societé de l’Aérotrain. Searl also understand that a certain amount of work has
been done on suck-up systems by Pendair in the UK and Urba in France. More novel and unproven still is
aerodynamic suspension based on ground proximity – ram wing – in contrast to the static air cushion, Searl
understands that there is a high velocity axial air flow in the cushion cavity with consequent minimisation of
momentum – capitation – drag.
Searl accepts that air cushions in various forms may also have considerable potential for Searl Technology Inc.
industrial application in the – relatively – low speed movement of equipment and goods. Searl understands that
there are two types which are particularly distinguishable, those in which a lift skirt is attached to or slid under the
equipment to be moved, and belt-like systems in which an array of air jets lift and convey appropriate loads. The
latter is typified by the AEA Transferro System. Searl understands that attention is drawn to the need for work on
transport of freight and the potential of the air cushion in this regard by Searl transportation division. Searl knows
that work is already in being on stock movements in warehouses and transport of large oil tanks.
Searl states while you have time to digest this information, he will add some more information upon the number
language for those who want to understand how Searl learnt and are able to create the S.E.G. that others cannot
produce. There has to be something different between Searl and others, as to why he can see things that they
cannot see. He states that they block their system from seeing, whereas Searl do not block his third eye from seeing
what could be done if you so want to do it. It is laziness today that stops progress as much as the cost that would be
involved. May be soon nature will wake you up into action when the rate of deaths increase rapidly from natural
upheavals, which I guess will soon appear.
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This is termed number language and it is over 5,000 years old.
Now can you tell me what the number value is or what the
number difference is to this matrix 4. Which represent a S.E.G.
construction and what would the magnetic frequency be? Very
few of you can answer those simple questions.

Searl states that we recognize the fraction 0.1 as a quantity that is less than 2/10 and more than 1/10. Searl says, if
we have not forgotten the arithmetic you learned at school, unfortunate I could not forget it as I was never taught it,
you may even remember that 0.1 corresponds with the fraction 1/9. This means that, however long we make the
sum, 0·1 + 0·01 + 0·001, etc., it never grows bigger than 1/9. The total of all the yards the tortoise moves till there is
no distance between himself and Achilles makes up just 111/9 yards, and no more.
Of course Searl at the age of eleven years old would had no idea what the hell they were talking about and maybe
some of you viewers are wondering what Searl is talking about. Now if they had presented a bar of chocolate
containing 10 squares, based on the fact that he had experienced such a bar of chocolate would had understood that
bar of chocolate = 1.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 = 10
Thus this bar of chocolate was place in the fridge overnight. But some naughty girl: got up in the night and secretly
eat one square of that bar thinking no one would notice that missing square. Now we have a problem – ten girls
were lined up as the teacher is going to give each a square of chocolate as a reward. Right away you can see that is
not going to be possible:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 Thus 1 = 9

Therefore all girls had to stay in after school hours and write 100 lines stating I must not steal school property. Yes
you may think this is a stupid statement, but I can confirm that in this house I fancy some choc ice cream so I order a
pack of 10 bars as they are a luxury on my pension money. Days went by then suddenly from nowhere I got the urge
to eat a ice cream. Merrily I struggled to the fridge to try one, proudly open the container to find that there were
only 2 left, so I quickly ate those 2 bars somewhat expensive ice creams before they too disappeared. Clearly that
was no young school girl. The pack coast £4.50, but the 2 ice creams cost me £4.50 that means each cost me £2.25
each. That is why I have never brought any more ice cream as being far too expensive on my pension money.
Mathematics are a vital issue today, as it becomes more technical complicated and to be able to understand Searl
work it sure helps in understanding what you actually cannot see, but it’s there. Searl states that you will now begin
to see what was meant by saying that the riddle presents no mathematical difficulty to you. Searl states that you
have a number language constructed so that it can take into account a possibility which mathematicians describe by
a very impressive name. Searl says that they call it the convergence of an infinite series to a limiting value. In Searl
mathematics he calls it the law of the squares and if he puts it in plain words it means that if you work out the matrix
correctly it will present to you the route by which you can construct the S.E.G.
Searl points out that if we put in plain words, what they only mean that, if you go on piling up smaller and smaller
quantities as long as you can, you may get a pile of which the size is not made measurably larger by adding any
more. Searl agrees that the immense difficulty which mathematicians of the ancient world experienced when they
dealt with a process of division carried on indefinitely, or with what modern mathematicians call infinite series,
limits, transcendental numbers, irrational quantities, and so forth, provides an example of a great social truth borne
out by the whole history of human knowledge.
Searl accepts that the fruitful intellectual activity of the cleverest people draws its strength from the common
knowledge which all of us share. Searl understands that beyond a certain point clever people can never transcend
the limitations of the social culture they inherit. Searl question; when clever people pride themselves on their own
isolation, we may well wonder whether they are very clever after all.
Searl will leave you to think upon that issue, and return to his debate on High speed ground transportation.
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1966 Mortimer, Berkshire – UK: this is part of my show layout then, today, I guess you young ones can create even
better one then I had to show. Model railways creation is exciting subject. It exercises the mind to peak
performance. Develops the ideas for improvement in functions: to a point of full automation of a rail system.
Wheel-on-rail suspension: The wheel-on-rail for suspension and guidance:
Searl understands that the dynamics of vehicles employing rigidly coupled coned steel wheels has been extensively
analysed by the British Rail R & D Division. The analysis centres around on the conflicting requirements of dynamic
stability and curving without wheel slip or contact between wheel flange and rail. These problems have been
analysed Searl agree by separately and suspension parameters chosen to give the best compromise. The theoretical
response of vehicles to track irregularities Searl understands has been analysed and working parameters indicating
the accuracy to which track must be laid for high speed running have been derived.
Searl understands that the analytical studies have been proven experimentally by the series of high speed freight
vehicles developed by British Rail and in the performance of the Advanced Passenger Train. Searl accepts that the
speed range which these vehicles have covered is that which is normally claimed to encompass the maximum
permissible for wheel on rail. However, Searl states, that the theoretical studies have been used to predict the
performance of vehicles at much higher speeds, that is in excess of 11o m/s – 400 km/h – and very recently at the
Department of Transportation Test Track I Pueblo, the predictions have been verified on the Garrett Linear Motor
Test Vehicle. Searl states that there would appear to be no reason why even higher speeds should not be
attempted.
Searl knows that an objection frequently raised against the use of steel wheel on steel rail is that of noise. Searl
knows that a programme of research into the generation and propagation of noise from the wheel rail contact is in
hand at British Rail but it may well be that aerodynamically generator noise is far more significant at the high speeds
under consideration.
Searl like to remind you what has happen through his lifetime which was a laugh – take comet Hale-Bopp was
certainly surrounded by controversy. As if being the biggest comet in recent memory weren’t enough. Hale-Bopp is
thought by some to be accompanied y another object even more portentous. The companion, as it’s being called, to
Searl mind was nothing more than a figment of computer glitches and wild imagination, according to all the
mainstream astronomers who’ve so far spoken on the record. Still, rumours abound that other experts, so far
unnamed, do affirm the companion’s existence. If it’s there at all, it might be a second piece of the comet itself – or
some other, as yet unidentified natural object of course there was a load of crap as well; maybe we shall hear more.
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1965 – Mortimer – Berkshire – UK: My rail plan No.2. Model 1442 Italian electric locomotive Bo + Bo reproducing the
Italian State Railways E 636 articulated type with rubber bellow. Length: 22.7 cms cost me £10.03s.0d. Like: to see
you get a brand new one of these at that price today, if you can; then I am not on planet Earth.
Let me return to the last page and fill you in with a bit more FACTS. Hale-Bopp – But some say it’s weirder than that:
perhaps sentient, perhaps alien, perhaps a spacecraft of planetary size. This was around February – March 1997 as
this crap was rammed down our throats – but then since that time they has been two more stupid scares of aliens
coming to collect the good ones. The end of the world: how many times that has been going to happen, but never.
Let me recall another issue being Art Bell Radio Show – there was Professor Dr. Courtney Brown of Emory University
founder of the Farsight Institute and I understand is the author of the sensational book Cosmic Voyage, and famed
author and professed abdutee, Whitley Strieber, went on Art Bell.s syndicated Coast to Coast radio show in the early
morning hours of Friday 29 November 1996 to announce that a top astronomer associated with a top 10 university
now has definite proof that a huge object, thought to be a ship of extraterrestrial origin, is trailing Comet Hale-Bopp.
Chuck Shramek:
Searl reminds you that over two weeks before, on 10th November. Houston-based amateur astronomer Chuck
Shramek imaged something while viewing Hale Bopp with his 10” telescope, then went on the Art Bell show to
describe what appears to be a large Saturn-like object close to Hale-Bopp. This set off a firestorm of controversy on
the Internet, in which Shramek was generally denounced. Crushed by the negative publicity, he soon left Texas and
went into seclusion in another state, where he reportedly in 1997 is still there.
Searl guess most of you would have forgotten by now all this excitement of alien’s spaceship coming in behind Hale
Bopp – But I have not forgotten, it was a laugh how so many people were fooled by it. Do you really think that alien’s
would land here? I doubt it very much; we must look like insane people killing one another for what? NOTE: Aliens
who can cross such distances would be the educated scientists, not fools. They want to understand us and how we
have evolved – and what a poor show we have to offer. We might get by with mathematics.
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Thursday 18th April 2013:
update photo from SMI-CAUSA. Our China head of
operations visito our USA
HQ. Meeting Jason who
explains in details of the
S.E.G. make up, and how it
functions:

We are the only animal which can create products whose functions are of value to us which nature cannot do. Photo
shows HQ in CA-USA and the three down the side on its right is the HQ. UK. What a strange world I live in as on the
left side China is helping and on the right side Canada is helping me. Just minutes ago I received a food parcel. From
John Cornett which also contains 3 separate cards and a lovely photo of POE with me beautifully framed – My
sincere thanks to all who assisted John to obtain such food and postage cost, by which he could forward it to me.
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Thursday 18th April 2013: Update photo from SMI-CA-USA of the China group meeting in the first stages of setting up
China base, which should be complete by end of May. The second stage: to be completed by end of August, at which
time I may be in China to lecture over 6 days. Keep watching the updates of coming events, like the BEM Oct. 10th to
12th. Which: again, I can only hope to be there.
Courtney Brown:
Searl understands why it is so hard for one to believe what they read or hear when so much crap is out there by so
call experts. Searl recalls the event of comet Hale Bopp that generated load of crap, let’s look at another one. After
Searl having heard of Shramek’s image, Courtney Brown assigned three Farsight Institute remote viewers to examine
the situation out at Hale Bopp. Searl remind you that upon the basis of their findings, Brown asserted on Bell’s show
that there was indeed a huge, second, object that was apparently under intelligent control. What a lot of crap we
had to digest. Searl understood that the ensuing controversy, which dismayed Shramek, did nothing to dampen
Brown’s insistence that the mysterious second object does exist.
Searl states that the crap continues, appearing again on the Art Bell program the morning of 29th November, Brown
went even further. He said that after the first round of viewing sessions nearly two weeks before, he had quietly
gone about seeking hard confirmation of his findings among professional astronomers. Now, he said, he has received
photographs from, and talked for many hours with, an internationally known astronomer who works at a top 10
university, who positively, who positively confirms that there is an extraordinary second object that appears to be a
ship under intelligent control. I think I ought to make a break in this crap that I can remember so long ago. I must
admit that I did not really know about Art Bell but I feel certain that Art Bell has call me in the past about my work, if
not then someone used his name in a communication with me – whatever happen it was so long ago, which has no
bearing on what we are doing today. Strange though Art Bell shows no interest to check out the work that is taking
place in the States at this time. Maybe he is now too old to take interest in it.
Searl states that Truth is vital to him, that is why any updates come in upon the work it is release to the public in the
document that I am writing, regardless if it belongs to that selections of the company or not. Updates are vital where
there are so many evil minds around, who have nothing better but show off how cleaver they are – where in reality
they showing how stupid they are. It is for those who are helping the progress of the development benefit that I
release these updates, so they all can see what has taken place or is pending. Searl states that what sense would it
be if you arrive in hospital with a damage knee and all they do is wiggle your toes and pass you fit to go home? In any
case: Searl trust that these updates add to the technical issue under study.
Searl do not really like to assume anything, but in realty where the facts are not defined, then Searl has to look at
what the true answer is to that problem that means he must assume until proven what is taking place within that
problem, which is the problem about all of life to date is mainly assumption.
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2013 photo update from SMI-CA-USA: more meetings and many more to come in the future as we progress and
expand across planet Earth. Unfortunate I was not present at these meetings. But Searl will try to attend 2 big
meetings under planning at this stage for 2013. With a number of radio broadcast shows ahead of me to cover.

Searl will within his documents expose the crap that he meets on his way; which you have no doubt notice, it is this
type of crap which real supporters are turned off backing products such as this development; thinking that we are
just as insane as them. We Searl Technology stands up for you to have a truly clean energy system that creates clean
air, clean water and better food. This planets health is our number one issue, from which your health is improved.
Searl states; that for a practical evaluation of steel wheel on steal rail at very high speeds there is at the moment to
Searl understanding little in the way of test facilities other than in the United States at Pueblo and on British Rail for
speeds up to 65 m/s – 230 km/h – or, using an up-graded track which has been earmarked for the purpose, speeds
up to 90 m/s – 320 km/h.
Control:
Since 1950, Searl has stated that a classical result of electromagnetic theory is the proof that a system of conducting
loops carrying constant currents cannot be in stable equilibrium under the action of electromagnetic and
gravitational forces alone. As Searl see it: that the result depends only on fundamental properties of static magnetic
and gravitational fields and maybe regarded as an extension to the excepted facts.
Searl feels that to overcome this fundamental instability, the attractive system uses feedback control and the
inductive system uses relative motion. Searl state that in either uses the resultant magnetic field is nonconservative. However, Searl states that it should be noted that the use of motion does not guarantee stability but
makes it possible.
What Searl I saying here is that because Tom cannot make it work it does not mean that Tim can’t, the possibility is
there for success – as Searl has proved over the years.
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LOR – LOM with POE in the form of Cara Fry, Princess of Energy. With three cards was in this food pack received
Thursday 18th April 2013: The first one includes names of those who help with the food parcel: Greg Shipp, Dion
McCouley, and Jausu Hirst: stating much love from all of us. Continue on the right side: Thanks for being a practically
perfect friend. Continues, Dear John – that’s me – It is with such found wishes that we send this little box, Know you
are loved here in Oregon. Sincerely, Judy, + someone I am not able to identify and Cornett and dog Buddy. Thank you
all for your kind thoughts which are greatly appreciated. The second card reads. Hello Prof. Searl! You are an
inspiration to us all. Your work is really appreciated. I am following along as part of the team, and look forward to
seeing you again here in the USA soon! Best, Phil Gillott. I thank you most sincerely for your kind words. The third
card I shall copy to show the content, as it is from our dearly beloved POE.
This is a story of a living part of history that is normally never known by outsiders. It is the truth as one man sees it
from his respective, and how he applies that knowledge gain from his observations. He does not like greed and will
fight to halt it. Today Friday 19th April 2013, He spoke to the ITV TV network about the greed of Landlords in
Somerset. He also talks to the BBC programmer about these issues. Then he talk to Steve Lukins MP for Somerset
and this is what he said - There is nothing you can do about private land lords rent charges, only council land lords
can they look in to. That is not human – that is thief from the poor. What he did state was that within a year, 29
million Romanians and Bulgarians will gain the right to live, work and draw benefits here.
Searl states how much more insanity is this government going to allow to take place, We do not have enough
homes, schools, hospitals food to feed them or cope with that increase of sewage and water demands or power
demands. We should pull out of Europe and get our country back on its feet first. What we need is a tough Prime
Minister and they should vote me in: I will sort this insanity out fast. And make Britain once again a fit place to live
and work. I am absolutely sick watching this island go down the drain. Where it could have been the eyes of the
world as a paradise: worked and gained by action and not by talk alone. VOTE FOR ME TO BE PRIME MINISTER!
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That is my POE. Therefore, upon this evidence we must accept that I do have friends around the world, as well as
idiots. I guess at this date there may be 10 friends to each idiot involved.
Searl states let us move on from the world of insanity to the domain of the sane. That world of the high speed
ground transportation. Searl states that the control aspects of guided land transport can be conveniently split into
two major categories: those arising from system aspects and those pertaining to control of each individual vehicle.
System aspects of control:
Searl states, that system aspects relating to such aspects as headway control and optimal strategies at junctions are
of considerable present interest. At a recent conference on the control of vehicles, this was evidenced by
approximately half the papers dealing with such systems. These system investigations as Searl understands them
apply to any form of guided land transport whether involving novel suspension or not.
Searl wonders if these investigations may be of great importance in the final acceptance of novel schemes
particularly of urban transport, but they do not pose the immediate problems of the control of the vehicle.
Vehicle control: Systems in which separate control of suspension, guidance and propulsion is considered feasible:
Searl states; that control problems particular to the vehicle can be categorised in a number of ways. One possible
way Searl thinks of is to examine the problems relevant to suspension, to guidance, and to propulsion separately.
Searl accepts that this approach is the one which has largely been adopted until now because of the complexity of a
more complete treatment.
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April 2013 – SMI-CA-USA: update photo Jason busy constructing power control units for the S.E.G. development. We
are still aiming for the marketplace regardless. Maybe you will hear more. We are the people who will make the
future a reality and not just a dream.
Searl says that this would neglect the effect of any interaction between the separate aspects, which Searl states may
be substantial. Each aspect may involve considerable control problems in achieving a satisfactory standard of
performance.
Searl wonders if this is perhaps most obviously seen with the narrow gap attractive magnetic suspension, which is
something important that Searl Magnetic Inc. should investigate which is open loop statically unstable and requires a
suitable feedback and power amplifier to achieve even static stability – Searl questions that issue; based upon his
research, and somehow the wrong questions has been asked resulting in the wrong answers. Searl accepts that the
practical control problems are accentuated by the requirements which have to be satisfied by the necessary
transducers, and by the non-linear magnetic characteristics. Searl feels that these problems could be overcome by
Searl Magnetics Inc. workers, even if we have to set up companies in number of countries at least at low speed.
Searl appreciates that the performance required from suspension and guidance systems extends from achievement
of the necessary static characteristics – enough static force, for example, - through the dynamic characteristics
needed for passenger comfort at achievable guide way smoothness, to the extremes of performance required for
safety under normal and abnormal wind and other disturbance loads, including failure modes.
Searl agrees that passenger comfort can often be handled by linearizations of the equations of motion of the vehicle.
The form of the passenger comfort criteria according to Searl mind, which would be required from any acceptable
system, has been well defined for vertical perturbations. Searl accept that these criteria have been evolved as a
result of investigation into the relative human tolerance of vibrations as a function of the vibration frequency. The
general form of the results of these investigations to Searl mind has shown that least tolerance of vibration in a
band which extends from low units to low tens of Hz – about 3 – 30 Hz – This band to Searl understanding
encompasses whole body and other major organ resonances. Searl states that the achievement of these
requirements has been found to require tight control of resonant frequency and damping in every scheme which has
received such detailed investigation.
Searl feels that may be a lot for you to digest and in the meantime let’s go back in time and see what happen in the
news about Hale Bopp.
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1916 – that is 16 years before I fell on planet Earth: an
engineering manual, published in England 1916, illustrates some
of the dozen different branches – such as marine – railway or
construction engineering then open to prospective students.
Before a student could join an engineering firm, he trained for
three years or four years as an apprentice.
Today a student spends four years at university and perhaps
another four in post graduate work before he or she is ready for
a career in one of the hundreds of specialized areas of modern
engineering. To the best of my knowledge back there in 1916
only men train for engineering – because today so many new
fields of science and technology has developed that women are
needed to fill gaps. The major problem with women is that they
are a reproductive machine and sometime during they young
days nature might force them to perform their expectation of
creating the next generation; which means a break in their
employment which may cause problem in the company that she
was employed upon. There will always be that problem if women
should man a critical path product.
Searl Technology Inc. and its divisions will need special engineers to fill posts as they are developed. Therefore it will
have a training science and Technology academy centre to cope with advance technology studies needed for this
R&D work. One thing is a fact that the world’s engineers have probably contributed more to the shaping of
civilization than any other group of men. For in every society, the engineer’s role is to develop, from the knowledge
of his day, technological applications that meet practical needs: a water wheel to power a mill; an electrical system
to light a city; an artificial heart to prolong life. After all this success it is sadly to state that the critical weakness of
great Britain is that for the time being our people do not have the purpose in which they can be united in achieving,
which would boost Britain’s ability as a great technological country. The mood of the British people is to hold on to
and conserve, not to push forward, and to create. May be we shall hear more.
This control seems to be required to Searl mind to be active for both schemes in which the major current interest is
concentrated, viz. attractive magnetic and repulsive super-conductive eddy current systems. For the attractive
scheme this comes as no surprise, but for the superconductive the requirements is not so apparent. Searl states that
all the novel schemes are hoping to avoid the weight and other penalties associated with secondary suspension
systems. Searl points out that the wide gap eddy current repulsion schemes can be made inherently stable, but
despite their desirably soft suspension characteristic – a consequence of the particular guide way configuration
used, and the wide gap – which results in a natural frequency for a full size vehicle at about 1 Hz, their suspension
system is so lightly damped that it is believed that active control to provide a suitable damped response will essential
to satisfy the passenger comfort criteria with a realistic guide way. Searl states that at a frequency of ~ 1 Hz, it
should be possible to inject the necessary control currents into the superconducting magnet. If higher frequencies
are also involved however, hysteresis heating in the superconductor may necessitate the use of a separate normal
control loop.
Searl states that similar problems exist with regard to guidance, and to a lesser extent, propulsion, Searl agrees
although there is little information available on passenger comfort as related to lateral forces and vibration. Earl
states that they say a major problem which can arise depending on the physical configuration of suspension and
guidance adopted involves interaction between these separate aspects, i.e. between suspension and guidance or
propulsion. Searl from his studies on the S.E.G think they are wrong, that it is not so complicated as they claim. But
Searl do not state that they will never get their ideas to work, he guess they will; but at a high cost, that alone could
stop them winning the market slot for advanced ground transportation systems. Then who listens to an old fool like
me who has already seen millions die who still be alive today with many more millions soon to join them. The more
forests we destroy the greater is the anger of nature by causing it to change its normal routes by which we shall all
suffer from the ignorance and greed of a few people.
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April 2013 – received from SMI-CA-USA update photo from the last event in the USA, showing that we are active,
and in a matter of a few hours’ time, actually 1:0 am GMT: I shall be on the air; on Ivy West show with Bradley
Lockerman: then again my time next Saturday 27that 3:00 am BST; another Ivy West show with Bradley Lockerman
and hopefully guess star Tom Bearden, which should be a rather interesting show, as Searl has met him and shook
hands with him at the Tesla event a few years back. More air time will be coming. Guess you shall be hearing more
soon.
You may wonder what happen to Hale-Bopp; sorry he flew past Earth so fast that I forgot about him, never mine I
can catch up with him now. Now let me recall to mind that there was a Dr Brown who refused to give the name of
the astronomer or the university, stating that this man is currently deliberating his next steps in consultation with his
family and professional colleagues. This is a free will university, and this man must make his own decision, Brown
stated on the air. Art Bell said that he had in his possession copies of the photographs, which are described as of
such high quality that, if they were posted on the internet, they origin would be easy to determine. Bell said he does
not know the name of the astronomer.
From where Searl sitting it gets even worst when Dr Brown also stated that a radio astronomer, a colleague of the
other astronomer, had discovered evidently intelligent radio signals coming from Hale-Bopp object. Brown said it
should soon be possible to announce the exact frequency on which the signals could be heard, so that others can
verify them.
Brown stated his belief that the astronomer would call a press conference within one week to announce his findings,
but he noted there were bound to be very serious repercussions to such a step, and that the astronomer might
decide against it, at least for now. Searl rather agrees with the duke of Edinburgh when he stated there is money in
muck – how true. As a matter of interest Just had a TV license inspector dropped in being the 18th one happen to be
the same one who came on Thursday 6th December 2012 at 2130. I warned him one more come to me about a TV
license I will closed them down. He states that the office has made an error. Need my N.I. And my date of birth. This
is indeed insane; how many times do you need to tell them that. He admitted that he cannot understand how they
make such mistakes. They are not the only ones who make life hell trying to get a house can drive you insane with
the greed that is tied in the property, where you and I would be arrested if we did the same. Sorry I am so mad that I
have slipped off what I was talking about but we shall return to it later. Just think of it; here I am worrying about the
world to try save life; and we have a firm worrying about me not having a TV licence. I ask you what you think about
such issue. Surely that is wasting public money. Interesting issue goods ordered on 11th Jan 2013 just arrived today
22nd April.2013 what a wonderful world I live in.
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22nd April 2013 update photo from Bradley Lockerman, LA – CA- USA. Between two aliens is a third, a four legged
one. Yes I have visited this address – yes I have been invited to go there and have a break, but can you guess who the
Aliens are and where that place is – I will give you clue it is not on Planet Mars. But it is near a large amount of water
commonly called the Pacific Ocean. Well you can get a free bath there for sure. Another clue is that food, which
means that, is not John Searl home as he do not see that kind of food – now that you have some clues can you
identify the place and those Aliens. By the way that room is about the size of this house. So who lives in a house like
this?
Searl points out, that a particular guide way configuration is often chosen to minimise such interaction which is
normally regarded as undesirable since it makes the control of each aspect to achieve the required specification
more difficult. An interesting scheme to aid vehicle damping which has been proposed in the USA – by MIT – makes
use of the fact that the propulsive linear motor – in this case a linear synchronous motor – produces both forward
thrust and vertical forces – which is clearly demonstrated by the S.E.G. mock up. Searl states that some control of
purely vertical motion – heave – can then be achieved, making use of this interaction, by solid state phase control of
the linear synchronous motor in the track. Searl says that this is obviously varies both the thrust and lift from the
motor but it is hoped that the forward inertia of the vehicle will make the resultant horizontal vehicle acceleration
negligible.
I better let you think upon this issue, I understand that it is difficult to understand such problems if you have never
been associated in this kind of employment, where Searl has been lucky to have had hands on experience in such
fields. But take note that he does not state that he knows everything, as this subject is a new window in science, so
no one knows what will be discovered over the next few years. But he can hope that whatever is discovered that it is
for the betterment of the planet and not to destroy it. Everything that Searl does is with you in mind; that you and
your family can have a better life, and a state of health which all should have regardless. This is a tall order due to
the lack of interest that is being shown towards this technology so far. Over the last three years over six million have
died because we do not care as they are replaceable.
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21st April 2013 update photo from Bradley Lockerman: LA – CA – USA: Our Legal head of our China operations. A real
spitfire: in operations. I am proud that we have Karla on our team. May be we shall hear more, so keep watching as
the future begins to take shape.
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2013: Searl states that maybe only 2% of the world
population will know what this product was and how to use
it. Had Searl remain at the Chestnuts, he too would have no
idea what this product was as he would not had seen one.
Thanks to the fact that he was moved out of the area and
was interested in what his dreams were saying that such a
tool became needed. So that Demo one could be created at
a high standard. Now it needs electricity to be of any value
to you. Therefore Searl had to understand about electricity,
thus his requirements grew for knowledge. Searl should still
have this unit if it was not stolen amongst that £380,000.00
robbery of 2003. So Searl will explain how he learnt about
the world which he would need to create that world that has
yet to be created.

Yes, Searl like you had no idea what 750W meant, like you he had to learn. That meant 750 watts. That is a good
start. So how did Searl look at this complex world: which he will be up setting in due time so many experts. Searl did
understand that in achieving his search for answers to his dreams he needed to study every subject that it is always
necessary for him to grasp the fundamental principles and to become thoroughly acquainted with them, as they
form the basis upon which the entire study is founded; they form a centre from which all the various branches
radiate. Thus in the study of electricity it was necessary for Searl to understand the first principles.
1946: Searl accepted that there are one or two points which may be called the starting points for matters electrical,
and at present I propose only to deal with those starting points and to give a few simple experiments, as Searl did
back in 1946. Then the true nature of electricity still remains a mystery, Searl was aware that much was known of
the laws governing its observed effects. To Searl understanding: about 600 B.C. A Greek scientist – Thales of Miletus
– discovered that if a piece of amber were rubbed with silk it developed the power of attracting light bodies such as
small pieces of cork, straw, feather, bran, etc. This power got termed Electricity from the Greek word Elektron
meaning amber. He is the first person on the list that made the first step towards the S.E.G.
Of cause Searl land Lady Mrs Trigoning enjoy all these experiments which he did; that she had to try to see if she
could invent something new and bless her she did. She saw all those cobwebs inside the radio set which needed to
be removed; so as to save me time she took a wire coat hanger straighten it out and went to work of cleaning them
out, then suddenly her magic invention work it picked her up and flew her across the room and dump her outside. It
appeared that to her that was the most exciting free ride she every experience; she just could not stop laughing. I did
decline the invitation to try a free ride. There were never any questions about her; for she was a good mother and
fantastic Land lady any one could had ever wanted. Sorry dear that Christmas day when an unexpected hole
appeared in the ceiling and roof, which was not my fault. I can’t help it if the S.E.G thought you needed instant
veneration. Sad that I never every meet you again after that bit of excitement. Dear land lady always remember that
it proved a technologic fault in designs of houses that was the good thing. Searl points out that Ebonite, if rubbed
with fur, also develops the power of attraction, and there are a number of other substances possessing the same
quality. The word electricity is sued for all and is retained to this day, not only for these early notations, but also for
the most modern developments of the science.
Electrification: This is the term used to express the state of condition of anybody or substance in which electricity
has been generated by friction. Searl states, therefore when a piece of amber is rubbed with silk, it becomes
electrified and the electricity so generated is known as STATIC ELERCTRICITY.
Static Electricity: is the word used to described the electricity which is stationary in a body and does not flow along
a wire like the current electricity which is used for electric lighting, tram wise, etc. My first task is to instruct you
what the words mean as I use them, bear in mind that this is 1946. What you will be seeing will look different the
world has changed completely in the UK. From these documents you will see the centuries it has taken to create the
S.E.G. And the hundreds of inventors it has taken to achieve it. It will still take more inventors to create the mass
production device, but they will come soon now, as facts get out in forms of publicity. We are winning.
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Ordered on Friday 11th January 2013: Received Monday April 22nd 2013 – you musical lovers know what this is, will
not unpack now as if all goes well I shall move into a much larger house – well we hope so then it can be racked up
ready for action. In all my audio vision communication centre is short of just 4 units plus a smaller unit to transfer
the old records to DVDs so tracks which are suitable in my video clips are well balance. Of cause I cannot afford TV
top gear but I am not going to use low amateur gear either . Then all I need are the players. It has taken a long time
due to those who keep stealing my goods to stop me from getting data out to the masses. We are slowly at last
getting data out there.
Positive and Negative Electrification:
Searl states that to understand this subject well, try the following experiment. By means of a thread suspend a glass
rod which has been rubbed with silk, and then bring towards it another glass rod which has been electrified in a
similar manner. Searl states that it will be observed that the first rod is repelled be the second. Searl states now
repeat this experiment, using, instead of glass rods, two sticks of sealing wax which have been rubbed with flannel.
Searl states, that you should now observe that repulsion again takes place. Searl suggests that you now suspend one
of the electrified glass rods and gently bring towards it one of the sticks of sealing wax.. Searl states that you will
notice that he glass rod will be drawn towards the sealing wax, therefore attraction takes place.
Searl states, since the two glass rods repel and the two sticks of sealing wax also repel each other, Searl therefore
concluded that bodies possessing the same kind of electrification repel – therefore the law of the squares hold
true. And, as the glass rod and the stick of sealing wax attracted each other, to which Searl states that such bodies
possessing unlike electrification attract – again the law of the squares holds true. Clearly this boy age 14 years
clearly understood that these results also show him that the glass rod possesses one kind of electrification and the
sealing wax another. Searl recognised that the law of the squares was stating that all things in this universe consist of
two prime states and that they were opposites. His first dream as a child was also telling him that same statement
as he was always standing on square two – that there are only two prime states and they are opposites. HOW? You
had to go up the game then return back down again. These two functions may not necessary be done in precise time
factor, thus Searl accepted that there might be slight chances in the final results and of cause in his medical training
he could clearly see the law of the squares at work.; those slight differs in the structure. Searl wonder if the answer
in motion was an imbalance of the atoms, and that is what he proved to be the answer.
Searl understood that Franklin applied the term Vitreous Electricity. To the electrification which is generated on the
glass rod and Resinous Electricity to the electrification on the sealing wax. Of cause Searl never used such terms in
his studies. Searl agrees that these terms, however, have been abandoned in favour of the expressions Positive
Electrification and Negative Electrification. Now the critical statement that the use of these expressions prevents us
from thinking that there are two kinds of Electricity. Searl states that there are two kinds of Electrification, but only
one kind of Electricity. Searl will now let you think upon this issue and return you back to advance Ground
Transportation.
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Beneath the water, men shall walk, shall ride, shall
sleep, and shall even talk. A great man then, shall
come and go, who could had given you all the S.E.G.
That would have solved so many problems, which
man has created on planet Earth, for prophecy
declares it so – where the bible fails to tell you so.
Man has come a long way in technology; the
problem is that it’s mainly aim at war and not peace.
While: Searl is aiming at peace and not war. That is
what prophecy tell us shall come true!

It is not so much of what you know to create a better world; it’s the question of: if you can find the parts to create
that product that you can see. It’s not so much about the parts you need, but the cost to buy that part which dooms
the failure of that creation, which you can see. Searl prophecy is coming true as he declares it so.
Combined lift, guidance, and propulsion systems:
Schemes which invove some, or all, of lift, guidance and propulsion from the same source – such as that proposed
usung repelled transverse flux linear induction motors by Professors Laithwaite and Eastham in this country, or
attracted linear induction or reluctance motors by Rohr in the USA, and others seem to pose particularly severe
control problems. Perhaps these problems became insuperable if the aim is to avoid active control completely and
achieve all by motor design. In this country, therefore, this emphasises the need for a detailed quantitative
assessment of:
(a) The transverse flux motor as a means of propulsion:
(b) The levitating transverse flux motor as a means of both propulsion, guidance and levitation.
The transverse flux motor:
A

There appears to be a need for more detailed information on the relative magnitudes of lateral forces,
propulsive forces and asymmetrical forces resulting in unwanted turning movements.

B These effects lead to the question of static stability and damping in vertical and lateral modes.
C The topology of the machine requires further study to alleviate, if possible, some of these effects. Recent work at
Aberdeen University is involved with new shapes of motor to improve roll damping.
D Finally, there is the dynamic performance of the motor involving stability in all modes, efficiency and heat losses
and current collection problems at high speed.
The levitating transverse flux motor:
(a) Searl states that in addition to the problem outline above, there is here the added complexity of crosscoupling between propulsion, lateral forces and turning moments and levitation forces, especially under
dynamically varying loads. This Searl says may result in a significant control problem. This Searl base upon
they method of thinking.
(b) Searl says that in view of the above considerations quantitative experimental results on a laboratory motor
capable of moving at the design velocity are urgently needed. Searl also states, if possible, these results
should be substantiated by a theoretical assessment. Searl realised, however, due to the non-linear nature
of the problem, that a full treatment would not be feasible but it should be possible to have a realistic
approximate basis of analysis on which to provide guide lines as to the effects of scaling etc.
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This comes under ignorance and greed, and must be stopped through the courts as soon as possible. In my case the
company is going to pay the rent so no check or anything is legally required from me. Secondly the company has no
problem to produce a year or more bank statements for their records for the usual one month upfront payment.
They remarked; I think I am right, stated you are an overseas company – WHAT DOES THIS STUPID WOMAN MEAN
– IS SHE REFERRING THAT AMERICAN COMPANIES ARE CONMEN? I think her arse is getting too big for her knickers
and a jolly good spanking is needed to bring her off cloud nine to earth. That is an insult from an idiot no doubt
has no degrees, just got a small company where we are an expanding company over the face of the world with
experts from all walks of life are employed.
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I have never seen such greed in my life: my present land lord is an angel in respect to Tor agency; he is a human
being without question. Just that sadly the place is too small for my equipment to fit in; it is a very nice place. If it
was not for my work it would had been perfect. Tor want to charge me now for the time that I stated that the house
was suitable for my needs – but that house was not or is it ready to move in therefore to take money from me for
something which whey cannot supply is criminal and need to come before the courts to get compensation from
them. A petition should be drawn up to bring them to court for justice to deal with.
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1968: This was Searl world that got destroyed by evil minds – but I have in 2013 replaced it ready to be installed
when I have the ideal place to work in, and that only represents one hair of the human full head of hair in total. It
was done in the pass, so it can be re-done in the future. The S.E.G. was done in the pass; it can be done in the future,
but not with this greedy companies around him in the world which are bent on stopping him. In the end they will
lose out. But the S.E.G. suffers due to waste of time by these idiot actions.
The S.E.G. has taken many years and many inventors to create it, yet today it is still held up mainly by ignorance and
greed. How many more years will it take for people to understand why the S.E.G. is not here to buy – is it purely
education problem, or is it just a case that the rich do not wish this to appear on the marketplace as it will damage
their profit margin. What it will do is even up the differences between the rich and the poor. This indeed would be a
good point in the first place to achieve. That is not all, S.E.G calls for differential equations; descriptive geometry;
analytic geometry; electronic devices and circuits; fluid mechanics and hydraulics; and mathematics of finance;
materials plus plastics materials. How it was done and by whom is vital you should know. Agree many names will
never be known as those powers to be wiped them out so they had control.
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1880s: The first air brakes were developed by George
Westinghouse, a young engineer who got the idea after
reading about a compressed air drill. The same principle
produced railway brakes so safe that the system is still in use.
To set the brakes, an engineer pulls a lever which reduces the
air pressure in a hose connecting all the cars. The reduction
releases the valve of a pressurized air reservoir under each
car, allowing air to flow into a brake cylinder between the
wheels. Here the pressurized air forces down a piston, which
sets a pair of brake shoes against the wheels. Searl states that
any accident which breaks the air hose will thus stop the train
automatically. Searl remind you that it was impossible to do
before someone change that negative state to a positive one,
which was achieved by George who made the impossible
become reality We shall hear more later.

So old yet still vital to ST INC.That such inventions led to inventions of equipment and tools plus materials that are
needed to mass produce the S.E.G. if any one of these requirements are missing then and only then is the .S.E.G.
impossible. The key to success are engineers. Therefore through these documents you will understand why that is
so. You will be hearing more soon upon this subject.
Summary:
Searl states that for all the basic systems under consideration the control of the vehicle is seen to be a significant
part of the design. Searl accepts that the way in which control is effected could have a significant influence on the
efficiency of the propulsion element, the cost of the highway and the cost of the current collection – where
applicable – Searl states why do you want a current collector system? The S.E.G. on-board is the answer. Searl
states that for those systems in which it is proposed to have one electromagnetic device to provide combined
guidance, lift and propulsion the control problems would be expected to be most severe due to the cross-coupling
effects between the various modes.
Searl states that all these man made creation arrives from mathematics. Just stop and think here are a set of figures
that by themselves are just negative images of no value, yet when arranges in a particular manner create a rocket, a
space station, a nuclear power station, a large container ship; a submarine an x-ray machine and your computer
which before was impossible to create, then becomes possible. You experts claim that the S.E.G. is impossible –
WHY? It is created from mathematics like everything else man made is created. Every product has some form of
mathematics by which it can be created. There are occasions where one class of mathematics only can create that
image which you see, in other cases you may have options on which form of mathematics you chose to use. The
S.E.G requires in the first stage a matrix system, which in this case is a cube to which only one side of the six faces is
of value. Its only function is to create a route of options by which the S.E.G can be created no other mathematics can
perform that function. After which you then apply other forms of mathematics by which the structure can be made
reality.
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This was my world how many know this world? This is your world which I have had to learn and understand.
This is termed the cathode follower.
This is termed retriggering of a monostable.
You will be hearing more when we arrive at that stage of Searl life – why did he used these devices, and will he use
them in the future; all of which will be detailed explain as the documents become available on the web.
Let us look at Searl with an open mind – he has lost his hearing and suffers from a balance problem – something
which had been done to him within the first few days of his life. No one had notice his problems. He had to accept
that the person he knew as mother was his real mother. Who never helped him to learn? Even the school failed him
by failing to find out why he could not learn – or more precisely why he could not understand them. When we stand
back and look at this condition we may agree that this was a good state as his brain would not been set in one way, it
was free to see the real world as it was. He never stated any questions to either his foster mother or teacher for fear
of being beaten. He had no electricity, or running water or flush toilets, or a transport to go to school he had to walk,
then when he moved up to the higher level, due to the 5 miles to get there he had to learn to ride a bike. There was
no such thing as a school bus.
He then goes to a naval training school age 12 years: he do not know what the alphabet meant, or mathematics, or
what flush toilets, showers, running water were; this is all new to him. Load of boys naked showering that was
disgusting and he got to do the same. How di d he fool the medical world that he was fit for naval training? I guess
that it was a fact that he had 2 legs, 2 hands, a head with 2 eyes and 2 ears, and a load of hair and a round bottom to
cane, a penis and 2 testicles and an anus that he was fit for the naval. All these boys most likely were use to that
world, to Searl that was absolutely opposite to his teachings. But he studied hard and each week got full marks upon
all subjects. But he had to endure things which he had been beaten for at his home not to do.
But he grew to love the school hours, the teacher clearly understood that he had a massive problem to deal with. He
was rather a funny man and smoked what he called; if I remember correctly Dig-A-Plug which sure stunk badly.
Though Searl did well in education; he got hit with some unknown disease, which was recorded as unknown topical
disease. In that time things became difficult for him so much that he walked out; one thing after another followed
until the top naval officer said to him that I cannot return you to barracks you are a hero, so we shall have to place
you in isolation you must not talk to the nurses while we decide what to do with you. Well they did release him from
the schooling rules and strangely place him in the right place at the right time: both in employment and
accommodation. From which there was no stopping him to succeed in all they said that he would never be, but he
did become those thing he stated that he wanted to be. In love he missed out, in work he was successful. In three
days’ time, he will be 81 years old, where at birth they gave him just one hour to live. He has seen many famous
names die at a much younger age than him.
You may find it hard to learn, Searl can only hope telling how he learnt will help you to learn as well. As my
documents appear just keep reading them until you understand everything stated upon each page before studying
the next page, whereby you will succeed like him, I know that is true, because I am him, John Roy Robert Searl.
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Saturday 27th April 2013;
update photo from SMI-CAUSA of the rebuilt equipment
now ready for testing that will
be part of the magnetic
research on magnetiser’s
designs for the S.E.G
development. After all the
information on the web,
people think that they can
make the S.E.G. in their
bedroom, or kitchen.
A new approach now being
use is: I have all the top
engineers they will have it
developed in three months,
just send us the drawings and
material details. I reply to
them; tell me how I am going
to do that; if there is no
magnetiser to create that
magnetic layer to check what
that size need to be; to hold
that signal on it. It is not a
magnet in the true sense it is
a magnetic device. But they
come back again and state
just send us the
measurements and we shall
make it in 3 months. NOTE: I
cared for 94 metal ill patients
not one of them was insane to
this level. They might reply OK
Gov. let me know when you
have the figures.
Material has to be created to
dimensions which will hold a
magnetic signal in motion
upon its surface. That is a
problem these so call experts
are not aware of. In the S.E.G.
its density that is critical from
which you have to define the
volume required to hold that
signal while in high speed
motion, which may exceed
2,000 R.P.M. If you can work
that out in your head instant
then you are a far more clever
man than I Gunga Din.

It’s that old story that you cannot create or destroy – you can only convert one state to another – how can you
transform nothing to something – you have to have something plus something to be able to transform a substance.
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Saturday 27th April 2013: Update photo from SMI-CA-USA: Progress made on the power units for use with the
magnetisers under development. Maybe we shall hear more.
As Searl has done a number of matrix examples within these documents, he will continue on the subject of
mathematics for those who wish to understand how he learnt as he went on his way, which was based upon his
observations to find the solutions to his dreams. Searl studies in mathematics are going to show you that whenever
the culture of a people loses contact with the common life of mankind and becomes exclusively the plaything of a
leisure class, it is becoming a priest craft.
Searl states; It is destined to end, as does all priest craft, in superstition. To be proud of intellectual isolation from
the common life of mankind and to be disdainful of the great social task of education is as stupid as it is wicked. It is
the end of progress in knowledge. Searl accepts that history shows that superstitions are not manufactured by the
plain man. They are invented by neurotic intellectuals with too little to do. The mathematician and the plain man
each need one another. Searl wonders maybe the Western world is about to be plunged irrevocably into barbarism.
If it escapes this fate, the men and women of the leisure state which is now within our grasp will regard the
democratization of mathematics as a decisive step in the advance of civilization.
Searl says that in such a time as ours the danger of retreat into barbarism is very real. Searl states, we only have to
look at the increase of mass killing to understand that we are going back to barbarism right now. Searl states, that
we may apply to mathematics the words in which Cobbett explained the use of grammar to the working men of his
own day when there was no public system of free schools. As Searl recalls, In the first of his letters on English
grammar for a working boy he wrote these words: “but, to the acquiring of this branch of knowledge, my dear son
FB, there is one motive, which, though it ought, at all times, to be strongly felt, ought, at the present time, to be so
felt in an extraordinary degree. Searl mean that desire which every man, and especially every young man, should
entertain to be able to assert with affect the rights and liberties of his country. Searl says that when you come to
read the history of those Laws of England by which the freedom of the people has been secured, Searl sure agree at
the rate land lords are charging the poor; they will soon be free to live on the streets. Yes, Searl may agree that you
will find that tyranny and some land lords have no enemy so formidable as the pen. And, while you will see with
exultation the long imprisoned, the heavy fined, the banished William Prynne, returning to liberty, borne by the
people from Southampton to London, over a road strewed with flowers: then accusing, bringing to trial and to the
block, the tyrants from whose hands he and his country had unjustly and cruelly suffered; while your heart and the
heart of every young man in the kingdom will bound with joy at the spectacle. You ought all to bear in mind, that,
Searl need to understand what has happen in the past and how will his invention create the future problems.
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This is just the beginning of a new technical world, where pollution will never again become a problem. The health
condition of the world will improve immensely for the better From which I sincerely hope that all will help to clear
up the problems which destroys families and the world; it is now up to you to help this planet get back to health.
Remember that inventors create the tomorrows – help them to make a better world for the next generation yet to
come – otherwise they will not be coming; as the human race vanishes as the Dodo did and other birds and animals
have done and are doing in our present time.
Within the above picture are solutions for advanced ground transport systems: Power:
Searl states that all levitated vehicles will require electrical power for suspension and propulsion. Searl agrees that at
high speed, the power requirements can be considerable. In this section of this document Searl will consider four
aspects of the power supply problem; current collection, active track power transmission, on board power
generation and power conditioning. Searl fully understands about current collection, he worked on Southern BR Rail
electric rail at its terminal in Reading, Berkshire. UK thus he is fully skill on collection from wires or rails which is the
normal way of supplying power to electric trains but there are doubts about how well it will work at very high speeds
especially with non-contacting suspensions. That was Searl first thoughts from his modelling in 1968. Searl
understands that they have various ideas have therefore been proposed for non-contacting current collection or
non-contact propulsion using active track. On-board power generation also remains a possibility. At that time the
S.E.G. was offer as a solution but rejected; because we did not know how to stop it. Searl states that many of the
devices proposed for propulsion and levitation will also need substantial on-board power conditioning for power
factor correction control etc.
Power collection:
Searl is aware that virtually all electrically driven vehicles so far built which do not rely on o-board energy stores
have picked up current by making contact with at least two conductors extending along the route. Amongst the few
exceptions may perhaps be included the active track experimental vehicles propelled by interaction of track currents
with on-board magnet. From Searl understanding, that apart from a few anomalies such as the tramway ‘stud’
system, contact current collection may be divided into systems which use conductors which are substantially rigid –
3rd and 4th rail systems, and earth return through running rails – and those which use light deflectable conductors –
catenaries. In this section of the document Searl covers developments of both these forms, as well as some possible
non-contact methods, are considered. Searl hopes that you find these documents interesting showing updates as
they happen and explaining how he did it step by step, in simple form as possible – while others do not show.
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2000: Searl had to learn fast about the latest technology
and this study deals for the redevelopment of the I-G-V.
What technology was being developed then by
attending NEC business events Searl came face to face
with pending technology? This one development
interested him when it caught his eye. He pictured it as a
possibility to fill the gap for data handling at that time.
As Searl recalls it that it was based on the highly
birefringent properties of liquid crystals allow STN cells
to be used to make displays with high resolution and
contrast. This image illustrates the chromatic phase shift
which will be discussed in the document on materials
which we use or are available for us to use in our
research.

Like you, I had to study and mainly experimenting with materials and components parts did I obtain my skills. Most
of the time I was in the right place to achieve the hands on experience which was known at that time. Through these
documents you will see what I had to understand to create the objectives now underway. So do not miss out by
failing to check what new on this site.
Overhead catenaries:
Searl states: while this system yields the cheapest method of current collection available for quite a range of speeds
its scope is restricted by a number of problems:
1. It is difficult to make reliable contact with more than one overhead conductor. Hence three phase collection,
which would be desirable for vehicles propelled by linear motors with their relatively high kVA requirements,
becomes a doubtful. This was their way of thinking certainly not Searl way of thinking. Searl is aware that
one railway system has, however, tried a three phase system with two overhead conductors and the third
phase fed through the track.
2. Searl states that it is difficult to maintain contact at high speeds – Searl says – then why do it – the S.E.G. is
the answer which solves that problem. Searl put the problem simply; the mechanism by which the
pantograph maintains contact with the catenary wire involves the propagation of a vertical deflection wave
along the wire. NOTE: the S.E.G. is a subject all about waves. So kindly take note here what I am saying.
The pantograph feeds energy into this wave and maintenance of contact requires that there are no excessive
reflections from discontinuities of the catenary mass, stiffness or profile. Searl points out those difficulties
are also found to arise when the vehicle speed approaches and exceeds the natural propagation velocity of
the wave. Searl agrees that the propagation velocity is primarily restricted by the ratio of the working stress
in the wire to its density, and the scope for economic improvements is limited.
Searl understands that when a loss of contact occurs, the wire will usually move back into contact before the
pantograph moves. The response of the pantograph is limited by its mass and the force available for
acceleration when it is out of contact. This force has to be limited so as not to cause excessive deflection of
the wire. Searl will continue this on the next page as he do not like breaking any stamen due to lack of space.
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I can model this concept; and test out the point of problems that needs to be solved, which is the beauty of
modelling to test ideas before constructing the full size requirements. It does save time and cost. Above is a
representation of the accessories for overhead power supply for advance ground transport. SO = top face of rail: 71
mm = height of trolley wire from SO 100 mm = height of trolley wire mast from SO. Now you see my world of the
60s, how my learning curve developed as maglev became the talk of the day. To Searl mind the S.E.G. was the
perfect candidate for replacing such system that would save millions in cost. In the UK it’s like everything no one
appears to know how to save money by clearing the problems which cost the loss of money, What UK needs is John
Searl as its Prime Minister he would sort out the problems and save vast sums of cash for future developments. This
election on May 2nd, what a great birthday present that would be for me and the UK. Searl heads the people’s
Government – a real Government for the people and the planet Earth. He will see what can’t be done and prove that
it can be done. Masses can move mountains but in the UK it’s not mountains, but the sea that will become the
problem.
Continue from page 133:
Searl accepts that there prospects of improvements in pantograph performance by various methods. In one of these,
the effective mass of the pantograph is reduced by mounting a small, low-deflection pantograph on top of the long
arms necessary to permit the full range of deflection. Alternatively, servo methods may be used to regulate the force
on the pantograph to a moderate level when it is in contact, but giving rapid acceleration when contact is lost.
3 In some environments, the visual intrusion of overhead system can be unacceptable. The S.E.G would solve that
problem including cost.
The favourable design of the tower
masts enables the overhead wire system
to be fitted up on even the widest
station spaces. One cross connection
requires two tower masts: larger systems
with two cross connections need three
tower masts, and three cross
connections, four tower masts. Single
lines of rails passing outside the masts
can be included in the overhead wire
system by using cantilever arm 7025
which cost me 7d. Love to see you get
these today for 7d each. Like us, the
world is changing and getting like me
old. Cost mounts as demands for
materials increases. Something you
people appear not to understand – costs
2013: I accept that cost is now so high that I can forget the past as I shall never be able to again create what could be
a better future in high speed ground transportation. They claim miracles do happen, unfortunate, I am still waiting
to see one – before I can believe it.
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2013: this could be the world of
Swallow Command as R&D expands.
A world: This has changed so greatly
from my time, which you will see
within these documents in reference
to your world of tomorrow. This is an
extension of my world of the 60s.
Which you have seen photos in past
books of mine. My world of DIN RAIL
and BUSS BAR. Searl states that the
future could be control by light
sources, as there is nothing in the
laws of nature which states that it
cannot be so.

Will the future be great, as Searl knows that it can be, but he alone cannot make that happen, it takes all of you to
make it so. He can lead you to the holy land, but he cannot make you move there, that is your freedom of choice.
Stay how you are and die, or get up and make that move. May 2n is voting day; don’t vote for them, vote for me,
then there will be a change for the better.
Searl states if we look back to page 73, figure 3: thus a is six-tenths of a millimetre to the right of A, and the required
distance is 16.6 mm. Searl states that in the same way it will be seen that if the division marked 3 on the vernier had
coincided with a division on the main scale the distance Aa would have been three-tenths of a millimetre, and
similarly for other coincidences, so that the method of reading between the division of a scale by a vernier is
obvious.

Figure 4. Searl states that it should by now be clear that the vernier may be divided into any number of equal parts
so long as the number of parts on the vernier scale is one more - or less – than the number of parts which it covers
on the scale. Thus Figure 4 shows a vernier for reading angles. The scale is divided into half degrees, and the thirty
divisions on the vernier cover twenty-nine half-degrees. Searl says that he hope you can follow him.
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FIGURE 5: My learning curve 1947.
British Rewinds Ltd: London - UK.

Hence the difference between a division on the vernier and a division on the scale is 1/30 of a half a degree that is 1
minute of angle.
The Vernier Callipers, shown in Figure 5 above, enable measurements of length to be made to one-hundredth of a
centimetre. ACD is a steel rule on which is engraved a scale of centimetres and millimetres. BEF carries a vernier
scale on the bevelled edge of the opening EF, and can slide along CD.
Searl explains that when the jaws AB are in contact, the zero mark on the vernier coincides with the zero of the
scale, so that the distance between A and B is always the same as the distance from the zero of the scale to the zero
mark on the vernier. The object to be measured is clamped between the jaws A and B, and its length can be read off
by the scale and vernier.
Searl states that on the lower edge is shown a scale of inches and sixteenths of an inch with a vernier reading to
eighths of the smaller divisions. In Figure 5 above the length of the cylinder which is being measured is seen to be 2
cms. 5 mm. and five-tenths of a millimetre or 2.55 cms: or 1 inch. 0 sixteenths of an inch and three-eighths of onesixteenth of an inch, or 1 3/128ins. Let me leave you time to understand this operation so you good people who
want to understand. There are times where I have to stop and ask if I am asking the right question.
Everything Searl does relates to physics; regardless of what we call that particularly class of physics, it will require
some form of mathematics; therefore, above is what you will need to understand. Agree that in this document I am
not dealing deep into the construction side of advanced ground transport, but just explaining what has been
attempted and my views on why things went wrong. Mathematics will appear, there is nothing I can do about that
issue, except to try and help you to understand them. In fact to understand everything about the Searl Technology
based against the normal understanding, and how they differ.
Searl agrees that through towering hills proud men shall ride. No horse or ass move by his side. Then from out of the
blue shall appear a great man, who will come and go about the S.E.G. for prophecy declares it so. Trains will only
continue while man can create a fortune, and when that fortune ceases; so shall the train; unless we act now to
solve these problems – for every problem there is an answer – but some takes time to find. Either materials tooling
are not in place as yet. Or is the truth we are too lazy to make an effort to improve our situation for the better.
Searl accepts as fact that you will not be able to buy the equipment which he used back there so long ago; but he will
release in these documents their data so you can see that it was indeed a very exciting time for him as well of an
unhappy married life. But then Searl is not alone on that issue; others who have help him have also lost their
partners because this technology calls for devotion at the highest level. Unfortunate most women have a difficult
time to understand that issue, which I can due to my training understand that problem which is based upon our
education.
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Tuesday 30th April, 2013: update photo from SMI-CA-USA-showing Jason taking a PSU apart to find out why it is not
working. This is always a problem buying second hand goods will almost certain need repairs to be done to them to
get them back to working. But when cost is high, you have to take what you can find to carry on. Sometimes even
new goods can cause a headache, just minutes ago receive letter from MK stating they understand that I brought
one of their units from Screwfix which may be faulty; to phone them to check if so they will replace it. So here I am it
is Tuesday 30th April 2013 I may have brought a dangerous product. So I phone them they ask have I installed it – not
yet as I do not have a place big enough; it is still in its original box. They ask would I get it out and open front cover
and check what the code number was – this took time – in end found the number and behold I was safe it was not in
the faulty batch. Any case I learnt never to trust anything electric, so everything is tested first before powering up.
Remember that I am a R&D man. Through these documents you will see the real facts of reality.
Rigid rail systems:
Searl states that in these systems, the force on the sliding contact shoe is not restricted by deflection of the
conductor but by wear. That is one reason Searl pressed them to use the S.E.G. But their education fail to allow them
to see that it would not suddenly stop functioning, unfortunate; it was 1971 before I found out how to stop it
running. They insisted on a motor that starts and stops. Searl knew how to cut off the power, but they wanted a
motor to start and stop, thus I could not please everyone – in fact I have not been able to please anyone, by the
looks. Searl accepts that the substantial cross over their way required helps to make low voltage D.C. operation
successful, and the Southern Region and London Transport systems are examples of this, for I know that this is true
as I worked for them.
Searl understands that low deflection results in reduction of the total space required per conductor, and it becomes
possible to provide three rails for a three-phase system in a reasonably compact space beside or below the vehicle.
Searl can give you examples which includes the side by side arrangement on the Krauss-Maffei Transrapid and the
triangular arrangement which Searl understands was tested by Garrett Corporation at 8 kV, 1 kA.
Searl understands that the contact materials were variously metal on metal and graphite sliding on copper-clad
aluminium, the latter being more suitable at high speeds.
Searl says, don’t get involved in partial problems, but always take flight to where there is a free view over the whole
single great problem, even if this view is still not a clear one. Unfortunate, both Peacock cottage and Tor agency is
cowboys and robs members of the public in need of a home – that problem is real and criminal.
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Tuesday 30th April 2013
update photo from
SMI-CA-USA: the PSU
taken apart to seek out
what the problem was
a couple of transistors
faulty, need to be
replaced that is the
reality of life and R&D
to save money cost
time. Problem time is
becoming rather
expensive these days.
Jason and Morris are
both working to make
second hand
equipment work to get
the R&D done to create
the prototype mass
production version of
the S.E.G. completed.

Transport and energy
future requirements
must change to meet
market demands, we
must become far more
innovations in our
thinking and our
planning, we must keep
up to date with world
innovations that is why
I am showing you what
is available to STI INC.
to be certain that our
contribution will add to
other companies
efforts of creation to
survive. Together we
shall win, but only if we
are prepare to win
today, tomorrow may
be far too late to start.
2013: Yes things will change and many companies will vanish from the market place new names will appear – but
unless they get their sums right, they too will vanish. Searl Technology INC must get its division’s right or fail.
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January 16 1977 Mortimer – Berkshire – UK; my
world is on the change from bottles to solid
state. Here is the famous 555 Timer. Searl agrees
that every so often a device appears that is so
useful within Searl R&D that he wonders how life
went before without it. Searl admits that the 555
timer is such a device.
As Searl recalls that it was first introduced by
Signetics, but is now or was, manufactured by
almost every semiconductor manufacturer. It
was cheap and probably the most versatile of
the three devices which I hope to cover within
this document.
This device can be made to operate as a
monstable as shown here or as an oscillator –
multivibrator – with times from micro seconds
to several hours. It can operate on supplies from
5V to 18V and can thus be used with TTL, model
railways or motor car circuits with ease. Now
you know why he used them as he used a 15V
operating line for his rail displays.
Remember that you are reading what Searl did, and his displays were just as exciting as he was in creating them.
Guess those days will never return for him, therefore he hope that future generations will keep the home fires
burning in creating as to what once the world was like.
Searl appreciates that little information has been published on the performance of high voltage high power rigid rail
systems, or on the operational problems. Safety aspects have discouraged their use at low level on railways, while
cost factors favour catenaries overhead. However, Searl trust that there are reasons to hope that a high speed
vehicle using rigid rail collection would not demand too great an extrapolation from the background of technology
based on vibrations, aerodynamics and materials relevant to brushes on slip rings.
Non-contact methods: Arc current transfer:
(i)

Searl states that the idea is being discussed of transferring current from conductor to vehicle by an arc.
Searl states the problems involved are substantial and to his knowledge it fall in three categories:

1. Preventing the ion column from being blown away by the wind faster than it can progress forward through
the air:
2. How to re-ignite the arc when it goes out – particularly important with A. C.:

3. How to keep electrode and conductor wear acceptably low.
Searl accepts that solutions to some of these problems are to some extent mutually exclusive for instance, electrode
materials that are resistant to wear – tungsten W 74 year of discovered 1783 and molybdenum Mo 42 the year of
discovered 1782 are unlikely to be the best for stabilisation for the arc. But Searl states that though it may not be
difficult to shield the visual effect of the arc, radio interference is likely to be a serious problem unless the arc can be
made very stable. Ionisation induced by lasers or electron beams may be an effective way of stabilising the arc.
Ozone generation is likely to be a problem. Searl is presenting his opinion on problems he sees that could create a
nasty headache to solve. Which the S.E.G. do not generate.
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On page 139 I question these two
elements in context of advance ground
transport, and for those like Steven
Swanson who calls me an arsehole, like
you Steven to know that arseholes are
vital organs to life, which I am glad to see
that you appreciate the function I do free
of charge for such idiots like you.
This information is just basic much more
will appear later in these documents upon
these elements.
I received an email from Steven Swanson,
which made a remark that the S.E.G. in
Thailand failed to work due to
overheating. My reply to him that the
S.E.G. cannot overheat, but then no S.E.G.
was being built in Thailand; they were
backing another product by which they
hope would raise funds to make the S.E.G.
which I have photos of. Before making
statements that are false check it out and
get your facts right – which he needs to go
back to school and get educated. This is a
mental problem of people they ask the
wrong questions and use it as FACT!

Searl ask how do you stop this sick condition of the mind. It is sad that I have to put up with such statements from
fools who think that they are clever. I call it an insult, as to me that is saying that I am giving you crap about Thailand.
I repeat again here – Thailand has not or to my knowledge constructing any S.E.G.s to date. As to my knowledge they
do not have any magnetisers which could print that wave needed.
Electrostatic and electromagnetic current transfer:
Searl agrees that all these techniques entail the cost penalty of maintaining a sufficient high level of excitation along
a reasonably long track section to couple several megawatts into the vehicle. Searl was aware that they were
considering an electrostatic system, for example, suppose that the capacitance per unit length between the track
electrodes when no vehicle is present is one-tenth of what it would be when a vehicle is present. Searl state,
suppose also, that the length of the excited section is 1000 times the length of the vehicle electrodes.
Searl states that the reactive volt-amperes fed to the track section would then have to be 100 times the vehicle
power. Searl is aware that much the same consideration applies to inductive systems, where current carrying
conductors extend along the track. Economically it is necessary to get a voltage drop under the vehicle which is a
reasonably large proportion of the total track section voltage. This Searl understands can be achieved either by
having a powerful magnet on board, when the system becomes a linear motor synchronous motor, or by having an
effective air gap in the vehicle magnetic circuit which is very much less than when there is no vehicle present.
Searl is aware that many people do sincerely want to understand the Searl Technology – more so that is related to all
the crap out there on the web – which is true and what is not. That is why he breaks up these documents to give you
time to catch up on what he has just stated by explaining other issue which are related to this work, which you sure
will need to understand because they are all related to the S.E.G. technology. The most important issue is what the
effects will be to this planet should such technology become a reality. At this stage we can only see the good as
things are so bad at this time, we need a change for the better – guess anything is better than nothing.
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The days have passed log ago when I was young and active but as the planet begins die and hardly anyone cares. I
too will be gone to join those hundreds who have paved the way for the S.E.G. so that I could finalise its design. And
the future I shall leave to you to wish that you had the S.E.G. as things get really tough for you. I shall leave you at
the mercy of the planet. China has come to me in hope and not in greed, to them I have open arms in hope that at
last men are waking up, now is the time for urgent action to save dear planet earth. If only you could have care for
planet earth as you did for Dina; this planet would have been a paradise for all humankind.
Summary of problems for levitated vehicles:
Searl states the way he see it that at low speeds, the existing technology can probably offer an adequate means of
current transfer to a magnetically levitated vehicle. Searl makes it clear that at high speeds however the problems
becomes much more difficult and it is not clear whether an extrapolation of present technology will suffice. The
absence of a ground return means that two or, more probably, three separate collectors must be provided and this
may cause difficulties, especially in the case of a soft suspension system where the vehicle is allowed to move
appreciably from its equilibrium position. Searl states that the ideas for non-contact collection are still either totally
undeveloped or at a very early stage in their development, and none of them appears very promising at present.
NOTE: that Searl has never spent that kind of money on his S.E.G. which clearly is a form of maglev, or has he had
the same skills available of work place or work force until today. Unfortunate workforce is still at the limit needed
to get this development redone for mass production mode. Searl agrees that more needs to be known about the
performance of rigid rail systems – that is why he spent so much effort on model railways systems, and work live on
real operational system but never applied to be train driver. Searl understands that there are wear rates and other
problems are likely to be troublesome the way they are going.
There is thus no obvious answer which Searl can see to the question of how one might transfer power to a high
speed levitated vehicle, except by the use of the S.E.G. technology or new ideas for the extension of existing
technology or an entirely new concept could be very useful – then in that case why they turn down the S.E.G.?
Which clearly solve all their main problems – Searl is not one of them, so it will not work – REALLY?
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Wednesday 01.05.2013 photo
update from SMI-CA-USA of Jason
working on solving problems on
one of the PUS, a good start in the
S.E.G. production system know
how to repair electrical
equipment saves money.
I too, have had to learn how but
never have regretted it. I have
never considered that any of my
employments having been a
wasted time; due to the fact
everything is related to this
technology. Unfortunate a lot
more has to be discovered yet. A
complete new age of
understanding is being born
today. And Searl Technology is
one of those companies out there
giving birth to this new age.

Our Tom also busy repairing
equipment by which the S.E.G.
can be constructed, well done
Tom – keep up the good work.
We are I believe the only R&D group that show you what is going on and by whom is doing what. Even to the point
of explaining how it was discovered and all the history attached to it: which is nothing more than a living story that
has no end until the end of time. To all of you past, present and the future may you all have a long and happy life
with or without a wife, for your help and devotion which has created this technology and given it birth in a world of
greed and ignorance. Yes, I agree it takes time to give birth to anything and this also applies to complete new
technology. Like some of the new technology you use today have taken years to develop and millions in the process
which never occurs to you how long or how much it cost to make. You got one and can show off that you have one
to your friends. My question is do that apply to the S.E.G also?
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1968: my new world which i had to understand for the
investigation in advanced Ground Transport:

1946: my training was this:

Today, 3rd May 2013: we are again going to change this world for other concepts of power control and mind control.
In every technology change so has your mind be changed which we can state is pure mind control. Technology
controls your mind; you’re thinking and your actions. Every advert in the press or on TV is mind control. A very
dangerous technology: but one which we are programmed by to accept.
Power in an active track:
In this section Searl will try to describe the power conversion and distribution equipment which would be needed for
a linear synchronous motor of the type which I have described here. Searl states that power conversion equipment
has to supply the energy transmitted to the vehicle, and don’t forget the track losses, and has to circulate the
reactive MVAR of the track less the back-emf effect of the moving field magnet. Searl states that it is assumed that
the track is divided into separately energised sections which are only switched on while the train is passing over
them.
Searl accepts that although a fully variable frequency supply is needed for starting and stopping, it is conceivable
that the sections of track where the train would normally cruise at constant speed could be energised at constant
frequency 50 Hz, thus saving the cost of power conversion equipment associated with that section. At a speed of 120
m/sec, Searl says that the spacing between the track conductors in a three phase system would be ~ 40 cm which
seems to be quite practical. As Searl see it that the greatest disadvantage of this idea is the problem of emergency
stopping on a constant frequency section; how to stop, and having stopped how to get started again. Searl
understand that for this reason a fully variable frequency system is generally to be preferred. Strange: that the S.E.G.
has its own variable frequency system created by its functions in levitation and suspension. So why have they create
such problems within their concepts?
Searl feels that here is a good spot to take a break to allow you to see what he is stating here. If the S.E.G. functions
as stated, then maglev trains must also function in the same manner. Searl agrees that understanding the
mathematics which are involved helps us to accept what such details they suggest to us as a solution in solving the
problem or increase or base knowledge, which is a key issue here. But research is exciting as you are not certain if
you are going to find something new; or you will improve upon some product already in use. Whatever it is the
excitement is there; will I be first to discover something new , or a new class of human being.
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Saturday 4th May 2013 – photo update from SMI-CA-U.S.A. of house on offer to me. Wish I could move in tomorrow,
but alas there some legal papers to get and clear, not only that 3m or more to be in bank; on top of cost to move me
there, which will be very costly. My medical will cost over 1,000 per week, maybe right up to the time of my death.
That is a lot of money to come from funds which would soon run short. We must think logical – that money could
make the S.E.G. surely by me staying in the UK but find a bigger house for me to move in whereby I can increase the
amount of work which I do, would help to find large funds which are needed. Surely paying my rent for a change
would be like paying a license fee to use my copyrights so I have the space. But it’s up to you to help me.
Throughout these documents Searl has stated that his first job was an Electrical engineer apprentice, which maybe
90% of the population has no idea what that means. That is why I am releasing more documents in the effort to help
you to understand, that I hope shows how the engineer has changed over the centuries from an ingenious
improviser who worked by trial and error, to a skilled and systematic specialist who brings a wealth of scientific
knowledge to bear on the increasingly complex problems of today and tomorrow.
Searl hopes that within each document he will try to add a supplementary picture essay which you may read jut to
help you to understand what I need to understand for the success of a commercial deep space missions. From which
the research and development of the S.E.G. train drive has been perfected for commercial use. Well Searl will no
doubt quote Thomas Edison as an engineer who bridged the gap between the skill tinkerer and the modern science
orientated professional. Searl is aware that others will say that someone else did that, Searl don’t care who did it but
that they did it; so that the S.E.G. could be created.
Searl states that the work of an engineer is aimed at enabling natural laws and resources to be exploited for the use
of society with maximum economy consistent with other important factors. These may include such considerations
as safety and reliability and also social factors like aesthetics, noise and atmospheric pollution. That is the problem
Searl says why then are well in such a mess? Although he / she may have no special responsibility to determine the
uses to which his developments are put, our everyday life and the prosperity of our society both depend vitally on
his / her work.
This is where Searl differs he makes himself responsible for the outcome of his research and development, and
follows the instructions presented to him by the top brass of the patent office, who agree that I can get a patient but
I must include all the stuff I need to safeguard so others can make it, otherwise you will not get a patent. If you want
to make large money quick patent it; but if you want to help the planet then do not patent it, then you control it.
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2013: Technology is changing and so has
education got to change, or otherwise
technology will come to a halt. Here is shown
the changing world of the electronics housing
for industrial electron components; which now
has a tendency to go modular which has always
been my interest in design.
Due to the fact that at this date I am not yet
back to reconstructing my test lab, I shall not go
into giving you details here upon this device,
until such time I have started to use it, as there
are so much to deal with that has been used or
now in use to explain. This illustration is purely
to show how engineering is advancing, the
question being how many schools are keeping
up to date in teaching. It is the task of schools to
prepare them for the industrial world that they
will have to live in. A country school are at more
of a disadvantage to those in the cities. I know
that they do the best that they can on their
budget. Money should not bog down education.

In the days of Searl as a school boy there was no need to learn really, the only jobs were farming, in any case he was
clinically deaf and no one noticed that fact. Because of that he notices others who are deaf, and feel sorry for them;
as he knows only too well how others insult and mock you, here is just another example of ignorance of the so call
human being.
Searl understands the impact of the engineer is growing outside such areas where he / she has traditionally played
the leading part. This is a major problem for Searl when engineers ask him how does it work – that is the S.E.G. –
he shows them but they cannot accept it even though its running, they are looking for where do you put the fuel
in. He just want to scream at them, you don’t put fuel in – it is there to attract the fuel needed, which is extremely
low requirement - they are fully blinded by their own education. Clearly it’s a question that it is not what they
see that counts unless it fits in their knowledge base. Which the S.E.G. does not fit as yet they are not being
educating in this breakthrough in technology which may take another 50 years before the bulk of the world will
understand the S.E.G. technology.
For example, his / her skills are today finding wide applications in medicine, and techniques developed for the
analysis and control of complex plant are being applied in business and civic organization and planning. Searl accepts
that such applications are important for, when products are unsuccessful, it is more often because they are ill
conceived or untimely than because the engineering design is at fault. The real problem as Searl see it will be based
on market cost – the market price is the key issue with every company that keeps them in business or shut them
down. Common problem if you can buy a generator for 1,500.00 BP that meets your needs why would you pay
16,000 BP for one? Only: after that generator is written off: showing the total cost being greater than the cost of the
S.E.G. would they gamble on buying the S.E.G.
Searl accepts that it is important that the activities of engineers should be understood, not only so that the value and
limitations of their work are appreciated, but also that adequate numbers of able young people will be attracted to
the profession. In the UK Searl doubt that as most students would have to take out a loan to pay for the cost of the
course, leaving them with a debt to pay on starting work at a time they are seeking a home to set up their family. I
see a drop in the number of engineers coming into service at this time. It is here that Searl hopes these documents
will play an important part. Searl states that to cover the ground comprehensively in this one document of this size
would have resulted in little more than a list of names and projects, and Searl have wisely preferred to illustrate my
subjects by examples. Which Searl hopes they will be considered as well chosen; to demonstrate not only some of
the important activities of modern engineers, but also the great achievements of engineers in the past.
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2009: Searl world is changing this means rethinking one: what changes are need both in the S.E.G and the I.G.V. Now
in 2013, this is nothing but kid’s games. Almost every powered equipment since that date operates under a time
control period. That will be a problem of all new buildings and some technology will function on time alone. Mass
production is certain will be time controlled. Searl had to master such technology as it’s developed to make use of
every item of value. Keep watching you will see not only Searl thinking but his actions to.
Searl states that timing technology is now a vital subject and therefore he is glad that he used time to make rail
layouts which required the use of time for functions. Thus the IC 555 became a wonderful tool in his studies of
control, and finally he like to state that this device can source or sink up to 200 mA – 0.2A allowing it to drive relays,
lamps and other large loads directly.
Searl states; that the IC 555 itself takes about 10 mA from the supply when the output is high – timed period – and 1
mA in the reset state – output low. Searl remind you that to this must be added the load current. Searl will be
teaching you how he undertook his studies from which he gain his kills and know how’s. Searl understand why you
wonder what this has to do with the S.E.G. In truth: everything, because it deals with atoms, as you and everything
in the universe are atoms under compression. To create the S.E.G. I need to understand how you are create and your
functions because they are all relative by the atom.
Here is a cutting from a newspaper sent me Cuckoo leaves UK until it warms up – that I too wish that I could do. A
migrating bird found Britain’s spring weather so miserable that it left. David the cuckoo, whose journey was
monitored by the British Trust for Ornithology, was travelling from Africa to the UK, but in the first known case of
reverse migration, he found Somerset where I live too cold and went to France until it warms up. Surely that is a
great sign that all is not well with planet Earth. What are you doing about it?
The engineer typifies the twentieth century, said Searl for many years and without his / her genius and the vast
contributions he / she has made in design, engineering, and production on the material side of our existence, our
contemporary life could never have reached it present standard. Searl states; the proof of Sloan’s proud statement is
visible all around us. The systems that supply our food, water, fuel and power; our networks of transportation,
communication and defence; many of the devices that help to cure our diseases and some that prolong lives; our
push button home entertainment – these and countless other necessities and conveniences are the product of
engineering skill. These are people who have receptors that are turned to sense things that the masses cannot see,
but the can. Searl agrees that yet despite the essential part the engineer plays in the progress and wellbeing of
humanity, to many he / she is a blurred figure, his / her exact role imperfectly understood.
Searl trust that you are now beginning to understand the reality, that he sits amongst all these big names yet
unknown.
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2013: This was the world of John Searl, and that world
may shortly re-appear as slowly he is recovering from that
massive robbery done by Martin, Ken, Luis and the master
mind Peter King and one other; which can be one of a few
I have on list here.

The world is changing, technology is changing, and we must change too in our thinking, planning and functions. The
S.E.G. has taken hundreds of people to create. Please do not let them down by not supporting the drive to get it on
the marketplace, where it should be. We are running later due to evil ignorant greedy people, who stole thousands
of pounds worth of equipment, unfortunate it has to be replace which cost lot more and higher tax higher delivery
charges, but they have not beaten me, I am still marching on to war on pollution and health problems. They have
only delayed me and in return they have lost everything they believed they had – Searl will not accept greed at any
cost. If you think that you can bribe me – forget it – you will not win. I shall only accept honest people, men or
women who can work together to make it reality. But it is you that makes it so. Not me I just create the path for it.
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Agree this document is about advanced ground transport – from the beginning to the present time which includes
concepts – inventors – scientists – engineers – materials – tooling – equipment – and all the mathematics which
have been invented of every shape and size. Searl Transportation is just one tooth of a gear; will have to meet all
these conditions to win – but I know that it will be so for prophecy declares it so. This model of my trail display cost
£20.19s.3d like to see you get one today for that price. It’s the articulated locomotive type – Mallet class Y6b of the
Norfolk & Western Railways. What beautiful engineering, yet someone had that dream – it is from such dreams that
technology is born. Given time who knows Searl Technology may lead all the rest to be first in real advanced ground
transport systems.
Typical system calculations:
Searl states that this assessment is based on the scheme proposed by Thornton, with the service frequency amended
as shown in the previous paragraph.
Searl points out that at intervals along the track there are converter stations, each housing four cycloconverters.
These are connected to the section of the up and down tracks on either side of the converter station. Searl says, if,
as suggested previously, the controlled section length is 12 Km, converter stations would be placed every 24 Km.
Power would be fed to the converter station at about 33 kV from a track side cable or overhead line, since the
installed load at each one is around 28MVA.
Searl points out that the track conductors proposed by Thornton are each of 300 mm2 cross section and are laid
horizontally in a five phase meander configuration, giving a resistance per phase of 0.23 Ω/km. Searl states that with
a vehicle mounted coil of 106 A. T., track currents of 345 A r.m.s. per phase yield a thrust of 40 kN. Searl states that
at a speed of 100 m/s this corresponds to the fairly typical mechanical power requirement of 4 MW. It follows that
the resistive loss per kilometre of track is 137 kW.
Searl would expect that the effective inductance per phase per kilometre is derived as 3 mH. As Searl see it that the
total reactive power per km at the suggested frequency of 30 Hz is 327 KVAR. Searl states hence if a complete 12 km
section is excited without a vehicle in it, the demand on the power supply is 1.65 MW plus 3.92 MVAR. Searl says
that the presence of the vehicle increases the power demand by up to 4 MW. Searl quotes that it is possible to
arrange for the field coil on the vehicle to induce a voltage in the track conductors which lags the current, thus giving
some power factor compensation. Searl states that this may or may not be worthwhile, depending on the relative
costs of super conducting magnets and inverters.
NOTE: All these values are based upon the way these experts were going about it. On the whole it was nothing like
the way Searl would have tackles that problem. To his mind it was no different to that of the S.E.G. technology;
which is maglev concept of three trains running at different velocity creating a dipole effects, at the same time
strengthens the magnetic fields and numbers, becoming the frequency value number that acts on the centre of the
roller sets that create the torque that increase the spin rate value number. Thus the magnetic wave that actually
generates the thrust and the thrust generates the suspension of the roller sets. Thus the circuit is complete; as the
generation of voltage has to be step down current therefore increases in relation to that drop down.
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1968 – Mortimer – UK: one of my show displays cost me £10.0s.3d – bet you that you cannot get this type of
locomotive of the Indiana Harbor Belt was in use for heavy shunting purposes in the huge yards in North America,
for that kind of money today, if you can get a copy of it at all now. But it was dreamers that created the engineers
who gave birth to such a loco designs, may now have gone for ever – like so many other structures have done the
same way over the last million years. Our young must appreciate what has been done in the past and present time
that future generations can admire what life was like so long ago.
Searl points out the optimum number of sub-stations, each fed from its own local inverter, into which a 12 km main
section is divided, is affected by a number of factors including the cost of resistive losses in the track and the annual
capital charge for converters. Reasonable figures for these items at the moment are 1p/kWh and £40,000 for 6 – 7
MVA. Future variations are, of course, highly nebulous. Searl states that taking these figures lead to an optimum
subdivision of a 12 km section into two 6 km sub – sections. The result is close to Thornton’s suggestion of 4 km.
The main equipment as Searl see it is in each converter station would then be as shown in Figure 6, page 75. Searl
states that the ratings are given on the basis that the adjacent station on either side is out of service. Figure 6
illustrates how a main feed at 132 kV might be transformed to 33 KV for distribution along a trackside cable or
overhead line to a number of converter stations.
Problem areas:
Searl states that the output of a cycloconverter, or for that matter any other static frequency changer, contains a
large proportion of harmonics. Searl states these could give rise to considerable interference voltages in nearby
telephone and signalling cables, although the situation would appear to be better than that which may arise in single
phase systems with earthed neutrals. In the latter, some of the return current flows through the earth.
Searl states that an additional effect of these higher harmonics would be the imposition of an A. C. field on the
superconducting vehicle windings. As Searl has already mentioned in this document would produce hysteresis losses
in the superconductor which could easily result in an intolerable refrigeration load. Similar effects will also be
present in the alternative control scheme where the track currents are sequentially switched in accordance with the
vehicle position. The resulting square wave current profile will clearly contain a large proportion of higher
harmonics. Oscillations of the vehicle about synchronous phase will also produce a time varying field at the vehicle
magnet. Searl states however their frequency will probably be too low – perhaps 0.1 Hz – to cause any difficulties in
the superconducting magnet, and considerations of passenger comfort may be the only cause for concern.
Searl studying these facts left him feeling that all this hard cash was going down the drain. To Searl mind they were
bent on going down the wrong over the energy collection concept. Searl states that the S.E.G. is of similar problems
and technology, it works. Why are they having a hard time with their development of advanced ground transport?
Looks most likely will end up in the trash bin as usual.
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1968 – Mortimer – UK. When you undertake any research you need to model it as far it is possible. Here you see the
rail network which ends at a terminal end – create this type of model then you really test out ideas. It challenges the
mind that will generate that engineer concept within you, as time passes you become an expert on rail design and
functions. The operation of the railway was not achieved in a day, each accident cause us to re-think what to do so
such accidents don’t occur again. We are not yet absolutely perfect but in due time that will come.
Searl agrees that there is a consideration which seems to have received little attention is the need to insulate the
track conductors for working voltages up to – 4 kV – and to secure them firmly against both the normal forces of
around - 10 kN – and the potentially greater short circuit forces. Searl will take a break here while you think upon
these issues.
Searl understand that a scientist, the German physicist Heinrich Hertz, discovered radio waves, but Guglielmo
Marconi developed wireless telegraphy, a feat of engineering. Searl remembers also that after the scientific
principles of nuclear fission were established, the hard work of creating atomic weapons and useful power plants
was accomplished by electrical, chemical and mechanical engineers. This will also become the same within Searl
Technology Inc. and all its sub-divisions must in the end employ such people to speed R&D programs.
Searl feels that this description of the engineer may make him / her seem dependent on the scientist, earning his /
her living by developing ideas produced in the scientist’s laboratory. Searl states that in reality, however, scientists
are just as dependent upon the work of engineers as the other way round; many great discoveries of science have
stemmed from engi9neering. For example, the fundamentals of thermodynamics, the science of heat, were
established by Nicolas Léonard Sadi Carnot, a French physicist who studied the practical steam engines that had
already been developed by engineers who had no science to guide them.
What is Searl? He is a scientist and yet an engineer – he performs across both bands as if it is just one band, in fact
he crosses many bands as if it is just one band of science and technology, yet he does not called himself an expert.
Just an human being wishing to improve the environmental issues of pollution and global warming. The warming
side could relate at the rate we are cutting down trees – our first source of blocking heat. Trees take time to grow to
be of any value to the planet in respect to pollution and heating. So why cut them down until we replace those that
we have cut down.
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INTRODUCTION.
Nevertheless, the task of confronting all possible experience is beyond the power of any man; and we
should be foolish to embark on it, unless we are prepared to go slowly, searching for the elements which are
both simple and also universal. But not expecting to grasp their full significance. I can then hope gradually
to build up a world picture of ‘Future Transport’. At: first, in outline only, which I am doing, afterwards
filling in details where I can find possible time. This can be called the method of ‘progressive
approximation’, and it will be discussed in detail in all my documents. Its chief character is that it starts with
a total concept that is necessarily vague and faulty, rather than with a concept that, though perhaps precise
and convincing, is necessarily abstract and incomplete.
I shall begin with the total given ness of all experience and without forgetting the limitations of our powers
of perception and thought. I must see that the totality as one. I shall not look therein for simplicity or clarity.
I shall not expect that I shall be able to express my intuitions in satisfactory language or to communicate
them otherwise than most inadequately, until the research is complete at the laboratory in California, U.S.A.
on the Searl Effect Generator (S.E.G.). I have, moreover, to accept the inevitability of error in present data,
also upon the structure data of the Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V.) data presented here, until it can be
remodeled and tested.
At this time, I take for granted that the data released in these documents are correct, but as yet not tested. I
feel certain that all data that has been released have been found to be correct. The immediacy of sense
perception and the reliability of logical deduction have little part in the attempt to penetrate to the form of
experience, which is in the true sense metaphysical – that is, beyond the senses and not subject to the
limitations of thought. The concrete form for which I search is a mockery to the empiricist – but it is also a
stumbling block to the rationalist. Moreover, I embark upon my task with the presupposition that it can
never be finally accomplished without help. Nevertheless, it is the search, and effort to complete this project
that matters. For it is the manifestation of the true human nature: the meaning of which I am striving to
understand.
The speed by which this project moves, does relate entirely to available funds for the time being. Once the
generator is operating, the finance situation, we hope will change for the better.
Prof. John Roy Robert Searl. ISBN-898827
Secretary General.
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Human minds have human limits, only so
much can they hold. When changes are
taking place it should be presented in
small doses, so that it can be digested. For
the human mind: can soon forget those
achievements which do not fit in their
domain. Fact if you were not involved in
an event your brain will trash it, as it was
not connected to the functions involved;
unless it threatens your life, that you will
remember. Your brain is like your
computer it has a memory of so many GB
and a HD with many TB of space, unlike
your company you cannot change the HD.
That is where the PC wins.

Here shown above is the first official land speed record which was set at 39.24 mph – 63.15km/h in
1898 using an electric car. The internal combustion engine took the record in 1902, then in 1997
almost a century after the first record, Andy Green broke the sound barrier in the jet powered car
Thrust SSC. How many of you can remember these events?
The human mind is indeed a wonderful machine, it not only controls you, but it is you, It speaks on your
behalf, it performs functions on your behalf. It offer chooses of pleasures, in return for work performed. It
makes the chemicals for your existence. Something which a car cannot do as yet – but beware the day may
come where the car actually takes you to where you want to go instead of you taking the car to where you
want to go. That day may be sooner than later it all depends upon when Searl Transportation Inc.is formed
and swing into production. Yes, indeed that car of the future is being design now: We at Searl Technology
Inc. will be involved to develop the S.E.G. by which it will be powered – a complete new technology that is
silent and can operate at any speed required. Tomorrow’s world will be an amazing fantastic world,
completely different to the world of today. Searl Technology will play a major role in that change.
It is time to remember, but not the fifth of November The chap who was intending to blow up
Parliament but made a complete cock-up and failed: and upon that failure he became famous what a
strange world we are living in. We all have the power to forget and, most days we do forget things.
Let me show you what I can remember about man’s progress since that first records on land speed took
place – because the transportation arrived from imagination, dreams, desires and his requirements, which
will always be man’s driving force, by which future transports will be conceived and implemented.
1898 Count Gaston de Chasseloup-Laubat – France – sets the first official record at 39.24 mph (63.15 Km/h
in an Jentaud electric car.
1899 Camille Jenatzy – Belgium – becomes the first person to travel faster than 100 km/h (62 mph) and the
first person to travel faster than 1 mile per minute.
1902 William K. Vanderbilt Jr – USA – sets the record of 76.08 mph (122.43 km/h, the first time the record
has been held by a petrol driven car.
1904 Louis Rigolly – France – becomes the first person to travel faster than 100 mph (160 km/h) at 103.55
mph (166.64 km/h.
Just think on that issue so far it took man from 1898 to 1904 to reach just over 100 mph. in those days we
thought that was great achievement in the transport section of research and development – can we do better?
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1963 Graig Breedlove – U.S.A. – reaches 407.45 mph (655.70 km/h) in his jet powered Spirit of America
but, the FIA does not recognize the record because there is no category for jet cars.
NOTE: this applies also to the I.G.V there is no category for a disc shape craft that can fly vacuum
state and atmosphere state.
1970 driving Blue Flame, Gary Gabelich – U.S.A. becomes the first person to travel faster than 1,000 km/h
(621 mph on land.
1997 Andy Green – England – sets a new record at 763.035 mph (1,227.952 km/h) becoming the first
person to travel faster than the speed of sound on land.

What I have presented here are FACTS, which the Homo sapiens minds have a habit to forget; that
today’s way of life was created by a very few people, who had faith in what they could see which
others due to education failed to see. Which; also applies to the Searl Effect Generator (SEG).
All achievements have a story about them as to why they formed such human endeavor – remember that
here I have just stating the steps of man’s skill to create records for someone else to beat in the future. Many
great achievements of the past that have been achieved have now been exceeded today; will also in the
future be beaten in achievements. Much of this will be due to requirements of man’s driving pressure to beat
the records, a few have died and many more will in that determination to master both space and time. Searl
will never surrender to failure, because failure and not winning creates the future because it increases the
determination and driving force to win. Searl understands this better than most of us; as he has been robbed
4 major times to stop his success, either for domestic reasons or to force ownership of the technology. They
have also over the years robbed me but these events were always been small items stolen from me and still
that happens today, which has to be replaced, pushing the cost of the S.E.G. higher and higher. So is there a
story about Andy Green?
It is all about being in the right place at the right time. In 1983 Richard Noble – Scotland – broke the land
speed record in his car Thrust 2, but that didn’t satisfy him – 14 years later he was back, trying to break
more than his own record; this time his goal was the sound barrier. Noble employed RAF pilot Andy Green
to drive the jet powered car, whose name, Thrust SSC – Super Sonic Car - , was a measure of their
confidence.
Noble’s refusal to be content with simply holding the record was part of the ethos of the land speed record.
In 1899 Camille Jenatzy – Belgium – had become the first person to travel faster than 100 km/h {62 mph}
in an electric car called La Jamais Contente – ‘The Never Satisfied’. It was the sixth land speed record,
the first five had been held alternately by Jenatzy and Count Gaston de Chasseloup-Laubat – France - since
the Count had set the first official land speed record on 18 December 1898, also in an electric car.
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2013: Swallow Command Audio Vision Communication Unit of Searl Aerospace Inc. Outside events.
Creating tomorrow’s requirements of the Searl Technology. Planning – searching the market place to
obtain the best in structure and function; as it will play the part of the DNA of Searl Technology.
In 1902 William K. Vanderbilt Jr – U.S.A. – set the first land speed record to be held by the internal
combustion engine. Jet cars were first officially recognized in 1964 when the first official jet record was set,
at 413.02 mph (664.96 km/h), after which the sound barrier became a realistic target. This took place on the
Nevada Desert in 1997.
On 15th October 1997, 50 years and a day after US test pilot Chuck Yeager had become the first human
being to travel faster than the speed of sound. Thrust SSC reached 763.035 mph (1,227.952 km/h). Even
without the official readout, the sonic boom was enough to confirm that it had broken the sound barrier.
Searl understood at that time that Graig Breedlove – USA – is planning to beat Noble and Green’s record,
but for Green being the first to break the sound barrier is all important. Searl says: Does it matter if Graig
Breedlove beats us? Even if he took all his friends to the top of Everest and had a massive dinner party,
when he gets there he’ll still find the Union flag flying there at the top, because we were there first.
Searl says: Remember that the speed of sound varies with temperature and altitude, and in breaking the
sound barrier on land Andy Green travelled nearly 100 mph [160 km/h] faster than test pilot Chuck Yeager’s
670 mph [1,077 km/h] when he became the first to break the sound barrier in flight. Searl states that there
are still many more records on land to beat – the one which Searl wants to beat is a car that travels from the
East coast of the USA to the West coast then back again without stopping on either direction. Such a record
would to most minds be considered as impossible. But to Searl mind it is within the band of possibility.
Only funds stop him from proving it.
From a school boy he did what adults would not dare to do, this concept of taking the world speed against
distance travel; would on winning such an event; would make all cars and trucks obsolete. You may think
this would be bad – you are wrong it would be good, for the first time people can go and work anywhere
they wish, because they are not burning fuel to get there. Life would be far less stressful which will create a
far better health status to that which we are heading for.
Searl accepts that through all of man’s life there has been a few who prophecies have appeared to come true.
Searl states that anyone who really studies what is going on around them; will quickly see what will happen
ahead if we continue on that route. Many of whom predicted that a carriage without horses will go. Disaster
fills the world with woe. Such predictions were easy to see – but how many can see such carriages travelling
at speed without using fuel as we know it – only a very few will see that possibility to materialize into
everyday reality – but it will give time, hard cash and a good workforce. In London, Primrose Hill shall be
in centre hold a Bishop’s See. This forecast is hard to understand as I have never been there to see the facts.
Around the world men’s thoughts will fly quickly as the twinkling of an eye. Agree we have radio,
television and an international web system, not really difficult to have forecast, as populations increased
ways to communicate had to be invented, and they were and are still doing so.
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2013: Searl predicts that Swallow Command Audio Vision Communication unit will require a heavy
cable layer for its construction work. This class of vehicle therefore may become reality in Searl
Aerospace Inc.
Man has taken a long time to reach our status of technology on manufacturing, which no other animal has
yet achieved, unfortunate it can destroy more of this planet than any other animal can do – is that progress or
insanity? To my mind, progress is a forward movement not a backward one. At Searl Technology Inc. we
are going to move forward; to create cleaner transport systems. Reason why? Searl Technology Inc. will
certainly require road transport system of the kind displayed here – not right at this moment in time – but if
funds come in which speeds up our R&D this year – who can tell how soon we shall need such
transportation systems. Therefore, I must watch the marketplace for opportunities for such vehicles
becoming available.
Where everyone who you employ staff, you are responsible for all their needs – such as toilets – this can
become a cost. But what do you know in reference of its development; here I present the FACTS as I know
them. Watch and learn how they developed. The best way I can state the life cycle of the loo – is from a
bucket to a bowl.

Here we can witness our change in thinking; mainly due to the increase population.
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For many, visiting the toilet is a comfortable and private experience, but it hasn’t always been that
way, Searl will now present his knowledge on how sanitation habits have changed over the years as
toilets have moved from outside, in.
Roman:

Romans treated going to the toilet as a social event to share with friends and family.

Medieval:

Many people used potties, the contents of which would then be thrown into gullies and drains
in the street.

Tudor and Stuart:
Henry V111’s courtiers at Hampton Court shared a great house of easement with 28 seats on
two different levels. It emptied into brick lined drains, which carried waste into the River
Thames.
Georgian:

In the 1700s, the most likely place for a potty would be in the dining room. They were kept
inside furniture.

Victorian:

The population in Britain increased greatly, however the number of toilets did not. In
overcrowded cities many poor families had to share a single privy. They would overflow and
waste spilled into streets and rivers.

Industrial revolution:
There was a lot of progress in the world of toilets, however many people in rural areas still
used the privies at the bottom of the garden until the 1960s. In Tipton where I stayed that is
what we had for a toilet.
Modern Britain:
Nowadays toilets come in a range of different styles and colours. Many have automatic
flushes and many disused public toilets have been turned into small nightclubs or art
galleries.
Searl states: The toilet you sat on largely defined who you were. Searl agrees using people’s loo tells him
what class of people live there. Everyone appears to have a sense of what they feel is right for them. Nothing
is wrong with that. I have seen some really wonderful toilet designs, looking at it from an art respective
view. Searl feels that toilets should be artistic in design to lighten the stress of the day. Searl states that just
one loo in a family can be stressful; as there will be times where more than one needs to use it at the same
time.
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This were my days as a child that is from around age 14 years, before than it was a bucket, which was
better than carrying the waste out in your hands.
NOTE: The first toilet paper was use in Britain in 1857. It was called ‘curl papers. And came in flat packs.
Unfortunate for Searl it was mid 1946 that he had the experience of the use of toilet paper and that was in
flat packs. Before then it was the daily newspaper, quartered and pin up on a hook. Drastic method but you
still went away contented.
During medieval times, people would shout “Gardez l’eau” [gar-day low] when throwing their potty waste
out of the window. The common phrase ‘wrong end of the stick’ is thought to originate from the Romans
would share the same wooded stick to clean themselves after using a privy.
Searl understands that today’s children have no idea what life was like in my days, nor will future children
will know what life was like now; as the world changes all the time, just like seasons do. What I am trying to
do in my documents is to give the new generations a chance to see how we have progressed in relation to all
the other animals around. Some have been great achievements; others are failures, which means sooner or
later nature will crack up and take steps to correct our errors by massive reductions in the number of us who
will remain around, a thinning out process to get things back into balance again. All of which is to balance
energy and mass according to the law of the squares.
Our progress has been based over centuries of hard work and study – if our status today has taken a lifetime
to achieve; why do you knock down the S.E.G. Which: is not taking anything so long to do just only a
couple of centuries. Searl agrees that modern water closet (WC) is a far cry from its ancient predecessors.
Searl agrees that improvements to sanitation and hygiene have seen the toilet evolve over the past 3,000
years from a simple hole in the ground to the small room in the corner of our homes. Unfortunate, Searl has
been stating from 1963 that our system technology is wrong, and there is lots of proof to support him. When
districts are in full flood; sewage is forced back via the loo into your rooms and into the streets which
quickly releases bad bacteria. Compare this to ancient times a hole in the ground was safer than our loos of
today.
Main reason being that there are far too many people today all needing to use the loo whose limits were
never designed for such a heavy load as now experiencing and it will get worst as time passes. Surely from a
year ago the flood was so great that sewage flashed into the river Thames. It took years and cost to clean the
water from the past. Why can’t they just stop and think and then act to clean this problem up. The answer is
elementary dear reader. As I have been stating since 1963, change the way we deal with out output at the
point of drop. I notice in Germany they had also change the system – no water in the bowl – but a plate
which allows the urine to past through but not the solid waste, that remain on top of the plate, which is a
great idea because you can see if there are worms in it holding up a white flag to surrender. The real beauty
of this system only a pint of water is required at 2 atmosphere pressure blast it clean away where it is them
liquidize to slurry so gas can be collected for cooking. Once a month; brown remaining powered is sprinkle
around your plants as food for them; no living bacteria in it. Wonderful way, to tackle the bacteria growth.
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2013: Searl has to plan out what the company will need in transport and what service will they
provide? Unless we are fortunate to have a rail shunting yard in our complex, to move the SEGs to
places – otherwise it will be road haulage task. When the I-G-V. is operating they will move goods
faster and direct to districts. But that is a long term objective – Lorries are the only form available as
stated unless we have a rail network right into the centre of the complex, which to my mind looks like
a dead end. To my understanding the USA do not have a real practical rail network system for heavy
goods movement.
Searl says that by understanding the past and the errors we made will allow me to create a better structure
with better functions that meets our needs and not just fill a gap. Searl understands from the communal
toilets of the Roman Empire to the private water closets of Sandringham Palace, not only has the toilet
changed but our attitudes towards them have also altered our minds to an insane state – which is not
progress, but a backward move in what our bred is claimed to be a social creature – from my experience that
is not what I observe.
Searl states; to his knowledge that Up to the mid17th century ‘privies’ – the first known toilet – were used by
all classes of society – that is what Searl was used to as a school boy – and in a society that is what Searl
expects. Searl understands that these were very basic, and usually resembled a wooden seat with a hole to
defecate in and a void underneath. Now you see the problem of deep space exploration – you could have a
wooden bench with a hole in it, but there comes the problem you can’t have a void underneath for the
handling of that waste. A bucket is completely out of the question.
But if this road vehicle becomes reality then crossing across the USA to test the drive system, a bucket again
is out of the question – agree we could have a large tank on wheels hooked up like a caravan has. Thus it is
possible we could win over that issue. But in space for years that is complexly out of the question. So do we
contain it until we have a large amount then expel it into space. Agree, that could serve as an answer – but
first I must consider if there are any other solutions which could serve a purpose – Searl think so; these will
be discussed later.
During Roman times, using the privy was often regarded as a social event where people could sit and share
news. What is wrong with that, it’s better than sitting in a pub drinking gallons of bear to get up in the night
and urinate in your wife shoes, or in her wardrobe, where she keeps her best wear stored. To clean up
afterwards, people would share a wooden stick with a sponge on the end and would dip it in running water
underneath, which would also be carrying their waste away.
Well I guess that made great entertainment on a Sundays to stand and count how many turds were seen
swimming to the sea, the one with the highest count got the ducking. Maybe many flies from miles around
join in the fun. Which: reminds me of Peacock cottage, where I last lived. Flies of every species joined my
legs for a meal. You could not see the white bandages for flies.
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2013: Swallow Command Audio Vision Communications sector our third factory unit, being prepared
ready by a complete cleaning of the walls and painting them. To grinding: the floor and to coat with
hard protective material, followed by replacing all wiring and fittings and storing my gear which has
gone ahead of me, from the UK. Here all communications will be streamed to the world, documents
will appear on our plans and how they will be implemented. We are an open door to the world. My
task is to educate you on advanced technology. Watch what it takes just to design, and manufacture
the S.E.G. Then you will learn that its team work and bloody costly to undertake. At Searl Technology
Inc. we do not surrender, we shall continue until we win our objective – and win we shall.
Searl states: that as years went on, privies in the Victorian period started to provide a basic level of privacy
for the user and were often located in a small outbuilding outside someone’s home. The main improvement
was the addition of a bucket which was emptied regularly reducing the build-up of an accumulation. Searl
can appreciate that this change would end up with an reaction that we like them clean and we generally
prefer to use them in private – why in private?
Searl understands from his own experience that once the user had finished using the privy they would often
tip ash on top of it from a separate bucket so that their excrement was immediately deodorised and broken
down to create rich manure. Searl knows from experience that this is true. Use to grow massive size
potatoes, marrows, tomatoes and other veg and fruit. As Searl explains, this wasn’t the most hygienic of
options: the human dung piled up in the pit or void beneath the seat and created a ghastly smell. It was very
different from the modern toilet in having no water supply and no drain. Now I hope that you can see the
problem I have to solve to be able to complete that challenge of crossing the USA from east to west and
back without stopping anywhere for any reasons. – you got it – how are you going to urinate and empty your
bowels? Indeed that is the problem which I have to solve that increases in complexity for the Mars or
further exploration of space. Rest assure, I shall solve it, before it is required.
Searl accepts that for many centuries and up to the 20th century chamber pots were common place and would
be placed under the bed for people to use during the night. Searl was brought up on this option. Today
through the night I have to struggle to get up and struggle to walk to the loo, often already dribbling as it
takes so long to reach the loo. Searl is aware that many people – notably the wealthy – would sit comfortable
and in privacy on a commode or closed stool which contained a pan under the seat. Agree that would be a
help to me through the night – but space here is not sufficient for one. – for Mars that is not a solution – but
might just do for crossing the USA - but in full honesty I doubt it as being a real solution.
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2013: we have come a long way in transport design, but with it we have brought big problem in the
form of a damgerous pollution, careless drivers – pile ups – lost of control – Searl Transportation
section of Searl Technology Inc. will research and develop that car in which it drives itself – removing
once and for time all these bad issues from the future records. If drivers cannot be trusted then the
only solution is to remove their function from the functions of the car. The future will be safe in the
hands of Searl Technology. Searl Technolgy shall great wonders do, how strange. and yet it shall come
true.
Searl points out; that the contents of the pots would be emptied onto the streets below by servants and foul
waste was left to fester in gullies, leading to pollution of local watercourses and the arrival of the
infectionous disease which destroyed the intestines, cholera.
Cholera: cholera is caused by infection with comma-shaped bacteria known as – Vibrio cholerae – or
Vibrio comma. It occurs most often in India and other parts of Southest Asia.The usual picture is a sudden
outbreak of a large number of cases in a particular locality. These epidemics arise when people come into
contact with water or food contaminated by the feces of infected persons. Cholera epidemics are therefore a
reflection of poor sanitation and living conditions. The severity of the disease can vary widely. On occasions
it is fairly mild, but in some outbreaks up to 50% or more of those infected have died.
The symptomless incubion period may be as long as six days, but once the illness starts it is dramatic. The
most prominent symptom is watery diarrhea, in which gray ‘rice water’ stools are passed almost nonstop.
Fluid loss maybe as much as 20 quarts in a day.The liquid stools are flecked with mucus and there is little or
no sign of fecal matter. There may also be vomiting, and the catastrophic loss of body fluid causes cramps
and collapse. There is little or no output of urine without prompt medical treatment death can occur within
48 hours. In the mild case, however, complete recovery typically occurs within one to three weeks.
Searl states; that the key to the treatment of cholera is replacement of the water and salts lost in the diarrhea.
If treatment is given early the fluid may be taken by mouth, but in severe cases the fluid has to be given by
direct infusion into a vein. Once the ‘drip’ has been set up, an antibiotic such as tetracycline is given to
overcome the bacteria. Vaccination every six months offers some protection for those who must remain in
affected regions. Note: that Searl dounts that cannabis would have any curing effects upon cholera
Control or prevention of cholera involves measures to purify public water supplies and the establishment of
modern methods of sewage disposal. Searl accepts the method now used are wrong and will not be able
to cope with increase population demand. We must retink how best to deal with this waste; it could be
turn to some useful energy source, wich after it has broken down all these bad bacteria, presents the
perfect food for out plants. Also important is abandonment of the practice of fertilizing crops with human
waste. Searl agrees, but in Searl days it had a year to process in Sun and rain, frost and snow but was
mixed with ash from the fire. I, or any member of the family ever suffer from cholera.
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2013: Searl agrees that man of all the animal kingdoms, have advanced well beyond them, that Searl
question: how can all this be true – when experts state that the S.E.G. can never work. Right here is a
product that cannot possible work, thus you experts stated – but it did work; thus again you experts
were wrong the internal combustion engine did work – but unfortunate it also brought illnesses and
death, each year the death rate increases.
The good news is that outbreaks of cholera in Western countries are rare and are usually confined to Travers
returning from the Middle East, Central and South America. Searl states that the internal combustion engine
has indirectly played a part of this problem – but directly not the cause of it; it’s you who are the cause of it,
not the road transport system, whose part is only to help it to reach other regions of the world. Which:
represents two entirely different statements of functions.
Searl states: you would be forgiven for thinking that the first flush toilet was developed by Thomas Crapper.
However, contrary to popular belief and despite the name association, his models, which included authentic
period style sanitary ware, were the result of a long line of improvements, dating back from ancient toilet
designs.
Searl states: that it still remains a mystery, who, if anyone is to thank for our all ceramic and hygienic toilets
which Searl understands are easily taken for granted in the modern day. To Searl mind there is no objection
to these ceramic or any other material used in its design – it’s the function which is completely out of date in
relation to the massive increased population use of. Yes, Searl appreciates that many patents have existed
where famous engineers such as Alexander Cummings and Joseph Bramah have brought new developments
forward which have contributed to the toilet we sit on today.
Searl States: that he has only seen one toilet so far in his life that comes near to perfection in functions. That
was in Germany. And that was more hygienic than any other I have used. Not only does it saves water; but
gives a clean at the same time better than you can do. No fear of cholera there.
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Behold, on the eight day of February in the year of our Lord 2013, Fernando Morris head of SMI –
CA – USA, did appear in person at the EXPO that was spread over three floors for two days that had
many booths around. He stood proudly behind our reserved table to demonstrate the Searl Effect
hardware and to answer questions as seen here to an Alien dressed up like Bradley Lockerman.
Which: was exteremly serious as his comrades Martians had ordered him to go to planet Earth and
get the secrets of how to make the SEG, so they can mass produce them in time to sell them to
earthlings who are planning to land there in 2030, which certain will not be me – who am I? I’m just
that funny man who has no trousers on which you have seen on YouTube. But they all ended up
feeling that it was worth while the effort, no not that film clip on YouTube: of cause I appreciate that
Morris made that effort including all those that joined him in making it a great day and my special
thanks to our dear new member from China that work hard to interest people in the S.E.G. a real
trooper if there ever was one, then she is it. Well done China. Jason was a virgin’s prayer answered;
for he was over the Moon with this event bless him and two more EVENTS at least to come this year
in the U.S.A. The last event at this time booked: I hope that I may be able to attend it, if not then I
shall be there in spirit; hallelujah!
Searl says that way back in 1775, Alexander Cummings, a London watchmaker took out a patent for the first
water closet with an outlet valve. And in 1778 Joseph Bramah introduced a closet which had a superior
valve action flush. Searl recalls that as the cholera epidemic heightened, public health acts came into play
which saw Sir Joseph Bazalgette overseeing the construction of around 1,300 miles of sewers and 82 miles
of intercepting sewers across London.
After this, many other cities followed suit and most notably it was the city with the third highest mortality
rate in the 1840s, Bristol, which called upon Bazalgette’s expertise. The city adopted its first public health
act in the 1850s and just 18 years later they had constructed around 100 miles of mains sewers under the
streets, enforcing connections to water closets. Searl agrees that the 21st century toilet remains, essentially,
the achievement of the Victorian sanitary engineers. Searl states that unfortunate our systems are useless
for deep space exploration requirements; which will present a major issue to be solved. Knowing
Searl, he will find a way by which we can handle this elementary problem.
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2013: Searl is presenting here an update on the UK progress of the restarting to re-construct Swallow
Command Audio-Vision-Communication UK division: I guess that you can recognise this unit as the
Tyros 4 in fact a special version not normally in this make of unit, the added broad and the software
has been installed. Before it’s wired up the large 19 inch rack has to be dismantle in the other room,
and rebuilt; next to this unit. Then wood have to be got for mounting the cable trunking; for the
control units to be mounted, then the metal frame rack to selves for the equipment to be mounted.
Quite a major task as all this will be wired up to Star Ship Explorer standards. This is a complex
wiring system; for testing for safe long term operations of the craft’s functions. Even though over 5
years of testing of the switch gear has been tested without failure except for that instant where I was
rewiring the rack: 4 fuse blew which was showing a dead circuit, was in fact very live one. That
distribution panel was new and was stamped as past the required tests. That I told the firm may be
true but it’s not safe their rules failed to cover the operations of a double pole double throw switch, for
the possibility that the live side sticks on and thus none of the ten outlets showed power present, where
in fact it was 240V at 13A. After they took it apart they found that what I stated was true. The legal
rules on safety had failed to set a standard of tests in this class of switch gear for safe operations. The
company had done all tests required – the experts had it wrong. In the past I always tested all
switches. As government rules from European courts laid down the rules. I had by misjudgement
taken it for granted that it was safe. The firm agreed that it was material failure and not wear or tear,
thus they replaced it with another new one. Well I shall never again take government rules as safe.
From now on everything will be tested, and then I will not suddenly become an instant spirit. That
new one was perfect. I instructed them what to do to test all units for safety. That firm gave Peter an
expensive mains noise reducer for his sound system, as a thank you.
At this stage I like to make a statement from my first newsletter 1946:

REALITY.
OBSERVATION.
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2013: Update progress received from SMI-CA-USA: you take operation of a factory unit that just
became vacant and first task clean it and prepare it to looks like what you are. – here we see that start
of the work that is involved – preparing the image. We shall be seeing more of that work load; which
you may think is unimportant, is in fact, vital in R&D presentation. We have a long way to go before
we are ready to start our functions.
Reality is all about observation – and Searl Transportation; a division of Searl Technology Inc. is based
upon a power train term the S.E.G. Which, includes the functions of Searl Magnetics Inc. In my first ever
newsletter in the year 1946 – this is what I stated.
1:

Homo sapiens observe everything in three dimensions, because of that they automatically consider that
all things observed by them can likewise be observed by all other structures in three dimensions.

2:

This is not true; life forms vary in what they observe and from where they observe the subject.

3: The S.E.G. is also a structure, therefore it has functions, and like us it observes its functions but the
results differs from ours that it can only observe in two dimensions while we observe in three
dimensions.
4:

We observe the plate as a circle and that the roller sets rotate around that circle.

5: On the other hand the S.E.G. can only observe a straight line to infinity.
6:

The roller sets are like moons around a planet and the plates are similar to our planet Earth or our Sun.

7:

Their functions are similar in nature.

8:

The S.E.G. operates within the laws of motion as defined by Sir Isaac Newton first law.

9:

The education world brainwashed us into a world of false reality.

10: This problem is based upon a fact that they can only teach you the yesterday, not the tomorrows. For
they have not yet experience the tomorrows.
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2013: update from SMI-CA-USA-another shot of the work which has to be done first before we can
set up to work in there; relaying a new floor means cleaning it and see that its level to receive its new
coat. We shall show more of what it is taking us to prepare for action.
11: Many of us leave school on the impression that we know it all; but in reality we know next to nothing.
12: Our brains are blinded to reality by believing that governments are there to make us rich and to protect
us; so why worry about any natural problems ahead of us the government will deal with it.
13: In reality the government is there to try and get the best deals for the whole country. To try to bond all
people into a team in achieve a better condition for all who live on this island.
14: In reality it’s the total mass effort as one that wins the paradise effect for all; that is clearly lacking
today; Fact - the masses will not work together to make it happen. They want power to impress others.
This generates the down fall of any country.
15: These brains have been brainwashed into accepting a false reality that money will save them in their
hour of need – this reality is unsafe – it’s a false security.
16: In the hour of need the most important thing is energy, power tools and transport that will cope at speed
any land condition generated by a natural catastrophic event – are we ready to cope with such events? I
doubt it!
17: My whole life has been devoted in research to generate solutions to meet the efforts of such natural
disasters and the Searl Effect Technology which has emerged as a technology that has the means to
solve many of the problems that are created in an emergency.
18: It also has the means to reduce the pollution problems which all have helped to create. Many have
already died from them, and many more will unless action is taken soon.
19: Our home the planet Earth; has been slowly degraded by the species of Homo sapiens to survive in; but
thanks to our efforts we are slowly creating the perfect world for the survival of bacteria and virus.
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8th + 9th February 2013: update form SMI-CA-U.S.A.: Another photo taken at the EXPO 2013. The
Lady taking a photo is our new reprehensive for China, if I am not mistaken.
20: The mass production of the S.E.G. technology; as it is now termed; would have created a better
environment for the survival of the Homo sapiens and a worst environment for the bacteria and virus.
21: Now in 2013: I have to admit: that I am horrified at the lack of interest in the S.E.T. being developed and
marketed: when we all have witness the massive destruction power of nature and knowing that the worst
is pending any time now. Nothing much is being done in preparation for the coming events in the effort
to save life and property – except for Holland which have done much to get prepared for any future
disasters in saving lives and property.
22: Yet here in the UK the government has only just taken a small step in preparing for such event by
opening up the sea walls in two places along the East and West coast line to allow the sea to flood in to
save central London being drown under many feet of water.
23: From where I sit; I see the technology is available but not in place. A problem therefore exists that there
appears to be no government body capable of assessing the environmental problems and to define the
route of action required to soften the impact when it strikes.
24: Millions of pounds are spent each year on education in the UK, but where is the evidence that supports
such a cost – what I witness is that Homo sapiens sooner waste pounds on liquors, smoke and drugs
then to spend a pound a month to prepare them selves for the worst that nature can deliver to us.
25: When nature strikes and they lose love ones or property they cry why me? The answer is simple – the
boy scouts main motto is: be prepared – that is the answer.
26: Planet Earth is a violent planet – never accept it as a friendly planet – it kills without mercy be always
prepared – unfortunate today, cost extremely high to construct systems of protection for the masses,
thus the governments have to accept that a million deaths today are replaceable tomorrow. This is also
true – a long time ago the Earth was nearly wiped out of all life forms – today that is hard for one to
accept but it is true – the same can happen again and maybe sooner then you think.
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2013; update from SMI-CA-USA: work being done to get the floors perfect, so visitors can see what R&D is
all about – that is a clean room which is vital in Searl Magnetics Inc.
27: The SET might just give you that chance to survive against all odds that would otherwise be certain
death.
Let me explain from where I am sitting that the following product would be of great value to mankind in
emergency situation. The Inverse-Gravity-Vehicle (I.G.V.) which has only been developed to obtain the
structure concept for such an international rescue vehicle; or a deep space mission transporter of
man/women. Over the years many writers have visited me to try to write articles upon this subject for the
masses to understand. But they all hit a problem: strange: as it is just an elementary one that it is a new
window in science and technology. Therefore they is no track record upon the subject as yet, it must be
developed. Then the subject becomes reality. Here I present a bit of a report, as most is lost – but it exposes
the problem from their respective of failing to have the education value to be able to understand what is
being explained. This is their report:
Translation by Bill Sherwood of Raum & Zeit – Time and Space No. 43 – the magazine is space and
time; it’s the fifth year, number 43. The lead article is free energy – dream or reality. There’s an
interview with John Searl. On the trail of free energy. The Searl Effect by Herbert Schneider,
Traunreut and Harry Watt, in Munich. How strange, as I have started writing this article; Nicola my
carer looking through the Raum & Zeit the German version was reading an article, after the nurse
had been, and Nik went to cook my meal; I got up to see what she was reading – and behold it is this
very article; which I am including here is dated April / May 1989 from page 75 to page 84. I therefore
will continue with the plan article in English – not my English but the American English.
The assignment which the two authors gave themselves is almost impossible to fulfil. It is the matter of
understanding the search of the train of thought of a physical mathematical visionary namely John R. R.
Searl. In the words of orthodox physics it is impossible, and is almost impossible for the general public to
understand. How dead right you are – how can they understand if they lack the education needed to
understand this advanced technology. Today it is still the same problems; experts must see a heat
exchange system within the whole for production of energy – WHY? Is it because daddy told you
that? Or is it the lack of ability to STOP – THINK than ACT?
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Thursday 21st February 2013: My carer Nicola holds up the unit Launchpad the Ableton controller
received from Germany on Tuesday 19th February 2013, to replace the one stolen from my home in
Somerset by someone you trusted. The cost was much higher than the one stolen; being £168.00 and
that one stolen was just £99.00. But I mean business: it is vital that publicly is available to the world
over. During the 60s, my videos were the interest to people all over the world. Today, I want to do far
better – they use to say that it was like they were there – soon I hope to start making 3D DVDs you
will not be saying that it was like being there – instead you will be saying that you had a hard job to
convince yourself that you were not there.
For nearly a week we visited Prof. Searl to try to put together the puzzle. Although this is the largest Searl
report so far, we know it is not complete. Raum and Zeit takes this and other difficult things in the first place
to bring out new thoughts and new knowledge and understanding in the rather rigid thinking structure in our
orthodox physics in the hope that one will consider these things, experiment further and perhaps bring out
good results. Movement or progress can only come from new thoughts. We are convinced of that.
Here therefore is the great Searl report. As always this is an exclusive in our magazine Time and Space.
“Nobody will listen”, declares John Roy Robert Searl in answer to our question how it is possible that in
40 years such a technology as he is describing and developing is very little known today. That answer is
elementary – it is a new window in science yet to be developed. In fact it seems among other things first
of all a communication problem.
Hello, what have we got here? Someone with some brains – of course it is a communication problem
which I have been hammering; even up to today: Thursday 21st February 2013, it is badly lacking.
Which: requires time; patience and above all persistence to overcome. Mr Searl displays patience as we
question him about his beliefs until we begin to understand gradually what he means and how he means it.
Then his expositions seem almost simple to understand, even transparent to his listeners. His description of
how his device was built 40 years ago is unclear to us. Also we found him rather hard to understand.
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2013 update from SMI-CA-USA; the hard work to get that floor ready for the final coat. But ready it
shall be got – appearance is vital to investors. It’s a research lab, it must be clean. I understand today
Thursday 21st February, 2013, that Russell and his partner are getting ready to move down near the
lab ready to get the aerospace sector prepared. We are considering the possibility of taking on our
first female secretary at the lab. Watch out for the latest news that will appear on Searl Aerospace
Inc. Guess we shall be hearing more soon.
Searl states again, that it is not him finding it hard to get his details over; it is them who have no
education in such technology who got the problem. So how can I possible get my point over to them.
Those with sound education have no problem understanding me. They spotted that I have a hearing
problem – that surprises me that they notice that – I am clinical deaf a hearing bone in the ear is missing,
which you are lucky to have so you can hear. We had agreed to meet Searl someplace between Reading
and Mortimer. We rented a room for a time. “They don’t listen” he says. They don’t understand what I am
telling them. Of cause they cannot; due to a simple fact; they have not been educated in this
technology, based upon that FACT, how on Earth can they possible understand what I say. Let’s face
FACTS if you saw red knickers for the first time ever, you would not know that they are called
knickers or that the colour is red – or the fact that you are being warned to stand clear or get
plastered. The essentials don’t even get discussed. Everyone wants to see the SEARL EFFECT
GENERATOR, or build it, to buy one.
But they must understand that this is impossible – as you need the knowhow; that under the law I
cannot give you. Unfortunate, greed and ignorance blinds them to the reality of this issue.
We had the exceptional luck. One might even say the privilege to be for weeks’ time with Mr Searl to press
for information. We were also permitted to ask questions. He was very willing and very patient. His patience
never failed him as we tried very hard to understand. But never the less he used discretion and there were
certain things which were impossible to transfer to us. We were striving to get to the most important
fundamental factor, to learn the nature of the Searl Effect and the fundamental theme of the Searl Effect and
to get to the mathematical and physical basis.
Searl understands that you can explain it to them until they drop dead and they would still not
understand. Clearly late 2012 we witness that the scientist’s world had just starting to wake up.
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2013, February; Update from SMI-CA-USA: slowly they are working to get the floor up to a high
standard. A lot of hard work going into this site: so it stands out at meetings that we believe that even
if it’s a workshop it should look clean and pleasant to work in. It is great to see a team working to
carry my request if only to see if it looks ok at the end of the day.
This brought us the difficulty of comparing the orthodox mathematics and physics from the various elements
and the actual existence of the mathematics and physics which serves Searl for the most part. He does not
fully understand the origin of this science. It comes to him through dreams. Inspiration though dreams.
Searl will correct this last paragraph: Herbert & Harry – It was not I who does not fully understand
the origin of this science – it was you who had difficult in understanding which the same problem is
today. Before this meeting I had worked on the wards and in the Laboratory of a hospital, so I was
absolutely turn in to realise that the S.E.G. was similar to, in fact had a DNA structure: DNA was seen
to be in a different dimension – which life is only atoms in motion – nothing more and nothing less,
similar to our DNA which generates all the require functions. We have in the last few months done
some experiments with amazing results – in FACT – unbelievable results, other experiments on life
forms are under tests. I feel that I have said enough so I let you people; who can read German carry on
reading that article. For me, I have to pass on that one; I do not read German. What a strange world we live
in – one planet and you cannot understand what half of the population is saying – and we are, said the expert
from NASA going to Mars – what on a pink elephant? And we can’t get them to understand that you want
the toilet roll, so they offer you a plate of fish and chips. But forgot the tomato sauce What a world we live
in?
NASA; you got to do better than that – while I am on that issue – please make certain that the information
you release at a price is readable and photos actually can be seen. I pay for intelligence not crap. I
understand others don’t complain, the reason why is elementary they have no education in the subject to
notice that the text is unreadable, and automatically think you have aliens working for you doing this
printing. I, on the other hand have intelligence to know that you do not employ Aliens, but making
reasonable allowance; you might be employing idiots to prepare these reports?
I, trust that all of my books are readable and pictures are clear to understand what is being shown.
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Thursday 21st February 2013: This photo taken by my carer Nicola for my records of what I have to
suffer every day, as the medical experts try to fight this war on flesh eating bacteria, but finding out
that this is a very long battle. These bacteria can’t wait until you are dead as they like their food to be
fresh, and of course smelly.
Searl has for years been informing you on air and in his newsletters and books the need for ground transport
to be updated fast before it’s far too late to save this planet. Yet Searl sees you are continuing along that road
to hell The solution is not telling me who done what in ages past, but who is doing what now to save the
day. Within my books I have tried to explain the problems which I did forecast that each year which passes
the cost will go up – that answer is indeed elementary – it’s you, by increasing the population faster than the
market can stand; cost will go up and up and up to slow that market demand down – which is happening
around you and you are still blind to the cause of the problem.
Modelling railways gave me the insight what is needed to create the perfect rail automatic system of mass
transportation of the public or freight. But so far not seen such system implemented. Most of my train sets
cost £5.15s.6d to £8.0s.0d. I like to see you buy a full rail set for that kind of money today – impossible.
But what I can do today is to present the FACTS as I saw them in the 60s, which today, is vital to be; yet
most of which have been binned due to cost – that cost which we created. Thus my documents on
transportation show how we progressed and why we failed. By so doing I trust that Searl Transportation Inc.
when filed can succeed where others have failed, I can only try – as reality means that it needs your help to
make it so. Thus Searl Transportation Inc. will be responsible for Rail, Road and sea transportation systems
in these three different sectors. Thus it will be easier for the viewers to study the sector of transportation
which interest them. Than reading a load of pages; which do not interest them?
I shall give you a preview upon this subject, which I hope will expose the serious needs of better transport
systems. In this process I am not downing anyone about today’s systems. But to enlighten all that changes
are needed to meet the needs of the future; which must be developed now!
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2013: at this date, the only transport systems available will be road regardless; second source of transport
will be sea cargo. At this date a big problem relates to sea transportation systems, they do no longer print
data books, it’s all on the web and you know that can be a big pain in the ass. Here is a vital issue for new
manufacturing companies who will need to use such transport systems. In my days everything was simple
and a pleasure to employ such systems. Searl takes a very serious look at transportation which must become
reality and not just talk.

ADVANCED GROUND TRANSPORT:
It is past time to redesign our transport networks, to continue in today’s manner will end up in chaos. The
individual car is no longer economic mode of transport. Agree if we fail to create a better system then we
have – means more hardship and more cost you will have to pay. Searl Technology Inc. sets its objectives on
solving these forever growing problems. Unfortunate Searl Transportation section is not set up as yet. It will
include rail this is a vital issue to carry the bulk weight off the roads, on to a very fast rail system – speed is
vital for future requirements now is the time to develop such systems, and to implement as soon as possible.
This document is just an introduction to the responsibility of Searl Transportation division, and presents the
findings of Prof. Searl. This document assesses the status and needs of research into magnetic propulsion
and levitation in relation to future modes of ground transport. Searl reviews the state of the art and draws
conclusions about the important research, and research attitudes, needed to form a basis for sound future
decisions, be they negative or positive, on the adoption of new modes of ground transport.
Searl admits that road transportation must change this is a major task and requires a lot of modelling to be
undertaken to justify a system that all can use. It shall be done. Searl has done much research on rail
systems and been a shunter to find out the problems of our present day system – so he talks from practical
experience and his modelling experience.

